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4.0 Verizon WITS 3 Products and Services 
4.1 Cloud Services 
Verizon Cloud Services offers the WITS 3 customer a set of IT infrastructure services that are 
scalable, resilient, and managed.  Verizon has built an infrastructure that would be difficult to 
match in terms of reliability and security for all but the largest agencies. The Cloud Services 
defined in the following sections allow  WITS 3 customers to purchase only what they need – 
and still get the reliability and security that would be practically impossible for agencies on their 
own. 

4.1.1 eCloud Federal Edition (ECFE) 
 
ECFE delivers a highly resilient on-demand computing infrastructure that enables Agencies to 
employ computing resources in the quantities and duration dictated by their needs. ECFE 
offers an easy-to-use Web-based management interface that provides command and control 
over a cloud-based resource pool of compute, storage, and network built on a fully clustered 
enterprise-class computing architecture featuring virtualization technology and housed in 
Verizon secure data centers.  Verizon’s ECFE offers agility, performance, productivity, and 
security. 

 

Service Availability 

The ECFE adheres to NIST 800-53 rev.3 control standards and is housed in two secure data 
centers: the NAP (Network Access Point) of the Americas in Miami, Florida and the NAP of the 
Capital Region in Culpeper, Virginia. These facilities are the most secure and technologically 
sophisticated data center facilities in the eastern United States. Physical security is provided 
24/7, and manned by personnel with a combination of military, corrections, and police 
experience. The data centers provide a controlled and managed space with multiple 
connectivity options to place computing, storage, telecom and application server equipment. 
Depending on the agency requirements, open racks, cabinets, or customized caged floor 
spaces are available in a hardened and secure facility designed to withstand major 
environmental incidents. The temperature and power are continuously monitored to prevent 
service interruptions. 

 

FedRAMP CERTIFIED 

Verizon's Enterprise Cloud Federal Edition has received Federal Risk and Authorization 
Management Program (FedRAMP) Agency Authority to Operate (A-ATO) from the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services. This certification paves the way for U.S. federal 
government agencies to easily and securely migrate mission-critical workloads to the cloud 
while reducing the time, costs, and resources required to evaluate the security of cloud 
services.  

Verizon's commitment to providing current and future federal government customers with 
Cloud Computing Solutions that meet their stringent requirements for reliability, availability, and 
security also ensures customers' current infrastructures maintain operability. 
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4.1.2   Virtual Communications Express (VCE) for Government 
Virtual Communications Express for Government is a comprehensive cloud-based Unified 
Communications solution designed specifically to address the telecommunication and 
collaboration and needs of government agencies.  Ranging from basic voice telephone 
services to high-definition multipoint video and mobile integration, Virtual Communications 
Express for Government redefines workplace efficiency in the public sector.  Staff can be 
instantly available via desk phone, PC, tablet or mobile phone, while working from virtually 
anywhere. 

Target Applications 

• Replacing aging Centrex services and end-of-life PBXs/Key 
Systems 

o Eliminating costly maintenance agreements 

o Converging voice into QoS-enabled networks to 
eliminate standalone voice network infrastructure 
and expense 

o Implementing a Cap-Ex friendly technology overhaul 
solution 

• Enabling of teleworkers and telework directives 

• Vastly simplifying the communications aspects of Continuity 
of Operations Plans (COOPs) 

• Cloud-sourcing to reduce data center space, expense and 
operational management tasks 

• Improving productivity through real-time chat, voice, video 
and desktop collaboration in a secure environment 

• Allowing impromptu workgroup meetings, across multiple 
locations, without reservations or per minute charges 

Built for Government 

Virtual Communications Express for Government has been built specifically for governmental 
agencies and is designed to minimize the obstacles associated with implementing new 
technology in compliance-bound environments.  Several mandates, directives and initiatives 
were taken into consideration when designing the Virtual Communications Express for 
Government solution including: 

 

• Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program 
(FedRAMP) 

• Federal Information Security Modernization Act (FISMA) 

• Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12 (HSPD-12) – 
Common Identification Standards 
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• Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI) 

• Telework Enhancement Act of 2010 

• The General Services Administration’s Enterprise 
Infrastructure Solutions contract consolidation initiative 

• Section 508 Compliance 

 

Virtual Communications Express for Government can significantly reduce technology 
evaluation burdens and ease approval processes by considering the above standards and 
providing compliance transparency to agencies. 
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

• Verizon Program Management applies Project Management Institute (PMI) methods 
and procedures and is comprehensive, flexible, and adapted to efficiently meet 
customer needs. Personnel and resources can be provided around the world to 
manage development programs of any size and deliver metrics-based results with 
specialized personnel.  

• Staffing 

• Project Status Reports 

• Scope & Change Control Procedures 

• Quality Assurance 

 

 
4.1.3 Content Delivery Network Service (Akamai) Overview 
The Internet and communications built on the Internet have made location irrelevant in many 
ways. Consumers can check and send email or pay bills from virtually anywhere, Federal 
workers no longer have to be physically present in the office to do their work, and files – or 
even desktops – can be shared across the country. While the Internet has and continues to be 
a powerful enabler, it has not changed the basic laws of physics. The reality is it takes content 
hosted in San Francisco, CA longer to get to Washington than content hosted in Fairfax, VA. 
The larger and richer that content gets and the more congested the Internet becomes the more 
impact this reality will have. The Content Delivery Network Service delivered by Akamai 
overcomes this reality by hosting content in thousands of locations around the world. This 
means when users are near Fairfax, VA. they access the copy of the content hosted in Fairfax, 
VA. When users are near San Francisco, CA. they access the copy of the content hosted in 
San Francisco, CA.  
 
Benefits 

• Content gets to constituents faster and more reliably.  

• Centrally hosted applications perform better for remote users. 

• For public facing sites vulnerability to Denial of Service (DOS) attacks (including 
distributed attacks) is substantially reduced or eliminated.  

 

4.1.1.1 Dynamic Site Accelerator  

Akamai's Dynamic Site Accelerator (DSA) improves the speed, scalability, security and 
reliability of any Web site that delivers dynamic content and online functionality to consumers. 
For activities such as search queries, shopping carts, account maintenance, and customer 
service, DSA ensures that every transaction is completed with optimal performance for each 
end user. Key features of DSA include: 
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• SureRoute, for Performance: Chooses the most effective route between Akamai edge 
and origin servers for optimum delivery performance. 

• Prefetching: Reduces the number of long-haul round trips required to retrieve 
embedded content, eliminating a major source of latency for page rendering. 

• Transport Protocol Optimization: Tunes the parameters that govern communications 
between Akamai servers, as well as between Akamai servers and end users, in order to 
increase the performance of those connections. 

• Compression: Compressing content before it is sent to the end-user is especially 
effective at reducing transfer times for HTML content to users on slower connections; 
because application pages are often light on graphics, this technique can be particularly 
effective for improving performance of transactional content. 

• Service Level Agreement: provides a 50%/20% Global/North America performance 
improvement and 100% availability. 

• Site and Visitor Intelligence:  Provides more detailed intelligence for the site as well 
as analytics on the visitors coming to the site like Top Site visitors, unique visitors, top 
URLs etc.   

• Cache Optimization: DSA provides a wide range of cache control features that 
maximize the cacheability of content including setting TTL, modifying headers, path 
modification and downstream caching. (This does not include the Advanced Cache 
Optimization module features – see below for details.) 

• Content Availability: DSA provides controls that increase the availability of content 
when the origin is unresponsive or Internet issues block connectivity to the origin 
server.   Serve content from cache when origin is unresponsive.  The DSA server will 
serve the requested content from cache even if its’ TTL has expired if the origin server 
is unresponsive. 

• SureRoute for Failover: If the path between an Akamai server and the origin is 
blocked, SureRoute for Failover can select a path that routes around the blockage so 
that the origin can always be reached. 

• Site Security:  Provides rigorous security that protects website infrastructure from 
attacks.   

• Capacity On-Demand: Provides customers with ensured capacity as needed. 
Akamai’s network intelligence detects when traffic is increasing and automatically load 
balances traffic among servers and datacenters that are best suited to service each 
user.  

• Dynamic Mapping: Each end user request is dynamically mapped to an Akamai edge 
server via Akamai’s intelligent DNS.  

Included Products for the DSA Family 

The following products are also included with DSA where delivery of on-demand streaming 
content is captured in the 200GB/MPV delivery cap with a per GB charge for overage.  

• On-Demand Streaming 
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o Flash 

o Windows Media 

o Apple QuickTime 

The AMD solution is required for these advanced features where delivery of on-demand 
streaming content is captured in the 200GB/MPV delivery cap with a per GB charge for 
overage. Please use AMD order form if these advanced features are required. 

• Performance Analytics: Site Analyzer (200 site analyzer tokens included) 

• NetStorage (5 GB included) 
 

4.1.1.2 Dynamic Site Accelerator – Secure  

Dynamic Site Accelerator Secure provides added security to DSA and enables customers to 
accelerate dynamic, highly interactive Web sites securely making the Internet a reliable and 
effective channel for conducting business. In addition to all of the Dynamic Site Accelerator 
features, DSA Secure contains the following: 

• Secure Delivery: Allows DSA Secure customers to deliver content over Secure 
Delivery Network as well as our regular Site Delivery network. 

• SSL Network Access:  Including one certificate and annual license. 

• Access Control: Allows DSA Secure customers to move access control and 
authentication functionality out to the Edge of the Akamai network rather than requiring 
these decisions to be made through interaction with the origin.  It can also improve 
interaction with the origin where access is centrally managed. 

 
4.1.1.3 Dynamic Site Delivery  

Dynamic Site Delivery is an entry level site acceleration solution that includes a subset of 
features and optional modules of Dynamic Site Accelerator.  This solution is targeted for 
environments where dynamic content acceleration and advanced features are not needed.  
DSD provides base features of DSA but does NOT include: 

• Acceleration Features:  SureRoute, TCP Optimization and Prefetching.  

• Site and Visitor Intelligence Reports.(Note: these reports can be purchased as a 
module – see below) 

Furthermore, DSD has only the following standard SLA: 

• Serve content faster than origin. 

• 100% availability. 

Dynamic Site Delivery provides customers with the following capabilities and benefits: 

• Capacity On-Demand: Provides customers with ensured capacity as needed.  
Akamai’s network intelligence detects when traffic is increasing and automatically load 
balances traffic among servers and datacenters that are best suited to service each 
user.  
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• Cache Optimization: DSD provides a wide range of cache control features that 
maximizes the cacheability of content including setting TTL, modifying headers, path 
modification and downstream caching. (This does not include the Advanced Cache 
Optimization module features – see below for details.) 

• Content Availability: DSD provides controls that increase the availability of content 
when the origin is unresponsive or Internet issues block connectivity to the origin 
server.   Serve content from cache when origin is unresponsive.  The DSD server will 
serve the requested content from cache even if the TTL has expired if the origin server 
is unresponsive. 

• SureRoute for Failover: If the path between an Akamai server and the origin is 
blocked, SureRoute for Failover can select a path that routes around the blockage so 
that the origin can always be reached. 

• Basic Site Security: Provides rigorous security that protects website infrastructure 
from attacks.   

• Compression: Compressing content before it is sent to the end-user is especially 
effective at reducing transfer times for HTML content to users on slower connections; 
because application pages are often light on graphics, this technique can be particularly 
effective for improving performance of transactional content. 

• Dynamic Mapping: Each end user request is dynamically mapped to an Akamai edge 
server via Akamai’s intelligent DNS.  

Included Products for DSD 

The following products are also included with DSD where delivery of on-demand streaming 
content is captured in the 200GB/MPV delivery cap with a per GB charge for overage. 

• On-Demand Streaming 

o Windows Media 

o Apple QuickTime 

o Flash 

Note: Advanced Streaming Reporting, Secure Streaming and Live Streaming are not available 
under DSD.   Please use AMD order form if these advanced features are required. 

• NetStorage (5 GB included) 

Table 4.1.1-1: Dynamic Site Solutions for Verizon WITS 3 

Dynamic Site Solutions for Verizon 
WITS 3 DSA DSA SECURE DSD                                                                                                                            
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SLA 

20% NA/50% 
Global  100% 

availability  

20% NA/50% 
Global  100% 

availability  

Faster Than 
Origin  100% 

availability 
SureRoute, TCP Opt, 
Pre-Fetching   Not Available 
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4.1.1.4 DSA Solution Billing Components and Models 
DSA billing consists of a delivery component, an advanced feature module component, and a 
Site component.  

Delivery Component – The standard billing model for the Dynamic Site Solutions is million 
page views (MPV).  For this purpose, Akamai defines a page view as the delivery of a file by 
Akamai that has Content Type “text/html” but excludes redirects (HTTP response code 
301/302) and File Not Found error page (HTTP response code 404).  A Content Type is an 
HTTP response header that describes the file type that follows, which the browser uses to 
render the content properly. 200GB of delivery is included per MPV committed or usage, 
whichever is higher. If the customer exceeds this limit, a per-GB overage charge is applied.   

95/5 Mbps and GB delivered billing models are also available with PM approval for those 
accounts for which technically MPV billing is not viable or the prospect does not accept the 
MPV billing model.  

Advanced Feature Module Component – DSA solution advanced feature modules are 
charged at a flat monthly rate per module.   

Site Component – DSA solutions are sold per Site defined as at most one domain and up to 
10 hostnames.  For example, in the case of www.customer.com and images.customer.com 
“customer.com” is the domain and “www” and “images” are hostnames.  If a customer requires 
more than 10 hostnames or 1 domain then a second Site must be purchased.   

4.1.1.5 Overage Fees 

Internet traffic by its nature tends to have peaks and valleys. The nature of federal customers is 
that they tend to require predictable billing. Verizon and Akamai have worked together to 
address these conflicting realities. While the prices (both MRC and unit prices) vary, the 
approach to billing described below is consistent across Akamai’s services. Dynamic Site 
Acceleration (DSA) is used as an example. The service comes as a package that includes: 

• 1,500 GB of delivery 

• 5 GB of NetStorage  

Cache Optimization     
Content Availability    

Security    

LDS    
Basic Reporting & 
Monitoring    
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On Demand Streaming    

NetStorage 5 GB 5 GB 5 GB 

http://www.customer.com/
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• 200 Site analyzer tokens 

The 1,500 GB of delivery is normalized over a year. The service is actually to deliver 1,500 * 
12, or 18,000 GB annually. In any given month customers may exceed the 1,500 GB and not 
be charged an overage fee. In the event traffic over several months clearly indicates a 
customer will exceed the annual allotment of delivery, the customer can purchase additional 
GB of delivery at per GB per month prices. For example the customer may choose to purchase 
an additional 1,000 GB per month. This additional delivery capacity also would be annualized. 
In this example the customer’s total monthly delivery would be 2,500 per month and 30,000 
annually. Exceeding 2,500 in any given month would not result in an overage charge unless 
the total annual delivery allotment (in this case 30,000) was exceeded. 

 
4.1.1.6 DDoS (Distributed Denial-of-Service) Defender  

Akamai DDoS Defender is designed to reduce the potential likelihood and impact of many 
common types of DDoS Attacks by absorbing some DDoS traffic, deflecting attacks, and 
authenticating valid traffic at the network edge. DDoS Defender includes support services to 
respond to many types of DDoS events by applying security response mechanisms and 
standard operating procedures specifically designed to identify and remediate DDoS Attacks, 
and providing protection from burst charges associated with unexpected or malicious traffic 
spikes. DDoS Defender is managed by Akamai Global Services and Support, and includes no 
customer self-service capabilities. DDoS Defender includes DDoS Fee Protection. 

 
4.1.1.7 NetStorage  

NetStorage allows customers to store content on Akamai NetStorage facilities for both site 
failover and general storage and delivery purposes.  Net Storage provides redundancy, fault 
tolerance, and mirroring; automatic failover, content replication, and global traffic management.  
Customer content is uploaded to a designated directory in the Akamai network and is 
replicated with copies stored at multiple locations in diversely located storage centers. Content 
is distributed intelligently, placed close to Web users, monitored for network problems, and 
routed efficiently by identifying and using optimal paths. 

NetStorage is priced monthly based on a Committed Volume of Storage (CVS) Storage usage 
over the CVS is rounded up to the next whole GB and charged based on the overage CLIN.  

 

4.1.1.8 Enhanced Domain Name Service   
Enhanced DNS (EDNS) provides an outsourced secondary Domain Name Service via 
Akamai’s distributed network of DNS servers deployed across multiple networks to ensure 
improved DNS performance, security and scalability. 

DNSSEC.  The EDNS add-on DNSSEC provides support for EDNS customers. With Sign and 
Serve DNSSEC, Akamai signs and serves the zones not DNSSEC signed by the customer. 
Akamai leverages its proven key management infrastructure to maintain the DNSSEC keys, 
removing the burden of key management from the customer. 
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4.1.1.9 Akamai Media Delivery  

The Akamai Media Delivery solution enables delivery, storage and reporting for digital media 
assets such as movies, news clips, and short-form video. Akamai offers both on-demand and 
live streaming services for all popular media formats including Microsoft Windows Media, Apple 
QuickTime, and Adobe Flash. Microsoft Smooth Streaming (AdaptiveEdge Streaming) is 
available for on-demand only.  The Secure Streaming advanced feature offering allows 
customers to secure their streaming links. It helps content providers restrict access to content 
to authorized users only, and to counter exchange of stolen links. NetStorage is highly 
recommended as the origin for delivering secure media assets. Depending on security 
requirements, using a different origin may require additional security services.  

4.1.1.10 Support and Professional Services 
Professional Services – Standard Integration 

Standard Integration (for DSA, EDNS, DNSSEC, and Media Delivery) includes the following: 

• Telephone support to  

o conduct a training session for Akamai’s online tools for configuration 
management, reporting, and troubleshooting, and  

o answer specific implementation questions 

• E-mail and/or web conferencing support to assist Customer with the activation process 

• Standard Integration Services are provided at mutually agreed upon dates and times 
during normal business hours (i.e., 9:00 am to 5:00 pm Customer local time).   

Standard Integration Services do not include in person meetings at Customer’s facilities by 
Akamai personnel.  

Professional Services – Managed Integration 
Managed integration (for DSA, only) provides support with the complete design and integration 
of Akamai Service(s) as set forth on the associated Transaction Document. Professional 
Services assists with planning for the Akamai Service(s) to address specific technology 
requirements and business processes, and manage all stages of the implementation to ensure 
success.  Managed Integration includes the following: 

• Project Management, communication – escalations throughout the integration 

• Project Schedule 

• Implementation Plan 

• Configuration Test Plan 

• EdgeControl portal overview 

The following Customer responsibilities must be fulfilled to enable Professional Services 
delivery of Managed Integration: 

• Customer agrees to reasonable additional fees for travel and living related expenses for 
Akamai’s technical team.   
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• Customer shall provide a single point of contact as well as a backup point of contact, 
authorized and accountable for representing Customer in communicating technical 
requirements and giving approval for the project milestones and schedule.  

• Customer shall provide technical resources to answer any technical questions that 
Akamai personnel may have regarding the requirements and deliverables in a timely 
manner.  

• Customer will be responsible for coordinating and managing any changes to their 
infrastructure that may be required for integration as referenced in the applicable 
Transaction Document.  

• Customer will be responsible for conducting functional testing via Akamai for all web 
properties referenced in the associated Transaction Document prior to going live on the 
platform.  

• Customer agrees only the web properties referenced in the associated Transaction 
Document are in scope for this Service 

Managed Integration Services are provided via phone, email and/or web conferencing at 
mutually agreed upon dates and times during normal business hours (i.e., 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. Customer local time).  Off-hours support must be requested in advance by Customer no 
fewer than ten (10) business days prior to the date  at which point Akamai will assess the 
request to determine if the request can be accommodated and if any additional fees are 
required to fulfill the request.  

Managed Integration Services are not available for web properties that require custom user 
client, other than standard web browsers. During the Term of the applicable Transaction 
Document, Customer may use any deliverables and work products provided in conjunction with 
the delivery of Managed Integration Services; provided however, Akamai retains all rights in 
such deliverables and work products created. 

If the scope of Customer’s requirements changes during the course of the project, a separate 
Transaction Document may be required.   

Priority Support (all Akamai services) 

Akamai will provide: 

• Named support team; 

• Priority case handling with improved response times above Standard Support; 

• Quarterly business reviews; 

• Up to 150 Support per year for the Akamai Services.  An allocation of additional 
Support Requests may be obtained under a separate Transaction Document.  Unused 
Support Requests may not be carried over to subsequent years.  Customer will not 
receive credits or refunds for unused Support Requests; and 

• Up to two (2) seats per year in instructor-led the Akamai Services training courses as 
scheduled by Akamai, and located at an Akamai-specified training facility.  Seats may 
be used for attendance in the same course, or separately in different courses.  
Customer is responsible for all travel and related expenses to attend the training 
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course. Unused seats may not be carried over to subsequent years, and Customer will 
not receive credits or refunds for unused seats. 

Professional Services, Hourly (all Akamai services) 

Akamai will provide additional hours of Professional Services for services agreed upon 
between customer and Akamai in a Custom Statement of Work 

4.2 Voice Services 
Verizon WITS 3 Voice Services include analog lines, Centrex lines, ISDN (BRI and multi-point 
BRI), Analog and Digital PBX trunks and PRI services. 

4.2.1 Multilevel Precedence and Pre-emption (MLPP) Overview 
Multilevel precedence and preemption is typically utilized in military communications that 
incorporate a priority scheme (a) for assigning one of several precedence levels to specific 
calls or messages so that the system handles them in a predetermined order and time frame, 
(b) for gaining controlled access to network resources in which calls and messages can be 
preempted only by higher priority calls and messages, (c) that is recognized only within a 
predefined switch partition, and (d) in which the precedence level of a call outside the 
predefined switch partition is usually not recognized.  These precedence levels, in descending 
order, are as follows: 

• Flash Override: cannot be preempted; not enabled on all DoD networks 

• Flash Override:  cannot be preempted in the DSN 

• Flash: reserved generally for telephone calls pertaining to command and control 

• Immediate: reserved generally for telephone calls pertaining to situations that gravely 
affect national security  

• Priority: reserved generally for telephone calls requiring expeditious action by called 
parties and/or furnishing essential information for the conduct of government operations 

• Routine: designation applied to those official government communications that require 
rapid transmission but do not require preferential handling 

MLPP rules basically state that more important calls override less important calls when 
congestion occurs within a network.  Station-based preemption is used when a more important 
call needs to be placed to either party in an existing call.  Trunk-based preemption is used 
when trunk bandwidth needs to be reallocated to facilitate a higher precedence call over a 
given path in the network.  In both station- and trunk-based preemption scenarios, preempted 
parties are positively notified, via preemption tone, that their call can no longer be supported.  
The same preemption tone is always used. 

Service Details 

MLPP Features – The following MLPP features will be implemented as part of the switch 
feature upgrades for the WITS DoD serving trunks: 

• NSEP-AUTC4RT 

o Abbreviated dialing for DSN 
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o Direct station select for DSN 

o Precedence Network In-Dialing (PNID) 

o Main-satellite DSN/AUTOVON compatibility 

o DSN autovon console 

o Business Residential Custom Services (BRCS) adaptation for DSN 

o Precedence and preemption 

• NSEP-MLPPSPK 

o MLPP on SS7 – Stage 1 

o MLPP on SS7 – Stage 2 

• NSEP-MLPPPRI 

o MLPP on PRI 

o Connection arrangements are supported for the following: 

• Analog line to PRI  

• BRI to PRI 

• PRI to PRI 

• PRI to DP/MF trunk 

• A MLPP call can be routed over a PRI B-channel or over a DP/MF trunk depending on 
how the route indices are provisioned 

o The following DSN features are supported using this features: 

• Precedence access threshold limits the number of calls at each precedence level that 
can be offered to the DSN 

• Polygrid routing is a robust, redundant trunking scheme, where in the limiting case, all 
DSN switches are interconnected with each other 

• NSEP-DSN4RTU 

o DSN/autovon ISDN attendant console 

o Precedence and preemption ISDN attendant displays 

o Attendant queuing by precedence levels 

o Attendant originating and terminating calls 

Benefits  

• Use existing JITC certified switches, which allow for a no risk MLPP implementation to 
all current and future WITS customers 

• Utilize existing MLPP test plans and unique requirements associated with the current 
WITS network 
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• WITS switch solution allows T1.619a compliant JITC-certified PBX’s full MLPP 
capability with WITS switches and their connectivity to the DSN 

• Scalable per switch licensing allows for location-based MLPP needs for DSN MLPP 
operation 

4.2.2 Analog Lines 
Overview 

Analog lines are often referred to as plain old telephone service (POTS) lines.  Analog lines 
provide a single analog communication circuit between the local end office and the customer's 
telephone, key system, fax machine, or modem.  The Analog line offers a reliable solution for a 
customer's routine business telecommunications applications. 

Features  

Analog Centrex line is always provisioned with the following Basic Standard features, which 
are:  

• Call Transfer-All Calls  

• Consultation Hold  

• Three-Way Calling  

• Touch Tone  

• Intercom  

• Direct Inward and Outward Dialing  

• Access Codes 

Verizon offers the following features and services with its analog line: 

• Voice mail  

• Caller ID  

• Call waiting  

• Speed dialing  

• Conference call (six-way calling)  

Line Suspension Capabilities 

Analog lines can be suspended upon customer request. The following conditions apply: 
 

• Suspending a line disables incoming and outgoing calls. 

• Available only for analog and ISDN BRI lines. 

• Monthly charges apply at the same rate as active lines. 

• Programming in the Verizon switch, cable pairs, etc. remain in place. 

• Suspended lines are restored via service order. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voicemail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caller_ID
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_waiting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbreviated_dialing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conference_call
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• Order processing charges apply for each suspend, restore and disconnect order issued 
by the WITS Center. 

• Suspended status remains indefinitely until an order is issued to restore or disconnect. 

• To suspend for a period and then disconnect, one order is requested for the suspend, 
then a separate order for the disconnect. 

• If requests are received by the WITS Center to suspend for a period and then 
disconnect on the same request, the Center will issue the order(s) to suspend, will 
establish a follow-up to issue the disconnect order(s) and will email the DAR to advise 
the date due of the disconnect order(s). 

• Once a suspended line has been disconnected, restoration requires a new install order; 
installation charges and the standard interval apply. 

Service Details  

The Unbundled Analog Line Port uses a variety of supervisory signaling methods to control call 
processing. Two-wire interfaces connect to our local switching system via a 2-wire central 
office distribution frame cross-connect between your 2-wire distributing frame termination and 
that of the analog port. 

Benefits 

• Right-sized - Primarily geared toward small- to medium-sized agencies prospects (i.e., 
less than 99 employees using less than 15 circuits). 

• Feature-rich - Verizon offers an impressive array of local features that define and 
enhance its business line offering.  

o Caller ID  

o Call waiting  

o Speed dialing  

• Conference call (three-way calling)  

• No oversubscription available - Comprised of one phone number per line (1:1 ratio). 

• Connection to multiple telephones - Although there may be several extensions on one 
line, there can only be one call in progress at any given time. 

• Flexible - A small government office wanting basic voice requirements and features, 
can also have the following Verizon services: 

o Caller ID  

o Call waiting  

o Speed dialing  

o Conference call (three-way calling)  

• Practical - A large government office may provision business lines to use as a disaster 
recovery back up to a local PBX solution.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caller_ID
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_waiting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbreviated_dialing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conference_call
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caller_ID
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_waiting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbreviated_dialing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conference_call
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• Versatile - Using a PBX, customers may provision a business line as personal lines for 
key executives.  

• Customer Service - Verizon is the single point of contact. 

• Widespread Availability - Verizon’s nationwide footprint provides large service areas.  

4.2.3 Analog Trunking 
Overview  

Analog trunks are supported in the Verizon network at for incoming, outgoing, and two-way 
traffic and direct inward and outward dialing. 

Service Details 

The Verizon network supports analog trunks for incoming, outgoing, and two-way traffic and 
direct inward and outward dialing.  Verizon's unbundled analog two-wire and four-wire loops 
provide four signaling options that are determined by point-of-termination characteristics.  A 
two-wire analog loop will support loop-start, ground-start, loop reverse-battery, or customer-
provided in-band signaling.  A four-wire analog loop will support loop-start, ground-start, loop 
reverse-battery, customer-provided in-band, or duplex signaling.  Two-wire analog loops 
support POTS while 4-wire analog loops allow configuration of a variety of circuits in multiple 
ways. 

4.2.3.1 Types of Analog Trunk 
Direct inward dialing trunk (DID) trunks can only receive calls.  A group of telephone 
numbers (DID numbers) are associated with a given trunk group; however, there is no one-to-
one correspondence between the individual channels and these numbers.  The PBX uses the 
DID number given it by the phone company to route the channel to the correct DID extension 
within the PBX extension. This allows some or all PBX stations to receive calls directly without 
going through an attendant (or auto attendant). 

Direct outward dialing (DOD) trunks are set up for outbound calling only.  

Direct inward/outward dialing (DIOD) trunks are two-way analog central-office trunks 
offering both inward (trunk-side) and outward (line-side dial tone) calling.  DIOD trunks can 
replace a customer's existing DID and DOD trunks.  DIOD trunks will save customers money 
because they distribute the calling load over fewer actual trunks, have fewer trunk termination 
requirements, and since basic in-and-out calling can be in one trunk group, analyzing high-
volume easier and simpler for the customer to alter PBX trunks to fit their traffic patterns. 

Analog trunks are supported in the Verizon network at 4000 Hz bandwidth for incoming, 
outgoing, and two-way traffic and direct inward and outward dialing.  Two-wire and four-wire 
access circuits are available from Verizon with DP/DTMF.  The following signaling/supervision 
types are available: 

• Immediate start  

• Ground start  

• Loop start  

• Wink start  
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• Delay dial with integrity check  

• E&M types II, III, and IV 

Benefits 

• Two-way calling: DIOD trunks offer inward and outward calling. 

• One trunk group: Traffic studies are easier to evaluate in terms of traffic 
capacity/requirements. 

• Direct station dialing: Incoming calls are automatically directed to the station's user 
without attendant assistance.  This feature reduces the requirement for attendant 
positions, reducing or eliminating attendant labor costs. 

• Traffic efficiency:  There is only one trunk group needed for in- and out-dialing, so fewer 
trunks are needed to process the same number of calls.  Fewer trunks and less trunk-
termination equipment save the customer money. 

• Analog trunking: No additional equipment is needed to replace existing DID trunks. 

4.2.4 Digital Trunk 
 
Digital Trunk Service has been retired. Learn more. 

Overview  

Digital Trunks are Verizon advanced product offering that provide connectivity between the 
local-end office and customer switch.  

Digital trunks provide digital connectivity from the local end office to the customer’s PBX. Digital 
trunks are provided via a 1.5 MBPS link. Digital trunks are available as one-way in, one-way 
out, or two-way. 

Service Details  

Digital trunks provide extremely powerful and accurate digital transmission speeds of 1.5 Mbps 
(Megabits per second) and at 45 Mbps at T3 level.  High-capacity DS1s and DS3s transmit 
heavy volumes of digital information and support applications that demand high bandwidth.  
Customers can also exchange large files and process high-volumes of on-line transactions 
such as payroll and inventory management.  DS1s use high-speed  at 1.5 Mbps. DS3s use the 
high-performance, reliable circuitry of fiber optic transmission facilities to provide the equivalent 
of 28 T1 channels or 672 regular voice grade channels in a 45 Mbps connection.   

Digital trunks are supported at the SDP for incoming, outgoing, and two-way traffic and direct 
inward an outward dialing.  Channelized T1 is supported for 24 separate DS0 channels where 
the ability to assign telephone numbers to the individual DS0s is available with the T1.   

Benefits 

• High volumes of information can be transmitted at high speeds 

• High-capacity digital data services can be economical alternatives to using multiple 
lower-speed channels to transmit the same information 

• Meetings can be held by videoconferencing, which reduces travel time and expense 

http://www.verizonenterprise.com/worldwide/solutions/public_sector/federal/contracts/wits3/announcements/tech_upgrade_042814.pdf
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• Increased security access reduces unauthorized network access 

• Allows 24 voice grade lines to be digitally delivered to the customer premise (the 
customer only needs one line card in their equipment instead of 24 line cards. 

Applications include fax servers and voice messaging services; ISPs will also use digital trunk 
as a substitute service for ISDN PRI 

4.2.5 WITS 3 Lines – ISDN BRI 
Overview  

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) provides high performance, fully digital access to 
the worldwide telecommunications network – through standard copper telephone lines. This 
fast, digital transmission service is available virtually everywhere within the National Capitol 
Region. From offices, homes, and remote locations, ISDN lets employees tap resources and 
use new business applications where video images and data flow simultaneously along with 
fax transmissions and phone conversations. 
 
Features  

ISDN BRI lines are always provisioned with the following Basic Standard features, which are:  

• Call Transfer-All Calls  

• Consultation Hold  

• Three-Way Calling  

• Touch Tone  

• Intercom  

• Direct Inward and Outward Dialing  

• Access Codes 

Verizon offers the following features and services with its ISDN BRI lines: 

• Voice mail  

• Caller ID  

• Call waiting  

• Speed dialing  

• Conference call (six-way calling)  

 

Line Suspension Capabilities 

ISDN BRI lines can be suspended upon customer request. The following conditions apply: 

• Suspending a line disables incoming and outgoing calls. 

• Available only for analog and ISDN BRI lines. 

• Monthly charges apply at the same rate as active lines. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voicemail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caller_ID
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_waiting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbreviated_dialing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conference_call
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• Programming in the Verizon switch, cable pairs, etc. remain in place. 

• Suspended lines are restored via service order. 

• Order processing charges apply for each suspend, restore and disconnect order issued 
by the WITS Center. 

• Suspended status remains indefinitely until an order is issued to restore or disconnect. 

• To suspend for a period and then disconnect, one order is requested for the suspend, 
then a separate order for the disconnect. 

• If requests are received by the WITS Center to suspend for a period and then 
disconnect on the same request, the Center will issue the order(s) to suspend, will 
establish a follow-up to issue the disconnect order(s) and will email the DAR to advise 
the date due of the disconnect order(s). 

• Once a suspended line has been disconnected, restoration requires a new install order; 
installation charges and the standard interval apply. 

Service Details  

ISDN BRI (Basic Rate Interface), also known as ISDN Basic, supports a wide range of 
applications and emerging trends by enabling a seamless exchange of information in any 
medium – voice, data, or video – at high speeds. Customers will have the support needed to 
use today’s most innovative, fully integrated communications solutions to meet immediate 
challenges of doing more, faster with fewer resources. Using ISDN enables customers to 
benefit from new forces shaping the workplace – including a growing number of teleworkers, 
dispersed project teams, resource sharing, online connectivity, and the need to provide better 
customer service.  

ISDN sends clear digital signals at high speeds over regular phone lines. Without a major 
network investment, ISDN enables existing phone lines to carry voice, data, and video traffic at 
speeds over four times faster than a 28.8Kbps (kilobits per second) analog line without 
compression. With compression, speeds can be even faster. Voice calls can be made more 
quickly and with superior call quality because ISDN is digital. Combining ISDN with Centrex 
provides voice systems additional power and improves productivity. Centrex ISDN gives users 
control over allocating the bandwidth across desktops to take advantage of the classic benefit 
of Centrex with the enhanced call handling features of ISDN. 

Benefits 

• Increase productivity using ISDN’s higher speeds – ISDN utilizes two separate 64 Kbps 
channels which can be combined into one 128 Kbps “channel.” 

• Faster data transmission speeds can result in shorter connection times and lower 
usage costs. 

• Avoid the costs and inflexibility of dedicated lines – the same ISDN line can be used to 
carry both voice and data so there’s no need to wait for a fax to finish before making a 
call. 
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• Take advantage of productivity enhancing applications such as remote Local Area 
Network (LAN) access, videoconferencing, pre-press graphics, postproduction editing, 
and digital broadcasting that can reduce travel costs and product development time. 

• Enjoy clear, digital transmission that results in fewer errors and re-transmissions and 
greater network reliability – all of which saves time and increases productivity. 

• ISDN can also be used to back up overflow dedicated services, such as Frame Relay, 
to ensure against outages or high volume congestion cost effective insurance for 
mission critical information. 

4.2.6 WITS 3 Access Trunks – ISDN PRI 
Overview 

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) Primary is a local exchange access service that 
creates a direct digital connection to a Verizon central office to provide voice, data, image and 
video services on a single circuit or line. 

Service Details 

ISDN PRI (Primary Rate Interface), also known as ISDN Primary, provides fast, flexible access 
to services such as direct inward and outward dialing, Toll-Free Service, and circuit switched 
data. The Call-by-Call Service Selection and Individual Calling Line Identification capabilities 
offer a cost-effective, feature-rich method of local access for applications such as PBX 
trunking, host computer access, LAN-to-LAN connections, and videoconferencing. 

ISDN PRI transmits large volumes of data, video and enhanced voice communications 
requiring higher transmission capabilities such as videoconferencing, imaging, digital audio and 
CAD/CAM. 

ISDN PRI is comprised of a central office trunk port connection via a T1 (1.5 Mbps) facility. Its 
24 channels are arranged into twenty-three 64 Kbps B channels for user information and one 
64 Kbps D channel for signaling and control functions. “Out of band” signaling from ISDN offers 
clear 64 Kbps channels for data communications. The 64 Kbps channels can be bundled to 
provide speeds up to 1.5 Mbps per line. 

Benefits 

Save the cost of individual dedicated circuits.  Enjoy clear, digital transmission for voice and 
data communications.  Gain the flexibility of call-by-call service selection that increases 
trunking efficiency and the potential for savings.  Increase call handling efficiency with calling 
line identification — a feature available even to PBX users.  Protect communications reliability 
with options for backup configuration.  Benefit from planned enhancements like additional 
telephone number capability and contract pricing. Save travel time with full motion virtual 
meetings using videoconferencing. 

4.2.7 Voice Mail 
Overview 

Voice Mail service provides customers the ability to use the Voice Mail feature of the WITS 3 
Network by leasing individual mailboxes on a monthly basis. WITS 3 Voice Mail service allows 
users to tailor individual announcements to alert callers when they are not available to answer 
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their phone. Voice Mail allows callers to leave detailed messages to inform the user of the 
information that is required by the caller, which increases productivity and eliminates 
“telephone tag.”  The service is accessible from any telephone with a standard push button 
tone pad. 

Service Details 

Voice Mail service is a communications tool that allows users out of the office, in meetings, or 
on travel, to interact with their office and customers using a voice networking technology called 
Voice Mail. Voice Mail can also electronically store documents using the fax feature, which 
allows users to print faxes at a remote location and does not require users to be in their work 
locations to receive important documents. Voice Mail allows users to accomplish more in less 
time. 

Benefits 

• Work remotely and stay in communications contact with co-workers and customers 

• Receive important faxed documents anywhere 

• Send important group messages by using the voice broadcast feature 

• Increase productivity by eliminating “telephone tag” 

• Decrease long distance expenses when traveling by sending messages through the 
voice mail network 

• Provides personalized announcements that notifies callers of absence from the office 
for travel or vacation 

4.2.8 Custom Redirect Service 
Overview 

Custom Redirect Service (CRS) transfers incoming calls to a predetermined alternate location.  
The desired number is identified using criteria determined by the customer.  Up to three sets of 
calling criteria can be preprogrammed and the customer may switch between the three criteria 
by requesting a change with Verizon. 

Service Details 

By design, CRS suits a variety of customer needs.  The key to successful CRS implementation 
is to understand the objective for redirecting calls and to select the appropriate routing criteria.  
The selection criteria for routing calls include:  

• Time of Day / Day of the Week (TOD/DOW) 
Customers specify how calls are to be handled based on the Time of Day, Day of 
Week, or Day of Year of the incoming call.  One example would be to redirect calls to 
an answering service after normal hours of operation. 

• Percentage Redirection 
Customers manage large call volumes by specifying multiple locations for redirection 
and the percentage of calls allocated to each destination.  
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• Incoming Number Identification 
Customers redirect calls to alternate locations based on the telephone numbers of 
incoming calls.  Customers specify how calls are to be handled by identifying individual 
telephone number(s) or NXXs for groups of telephone numbers.  

• Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) 
AIN is a telephone network architecture that adds advanced computer intelligence to 
the phone system for processing and tailoring advanced features to customers’ needs.  
CRS uses AIN triggers in the Central Office to intercept calls to identified telephone 
numbers, and then uses call processing information in the AIN network to determine 
where the calls should be delivered.  The service is placed on telephone numbers, not 
facilities.  There are no restrictions regarding type of service required to order CRS.  In 
fact, with redirecting telephone numbers, a number may be provisioned with CRS yet 
not have any additional services associated with it. 

o A call is placed to a CRS-provisioned number. 

o The call proceeds to the serving switch within a Central Office (CO). [Note:  If the 
terminating CO is completely out of service or cannot be reached, the call will not be 
processed for redirection.] 

o “Triggers” in the AIN for calls to a CRS-equipped number signal a query to 
determine how the call is to be completed. 

o The preprogrammed routing criteria are applied to the number.  

o The call is forwarded to the number(s) specified.  

Benefits 

• Improved Customer Service - Customers can provide specific telephone numbers to 
potential callers and then redirect incoming calls to the most effective location for call 
handling based on criteria such as time of day or incoming telephone number.  

• Productivity - Contingency planning, high call volume, and out of hours coverage 
applications can be managed by allowing priority traffic to get through to the appropriate 
location. 

• Cost Effectiveness of Call Centers - By using time of day routing, customers can 
provide more effective coverage for busy hours and extended days. 

Features 

• Special Ordering Requirement 
CRS must be ordered at the agency or office, rather than end-user, level. It requires a 
custom ordering process. 

• Pre-Provisioning Considerations 
Each time lines or options are added to the CRS, an entire “packet” of forms specific to 
the customer must be submitted, even if there are no changes to many of the forms.  It 
is recommended that each office establish a person/procedure to maintain and manage 
this service. 
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• Implementation Process 
This feature is customer activated (at the agency or office, rather than end-user level) 
and requires intensive customer participation in the information gathering and planning 
for service deployment.  Specific customer information is required for a variety of forms 
in the “packet,” including a Customer Security Worksheet.  

• Factors to Consider 
CRS allows redirection of voice and data calls to alternate telephone numbers and 
alternate locations, on a permanent basis, automatically, or manually in response to a 
particular need. 

• This feature offers three options to redirect calls to as many as three telephone 
numbers. (If calls are initially sent to the dialed number, that basic redirect is considered 
as the first of the three options.)  

• A group of “main numbers” (subscribers’ telephone numbers that have CRS) can be 
redirected in the same way, at the same time. 

• An “option column” of telephone numbers may be treated in uniform manner. (Basic 
CRS includes three options. Additional options may be purchased.) 

• CRS includes the following optional features: auto-attendant redirecting; and redirecting 
on the basis of number identification, percentage of incoming calls, and time of day or 
time of week. 

• This feature is primarily software based and does not require central office (CO) 
facilities.  

• The customer must have sufficient lines and associated facilities to handle the 
estimated or actual number of redirected calls without interfering with exchange or toll 
service. 

• Normal telephone usage charges are the responsibility of the CRS customer (e.g., for 
calls between the CRS-equipped telephone number and the destination telephone 
number).  

• In the event that a CRS user moves to a location served by a different CO, their Custom 
Redirect information must be transferred to the new CO. 

• By its nature, this product requires intensive customer participation in the gathering of 
information and planning for service deployment. 

• If the terminating CO is completely out of service or cannot be reached, the call will not 
reach the ten-digit trigger for redirection. 

• The customer must have sufficient lines and associated facilities to handle the 
estimated or actual number of calls without interfering with exchange or toll service. 

4.2.9 Telecommuting Services 
Overview 

WITS 3 supports Federal Government telecommuters by providing analog, ISDN, and DSL 
telecommuting services where available. 
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Service Details 

Customers are reminded to place telecommuting orders through the VCSC as opposed to 
entering these orders through Service@once.  No service order charge will apply to these 
orders. 

DSL services where available requires 20 days for installation; please plan accordingly. To 
support these installations, DSL, optional CPE, and compatible equipment can be ordered as 
well. 

For DoD customers, only FTS and Networx long distance connectivity will be provided.  No 
DSN connectivity is available for these telecommuting services. 

 

 

4.2.10 Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) 
In addition to traditional Centrex-based hosted voice services, Verizon provides a suite of 
advanced VoIP services that will meet agencies’ evolving needs for convergence at their own 
pace. 

4.2.10.1 VoIP - Hosted IP Centrex  
Service Overview 

Hosted IP Centrex (HIPC) is Verizon’s fully managed VoIP solution.  HIPC provides a migration 
path from traditional solutions, such as Centrex to advanced IP capabilities.  HIPC is the 
service offering for Government agencies that want all the features of a PBX or key system 
without the associated capital, lease, or maintenance costs.  HIPC provides unlimited local 
calling, domestic long distance calling, and full Internet access, making better use of the 
Government’s resources, controlling costs, and leveraging leading-edge business applications.  
HIPC uses a standards-based, quality-of-service scheme based on the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 802.1 p/q standards to ensure a high-quality of service while 
mitigating call quality issues.  Verizon guarantees the quality of service by offering a leading-
edge performance Service Level Agreement (SLA).  Along with an availability of 99.9 percent, 
Verizon provides SLA on mean opinion score, jitter, and packet delivery.  HIPC also provides 
Government agencies a number of security safeguards to minimize susceptibility to security 
threats and to prevent unauthorized access.  This includes an Internet dedicated access Denial 
of Service (DoS) SLA, an authentication scheme between a subscriber’s SIP phone, and 

GSA Telecommuting Notice:  For installation of telephone lines and equipment in private 
residences of employees authorized to work at home, the Office of Personnel Management 
(OPM) requires certification from the head of the department, division, bureau, or office that 
adequate safeguards against private misuse exist, and that the telecommuting service is 
necessary for direct support of the agency's mission.  (See P.L. 104-52, Title VI, Section 620, 109 
Stat. 501, codified at 31 U.S.C. Section 1348 nt.)  Prior to placing orders on the WITS 3 contract 
for telecommuting access services, it is incumbent upon all Designated Agency Representatives 
(DARs) to ensure compliance with the OPM requirement and obtain appropriate certification in 
accordance with your agency's telecommuting policy.  Personal use of WITS 3 telecommuting 
access services is prohibited.  (Statutory reference is P.L. 104-52, Title VI, Section 620, 109 Stat. 
501, codified at 31 U.S.C. Section 1348 nt.) 
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Verizon’s network-based servers and MPLS-based VPN tunnels.  Web-based administrative 
tools can reduce expenses for moves, changes, and user administration.  HIPC is an ideal 
choice for Government agencies that are moving to or establishing a new location, or simply 
looking to replace an outdated PBX, key, or TDM Centrex system.  As a complete turnkey 
solution, the HIPC package includes design, installation, and ongoing maintenance.  
Subscriber can successfully establish and receive telephone calls between on-net locations 
and establish and receive calls between on-net and off-net locations by interoperating with the 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) as required.  Verizon’s HIPC will bring the 
Government’s voice and data together. 

Service Details 

Building upon the PSTN-based voice offering and IP trunking for interconnection to the PSTN, 
Verizon’s network based-hosted IP Centrex architecture provides a seamless transition for the 
Government to both WITS 3 and converged technologies. 

Call Processing Services/Application Services: Network-based servers provide call 
processing and call routing and translation policies that ultimately control traffic routing flows 
among Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) endpoints.  These can either be dedicated SIP phones, 
gateways at the customer-premises, or shared VoIP gateways connected to the PSTN.  The 
SIP Application Server (AS) delivers the enhanced personal, group, and media-based features 
that comprise HIPC service.  The purple cloud shown in the figure represents the secure area 
of the Verizon IP network that hosts the VoIP communications network.  This infrastructure, or 
VoIP service node, has resilient and secure network connections to the Verizon Multiprotocol 
Label Switching (MPLS) network. 

Network Gateways: The VoIP service node access media gateway (labeled network gateway 
in the figure) is connected to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).  These network 
devices provide conversion between VoIP and PSTN signaling protocols (i.e., TDM Pulse Code 
Modulation (PCM) encoding) for voice call origination or PSTN termination.  The service 
provides the Government with support and interoperability via the following access: 

Symmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (SDSL) at the following speeds: 

• 384 Kbps 

• 768Kbps 

Internet Dedicated Access (IDA) at the following speeds: 

• T1 

• T3 

• Shadow (redundant) T1 

• Shadow (redundant) T3 

Private IP at the following speeds: 

• 384 Kbps 

• 512 Kbps 

• 768 Kbps 
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• T1 

• MLPP/NxT1 

• T3 

Verizon is developing support for additional HIPC interfaces in the future to allow the 
Government additional options and flexibility. 

Benefits  

• Enables the government to take full advantage of their existing investment in telephony 
equipment and Centrex service capabilities, while also delivering a platform for new 
productivity enhancing applications hosted by Verizon 

• Eliminates the need for infrastructure investments or monthly maintenance costs 

• Delivers a high quality, highly reliable, yet easy to manage and use telephony system 

Provides telecom managers with a desktop interface (web browser) to manage everyday 
functions such as Moves, Adds, Changes, and Deletes (MACDs) as well as network 
applications. 

4.2.10.2 VoIP – Internet Protocol Trunking   
Service Overview 

Verizon's IP trunking technology delivers on the promise of convergence by merging 
Government agencies' voice and data together onto a single network.  Verizon’s state-of-the-
art approach provides unlimited local calling, domestic long distance calling, and full Internet 
access making better use of the Government’s resources and controlling costs.  IP trunking is 
primarily designed for Government agencies with deployed IP PBX and Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP) phones.  Service is delivered via a standards-based SIP trunk directly to the 
agencies IP PBX.  This streamlined approach eliminates the need for expensive TDM 
enterprise gateways or TDM cards and the associated maintenance costs.  Locations using the 
IP trunking service have the benefit of end-to-end network-based Quality of Service (QoS).  IP 
trunking uses Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) technology to provide a simple network 
configuration and the ability to prioritize network traffic.  IP trunking offers various levels of QoS 
and provides a single standard IP interface for each location.  VoIP traffic is assigned the 
highest priority class of service with private IP.  Through this enhanced traffic management 
feature of IP trunking, voice traffic has strict priority queuing, bypassing other traffic at times of 
congestion.  Verizon’s network availability Service Level Agreement (SLA) provides IP trunking 
at least 99.9 percent of the time as measured on a monthly basis by trouble ticket time.  
Verizon’s VoIP data centers use industry-leading session border controller technology and 
follows “best practices” management to ensure Verizon network integrity.  For security reasons 
and customer protection, Verizon does not publish any details pertaining to the IP trunking 
network design. 

Service Details 

Through the use of SIP technology and network-based servers, IP trunking provides telephony 
signaling and real-time transport of a subscriber’s voice traffic over Verizon’s MPLS networks. 
IP trunking allows a subscriber to successfully establish and receive telephone calls between 
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on-net locations and establish/receive calls between on-net and off-net locations by 
interoperating with the PSTN.  It also supports interoperability with Ethernet Local Area 
Networks (LANs), legacy telephony equipment (e.g., PBXs, key systems, Purchase of 
Telecommunications Services (POTS) phones, facsimile machines, and modems)) through the 
use of premises- and network-based gateways.  A digital trunk, or enterprise, gateway allows a 
subscriber’s PBX to connect to the IP trunking network, while an analog trunk gateway allows a 
subscriber’s key system, POTS phones, fax machines, and modems to connect to the IP 
trunking network.  IP Trunking has the following access types: 

• Internet Dedicated Access (IDA) at the following speeds T1, T3, shadow (redundant) 
T1, and shadow (redundant) T3. 

• Private IP at the following speed 384 Kbps, 512 Kbps, 768 Kbps, T1, MLPP/NxT1, and 
T3. 

IP trunking uses a standards-based quality-of-service scheme based on the IEEE 802.1 p/q 
standards to ensure a high-quality of service while mitigating call quality issues. It guarantees 
the quality of service by offering a leading-edge performance SLA that that includes Mean 
Opinion Score (MOS), jitter, packet delivery, network availability, and Denial of Service (DoS). 

Benefits 

• Leverages Verizon’s private IP or Internet backbone to route calls to and from the 
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) via the SIP trunk(s) 

• Supports a network-based private dial plan for enterprise on-net calls 

• Provides Government agencies with the option to gradually replace TDM voice circuits 
and fully optimize their converged WAN network 

• Retains all the current IP PBX features  

• No need to retrain employees on any of the calling features or functions 

• No need for equipment changeover or disruption to services 
4.2.10.3 VoIP - Managed Internet Protocol Private Branch Exchange Service Overview 
Verizon’s managed Internet Protocol (IP) PBX service provides Government agencies support 
and management of their IP communications infrastructure.  It is designed for agencies that 
demand advanced PBX features and are ready to transition to IP facilities at their own pace.  
Utilizing Verizon as a managed service provider, Government agencies can reduce productivity 
losses and have guaranteed response times.  Managed IP PBX service provides reliability to 
the Government with the following optional features: 

• Fault management: detection, correlation, isolation, recovery, and reporting 

• Configuration management: provision, changes management, backup/restore, and 
asset  

• Account management: usage tracking and service cost allocation  

• Performance management: collection, reporting, analysis, and capacity planning  

• Security management: access control, policy, audit, and breach detection 
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When a Government agency purchases managed IP PBX with Verizon’s optional Local Area 
Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN) management service, the Government receives 
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) such as 99.50% uptime for network reliability.  When 
additional redundancy is built into the solution, Verizon quickly approaches the reliability found 
in today’s PSTN network.  As an optional add-on, security management provides the 
Government services to prevent intrusion and denial of service attacks on a 24x7 basis.  
Verizon will help Government agencies evaluate and analyze existing network infrastructure to 
determine the best approach for successful deployment.  Verizon’s managed IP PBX service is 
available to the Government throughout the NCR and communities of interest served by WITS 
today. 

Service Details 

Building upon TDM-based voice and IP trunking, Verizon’s CPE-based managed IP PBX 
architecture provides a modular approach to VoIP and will support single and multiple sites.  
The Government is provided the following services:  

• User Interface.  The user community interfaces to the IP PBX network via IP-phones or 
soft phones. Traditional analog sets are also supported through analog gateways.  
Managed IP PBX does not support Basic Rate Interface (BRI) sets.  

• Call Processing Services/Application Services.  Verizon’s solution creates a 
diversely centralized communications system in which Government locations access 
services from central Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) systems, reducing cost and 
the expense of bandwidth.  Various application services are supported via CPE-based 
hardware on multiple or shared server platforms. These applications include voicemail, 
E-911, music-on-hold (MOH), and additional IP-based productivity services and 
features.  

• PSTN Gateway Services.  Gateways communicate to either the PSTN or third party 
PBX by converting traditional TDM (analog or digital) signals to IP data.  With the 
exception of SONET interfaces, Verizon supports all required voice interfaces to the 
PSTN.  SONET interfaces may be supported via special design and build where 
required for termination of STS-1 & OC-1 interfaces.  As an alternative, IP trunking 
offers cost-effective off-network call connectivity using an IP pipe to deliver call traffic 
for Verizon VoIP services.  IP-based calls are handed to Verizon and completed to any 
local NCR, regional, or global destination via both types of PSTN gateways. 

• Network Management & Security.  Verizon will provide the Government end-to-end 
support and management of its IP communications infrastructure. Verizon’s IP PBX and 
CPE management is included in the baseline solution.  Verizon’s LAN and WAN 
management are additional options to meet end-to-end SLA guarantees. Security 
management service includes firewalls and intrusion detection/prevention devices.  

Technology is migrating towards a converged network. Verizon is leading the advance by 
evolving its carrier network.  Verizon’s modular approach allows the Government to migrate at 
its own pace by allowing for a hybrid environment supporting both TDM and IP technologies. 

Benefits  

• Managed IP PBX architecture improves system availability and scalability 
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• Government agencies will benefit from operating efficiencies through one point of 
accountability – streamlining the number of vendors and points of accountability and 
potential failure 

• Lowering infrastructure cost and the expense of bandwidth 

• Provides feature-rich data and voice services such as unified messaging, conferencing, 
and contact centers interact through open telephony Application Program Interface 
(API) 

• Managed voice Quality of Service (QoS) across links 

Automatic diversions to alternate PSTN routes or trunks when WAN bandwidth is not 
available. 

4.2.11 Voice Continuity Overview 
Voice Continuity is a feature for voice service that will enable Government agencies to maintain 
continuity of voice communication when their normal carrier service is interrupted by 
telecommunication outage, disaster, emergency or evacuation.  Verizon Voice Continuity is a 
patent-pending technology that links the reach and quality of the Public Switched Telephone 
Network (PSTN) with the flexibility, survivability, and robustness of the Internet to create a 
unique, seamless, and ubiquitous system for telephone disaster recovery.  With Voice 
Continuity, pre-planning the complete telecom recovery sequence and the ongoing work of 
maintaining up-to-date telephone trees are no longer necessary.  Voice Continuity will link 
together all operating networks and activated users together within minutes of system 
activation. 

Service Details 

For the telecommunications manager, Voice Continuity provides a comprehensive suite of 
administrative controls and the ability to view Voice Continuity network operations center 
screens through a secure Internet connection even on a laptop at a remote location.  Telecom 
managers can stay in control of their Voice Continuity network (i.e., Voice Continuity user login 
and usage information) even under disaster conditions.  Managers have the ability to rapidly 
forward individual lines, groups of lines, or the entire agency or unit through point-and-click 
administrative screens.  Other screens highlight the location of all activated users and maintain 
records of all telephone metrics. 

Subscribers to the Service will have access to the following: 

1. System Log-in. Each authorized End User will be assigned a Subscriber ID and 
password which it will utilize for accessing the Service. 

2. Web Activation and Enterprise Management. Verizon Voice Continuity customers 
will be provided the URL and/or IP address of the Voice Continuity Web Activation and 
Enterprise Management Web site, where authorized End Users can (a) activate their 
Service in the event of an outage, (b) manage and control multiple lines and extensions, 
and (c) add/change Customer Data for itself. 

3. Telephone Activation. Each authorized End User will be provided a telephone 
number(s) that can be used to activate the service over a standard telephone.  End 
Users will be greeted by an automated attendant that will guide them through the 
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activation and forwarding of their telephone line or extension to another communication 
device which they have chosen during configuration of their Service.  

4. Enterprise Network Operations Center. Verizon and a customer Designated 
Authorized Representative will have Web access to the Network Status for each user 
line. This real time monitoring tool represents the voice traffic on the Voice Continuity 
network in near real time, in an interactive graphic format. 

Optional Services 

The following optional services are proposed to support customers’ implementation and use of 
Voice Continuity: 

• Auto Attendant Custom Messaging – Custom messages can be implemented on the 
system.  The scope of the Custom Messaging will need to be determined and priced 
separately. Custom messages may involve special programming for automated 
attendant on the covered trunk (e.g., menu tree or dial by name), beyond a standard 
message such as, “Thank you for calling the Department of Defense. Please enter the 
number of the person you are trying to reach.” Custom Messaging will be quoted on a 
fixed-fee basis upon request. 

• Custom Training – (Note: all customers will be provided, as a standard service at no 
additional cost, instructions for all necessary account access information to utilize Voice 
Continuity.  This paragraph describes additional custom training that can be purchased 
as an option.)  A customized, one-day, “train the trainer” class of System Administration 
Training and Certification is offered optionally.  (Out of pocket expenses will apply in 
addition to the daily rate provided in this proposal and will be quoted prior to the training 
session.)  This training will be performed either on site or via the Web.  This optional 
training is not offered for end users, whether in groups or individually. 

• Custom Reports - Custom Reports are available upon request and can be developed 
for Customers or End Users on a fixed rate basis after a scope and description of the 
report has been agreed to by Verizon and the Customer.  Custom Reports will be 
quoted on a fixed fee basis upon request. 

Security  

Information security controls, procedures, and countermeasure methods for Verizon Voice 
Continuity ensure protection of the information assets of both Verizon Voice Continuity and the 
Customer.  As an integral and indispensable part of the service, Verizon Voice Continuity 
enforces a series of stringent security requirements to protect its voice network and associated 
customer data.  The security methods utilize the most effective, commercially feasible means 
and generally conform to industry-standard practices for information security.  Voice Continuity 
addresses security concerns through the following specific security mechanisms: 

• Authentication and Data Encryption 

• Access Control 

• Data Integrity and Notarization 

• Co-Location Security 
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Authentication and Data Encryption 

The Web-based Service Activation features for Verizon Voice Continuity are protected by 128-
bit Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption.  In order to activate emergency telephone services 
through the Voice Continuity Web site, the user must provide a valid Login ID and PIN.  The 
same login/PIN protection is used by the Voice Continuity Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) 
softphone to gain access to the Voice Continuity telecommunications network gateways.  (A 
Voice Continuity-approved softphone is provided via the Web site after the user logs into the 
system.)  Individual passwords are further protected via an additional encryption at the 
database level.  No employee of Verizon, its partners, or its subcontractors can gain access to 
the secure PIN of individual users.   

Access Control 

Advanced usage parameters, such as telephone numbers, customer site information, billing 
information, and other system administrative data are protected by a group-based access 
privilege scheme.  This administrative security feature imposes an extra layer of data protection 
that prevents unauthorized access and abuse of critical user information. 

Data Integrity and Notarization 

Throughout the entire supply chain of Voice Continuity’s survivable telecommunications 
network, audit trails capture and document customers’ voice and Voice Continuity-related data 
activities.  Whether a Web log entry, a database record entry, or an activity log generated by 
the VoIP softswitch and the router hardware, each customer action is notarized with a date and 
timestamp, along with the author’s unique identifiers (a combination of login ID/PIN, telephone 
Caller ID, and IP address).  These audit trails serve as an irrefutable record of network usage. 

Co-Location Security 

All collocation facilities are secured with electronic key card access and locked equipment 
cabinets.  Keycard access is limited to certain development and operations personnel.  The 
VoIP gateways are protected physically at each location by building and facility security.  
Additionally, the VoIP gateways are maintained in physically locked server racks, and devices 
are equipped with chassis intrusion monitoring to alert the operations center to physical 
tampering.  The VoIP gateways also are protected by stateful inspection firewalls, network 
compartmentalization, network intrusion detection systems (IDS), host IDS, system anomaly 
detection, and hardening of system software.  Transport Point of Presence / Control Point of 
Presence. TPOP/CPOP) network communication is conducted through encrypted VPNs or 
individual encrypted sessions.  VoIP client communication with TPOP/CPOPs involves strong 
authentication and integrity checking of the client device. 

Benefits 

Voice Continuity is a seamless, low cost, network-level solution that restores incoming 
telephone service to users within minutes following an event such as a terror attack, PBX 
failure, fiber cut, fire, flood, building evacuation, or other catastrophic event.  Once calls 
terminate onto the Voice Continuity Network, users can be reached at their existing telephone 
extensions—via any network, any device, and at any location—as though no service disruption 
had occurred.  Voice Continuity’s unique combination of path diversity, network diversity, 
geographic dispersion, and distributed network architecture effectively reroutes telephone 
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traffic around network congestion and network points of failure.  Government operations can 
resume within minutes following a communications disruption, minimizing or even eliminating 
any negative governmental and/or economic impact that would have resulted from the 
interruption. 

Termination liability for Channel Service is 50% of the monthly rates for each month and 
fraction thereof remaining between the minimum period and the end of the selected term 
plan/commitment period, FCC#1, Sect 7, Pg #44.  Refer to OTH-V00-0037 for billing 
instructions  

Termination liability for Hi-Def. is 100% of the monthly rates for each month and fraction thereof 
remaining in the balance of the selected term plan/commitment period, FCC#1, Sect 7, Pg #48.  
Refer to OTH-V00-0037 for billing instructions. 

4.2.12 Managed Mobility 
The more mobile devices and wireless providers agencies use, the harder it is to maintain 
control of usage and expenses. Managed Mobility can help agencies simplify this time-
consuming and often overwhelming task. Managed Mobility consolidates data from multiple 
contracts and systems onto a single platform so agencies can view usage, traffic, and spending 
from all their cellular carriers. With Managed Mobility agencies will be able to: 

• Control spending through rate plan and feature optimization, identification of unused 
devices, and invoice validation 

• Track mobile assets and associate devices with end-users 

• Assign departmental/command charges and allocate pooled minute access fees based 
on individual usage 

• Automate the logistics of mobile device ordering/provisioning via a single carrier 
agnostic web portal, including workflow tracking and authorization 

Managed Mobility can help agencies take control of their mobile assets and manage them 
more efficiently.  It’s also important to deploy effective tools and policies to safeguard agency 
mobile assets against theft, viruses, and malicious attacks. The portable nature of these 
devices makes it easy for them to be lost or stolen, putting sensitive data at risk. Since they are 
increasingly being used in much the same way as desktop computers, they are now 
susceptible to the same type of threats seen in recent years on PCs.  These malicious attacks 
can not only impair the device, but can potentially breach enterprise security, compromise 
classified information, and negatively impact regulatory compliance.  Verizon offers Mobile 
Security Shield (MSS) which provides users with protection against mobile Malware and 
Spyware.  MSS offers anti-virus, anti-spam and personal firewall options for all major 
smartphone device platforms, including BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, WinCE, Symbian and 
Google Android, and we can tailor a solution to meet an agency’s specific needs. A 
subscription-based service with over-the air registration, the following features are just a 
download away: 

• Flexible, virus-scanning options provide users with Malware detection capabilities to 
help keep devices clean and protected 
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• Auto-Update capabilities ensure your Smartphones remain current with the latest anti-
virus signatures 

• Stateful firewall helps protect a smart phone that is not already equipped with a 
personal firewall against malicious attacks 

• Anti-Spam stops unwanted voice and message communications 

Protecting an agency’s devices against viruses and theft is an important part of any mobile 
management strategy, but security can’t stop there. Data and information being transmitted in 
and out of an agency’s mobile devices also needs to be secure. 

Verizon offers a FIPS 140-2 validated Intelligent Mobile VPN solution (MVPN) for Microsoft OS 
enabled devices that secure wireless access to data on your network. From command and 
control to force protection, MVPN can securely extend mission-critical applications to the point 
of activity, using virtually any type of device or network, including Wi-Fi, 3G (EVDO and HSPA), 
Satellite, WiMAX, and Ethernet. And because it is completely software based, there is no 
additional handheld hardware investment needed. So, whether an agency is charged with 
enabling secure mobile access to information resources for homeland security, military 
missions, or on-the-road connectivity for emergency response teams, Managed Mobility has a 
solution to meet an agency’s needs. 

Mobile Devices play a critical role in the operations of an agency’s extended enterprise. To get 
the most out of the investment, a comprehensive mobility management strategy needs to 
include solutions for repairing and refreshing mobile assets.  To help agencies get the most 
from their investments, Verizon also offers Mobility Infrastructure & Device Management 
platform (MIDM), a tool that proactively monitors an entire BlackBerry infrastructure in real time 
and provides detailed information about system conditions. This can help agencies identify and 
solve problems, often before they are noticed by the user. A simple online dashboard puts an 
end to the tedious search for problems by helping to identify the source of the issue. And 
regardless of whether the end-user is across town, across the country, or on the other side of 
the world, as long as their Blackberry Smartphone is on the public wireless network or 
connected via WiFi, a help desk can take remote control of the device and facilitate issue 
resolution. 

4.3 Circuit Switched Data Service 
CSDS is offered to WITS 3 users via ISDN BRI, ISDN Primary Rate Interface (PRI), and T1.  
These services will be delivered directly to the user’s terminal equipment including: DTE (e.g., 
workstation, host computer, PC, Group IV Fax, and other communicating office equipment), 
digital PBX, or intelligent multiplexer.  The ordering of this service may require the use of one 
or more CLINs to bring the ISDN services beyond the Minimum Point of Penetration (MPOP).  
This will be determined on an individual case basis as services are required. 

ISDN BRI lines in the Verizon PSTN are assigned ten-digit Public Switched Network (PSN) 
telephone numbers that will allow dial-in access.  ISDN BRI service can be leased for a station 
user located in most of the Verizon COs in the NCR. 

4.3.1 CSDS – ISDN BRI  
Overview  
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ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) provides high performance, fully digital access to 
the worldwide telecommunications network – through standard copper telephone lines. This 
fast, digital transmission service is available virtually everywhere within the National Capitol 
Region. From offices, homes, and remote locations, ISDN lets employees tap resources and 
use new business applications where video images and data flow simultaneously along with 
fax transmissions and phone conversations. 

Service Details  

ISDN BRI (Basic Rate Interface), also known as ISDN Basic, supports a wide range of 
applications and emerging trends by enabling a seamless exchange of information in any 
medium – voice, data, or video – at high speeds. Customers will have the support needed to 
use today’s most innovative, fully integrated communications solutions to meet immediate 
challenges of doing more, faster with fewer resources. Using ISDN enables customers to 
benefit from new forces shaping the workplace – including a growing number of teleworkers, 
dispersed project teams, resource sharing, online connectivity, and the need to provide better 
customer service.  

ISDN sends clear digital signals at high speeds over regular phone lines. Without a major 
network investment, ISDN enables existing phone lines to carry voice, data, and video traffic at 
speeds over four times faster than a 28.8Kbps (kilobits per second) analog line without 
compression. With compression, speeds can be even faster. Voice calls can be made more 
quickly and with superior call quality because ISDN is digital. Combining ISDN with Centrex 
provides voice systems additional power and improves productivity. Centrex ISDN gives users 
control over allocating the bandwidth across desktops to take advantage of the classic benefit 
of Centrex with the enhanced call handling features of ISDN. 

Benefits 

• Increase productivity using ISDN’s higher speeds – ISDN utilizes two separate 64 Kbps 
channels which can be combined into one 128 Kbps “channel.” 

• Faster data transmission speeds can result in shorter connection times and lower 
usage costs. 

• Avoid the costs and inflexibility of dedicated lines – the same ISDN line can be used to 
carry both voice and data so there’s no need to wait for a fax to finish before making a 
call. 

• Take advantage of productivity enhancing applications such as remote Local Area 
Network (LAN) access, videoconferencing, pre-press graphics, postproduction editing, 
and digital broadcasting that can reduce travel costs and product development time. 

• Enjoy clear, digital transmission that results in fewer errors and re-transmissions and 
greater network reliability – all of which saves time and increases productivity. 

• ISDN can also be used to back up overflow dedicated services, such as Frame Relay, 
to ensure against outages or high volume congestion cost effective insurance for 
mission critical information. 

4.3.2 CSDS – ISDN PRI  
Overview 
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ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) Primary is a local exchange access service that 
creates a direct digital connection to a Verizon central office to provide voice, data, image and 
video services on a single circuit or line. 

Service Details 

ISDN PRI (Primary Rate Interface), also known as ISDN Primary, provides fast, flexible access 
to services such as direct inward and outward dialing, WATS, Toll-Free Service, and circuit 
switched data. The Call-by-Call Service Selection and Individual Calling Line Identification 
capabilities offer a cost-effective, feature-rich method of local access for applications such as 
PBX trunking, host computer access, LAN-to-LAN connections, and videoconferencing. 

ISDN PRI transmits large volumes of data, video and enhanced voice communications 
requiring higher transmission capabilities such as videoconferencing, imaging, digital audio and 
CAD/CAM. 

ISDN PRI is comprised of a central office trunk port connection via a T1 (1.544 Mbps) facility. 
Its 24 channels are arranged into twenty-three 64 Kbps B channels for user information and 
one 64 Kbps D channel for signaling and control functions. “Out of band” signaling from ISDN 
offers clear 64 Kbps channels for data communications. The 64 Kbps channels can be bundled 
to provide speeds up to 1.5 Mbps per line. 

Benefits 

Save the cost of individual dedicated circuits.  Enjoy clear, digital transmission for voice and 
data communications.  Gain the flexibility of call-by-call service selection that increases 
trunking efficiency and the potential for savings.  Increase call handling efficiency with calling 
line identification — a feature available even to PBX users.  Protect communications reliability 
with options for backup configuration.  Benefit from planned enhancements like additional 
telephone number capability and contract pricing. Save travel time with full motion virtual 
meetings using videoconferencing. 

4.3.3 Dedicated Transmission Service 
Dedicated Transmission Service (DTS) provides low, medium, and high speed point-to-point or 
multi-point circuits from alarm circuits, voice grade circuits, data circuits, Digital Data Services 
(DDS), T1, T3, and SONET-based services OC-3, OC12, OC48 and OC192.  Verizon will 
utilize its technical resources to help customers design service to allow aggregation of 
bandwidth.  Such designs make it possible for voice and data to converge for transmission 
between two WITS 3 sites using point-to-point circuits. 

4.3.3.1 DTS - Digital Data Services 
Overview 

Verizon’s Digital Data services (T1 and T3) provide extremely reliable point-to-point private line 
service at digital transmission at speeds of 1.544 Mbps (Megabits per second) and at 45 Mbps.  

Service Details 

High capacity digital data services are designed for transmitting heavy volumes of digital 
information, and applications that demand high bandwidth such as LAN-to-LAN connectivity 
and teleconferencing. Transmit high volumes of information at high speeds. Connect directly to 
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an ISP (Internet Service Provider) for unrestricted access to the Internet and faster download 
times. Exchange large files and process high volumes of online transactions such as payroll 
and inventory management.  

T1 uses high-speed digital Internetworking to transmit data at 1.544 Mbps. T3 uses the high-
performance, reliable circuitry of fiber optic transmission facilities to provide the equivalent of 
28 T1 channels or 672 regular voice grade channels in 45 Mbps connection.  

Benefits 

• High Capacity Digital Data Services can be economical alternatives to using multiple 
lower-speed channels to transmit the same information.  

• Guaranteed transmission capacity that is not subject to network congestion that can 
cause delays.  

• Hold meetings by videoconferencing means less time spent on travel.  

• Increased security access is limited to the sites that are linked reducing the possibility of 
unauthorized access to private networks. 
 

4.3.3.2 DTS – Intellilight Dedicated SONET Service (EDSR) 

Overview 

Intellilight Dedicated SONET ring is limited to existing customers who already subscribe 
to this service under WITS2001. 

Intellilight Dedicated SONET Ring (DSR) is a customized self-healing SONET ring, configured 
by Verizon to meet the customer's specific requirements for bandwidth, traffic patterns, service 
locations and anticipated growth. DSR is a dedicated, high-capacity, private transport network, 
interconnecting multiple customer locations within the Verizon network. Because it is a self-
healing ring solely dedicated to the transfer of a customer's traffic, it provides the customer with 
the highest possible level of survivability in the event of a facility or SONET-based equipment 
failure.  

Service Details 

Dedicated SONET Service gives customers more control over their SONET network. Users 
can better monitor the health of dedicated SONET connections while enjoying advanced 
functions such as trouble detection and isolation. DSR provides customers with reliable 
communications within a community of interest: 

• Highest degree of survivability and protection for high bandwidth between multiple sites 

• High bandwidth between multiple locations, having typically more than one T3 or 
equivalent service  

• Secure transmission of data, voice or video applications that are highly mission-critical 

• Can be combined with IBT for off-ring access 

• Can aggregate ATM, Frame Relay, ISDN-PRI and high-cap services such as T1 and T3 
to provide protected access to those services. 
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Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (CLECs) and Inter-exchange Carriers (IXCs) offer private 
bandwidth services using shared high-speed infrastructure rings as a backbone (as a private 
network). With IDSR, all fiber and electronics are dedicated to a single customer.  This design 
attribute offers a high level of survivability or security. This distinction is significant, because 
Verizon's competitors routinely offer private bandwidth solutions as the equal in survivability to 
IDSR. 

DSR is a stand-alone service. The user acquires a private SONET ring that offers end-to-end 
connectivity and the highest degree of survivability. Where SONET fiber and equipment does 
not already exist and is not planned, special construction charges may apply.  

Service Provisions for Optical Transmission Services is enclosed as Attachment A.   This 
document defines Customer Responsibilities, Service Limitations, Service Level Guarantee 
Performance and 3 and 5 year pricing arrangements. 

Benefits 

• Is individually designed to be a self-healing service, based upon the customer's exact 
specifications 

• Ensures the highest level of survivability, reliability and diversity without having to 
construct a separate network 

• As a private, dedicated network, DSR transports only one customer's data, voice or 
video 

• Bandwidth can be allotted as needed, from T1 and higher 

• Allows for the use of multiple Interexchange carriers 
 

4.3.3.3 DTS -  Dedicated SONET Ring (DSR) 
Overview 

Dedicated SONET Ring (DSR) is Verizon’s standard, next generation SONET service. Like its 
predecessor, Intellilight Dedicated SONET Ring (DSR), DSR is a customized, dedicated, high-
capacity, private transport network, interconnecting multiple customer locations within the 
Verizon network. Self-healing SONET ring DSR combines the ability to provide traditional 
SONET interfaces/circuits (both electrical and optical), with point-to-point Ethernet, switched 
Ethernet and storage interfaces.   Some specific point-to-point Ethernet interfaces will be 
available with fractional levels of bandwidth, as well as the direct delivery of DS1s on OC12 
and above rings.  

Service Details 

DSR is designed with all the survivability attributes of IDSR but with additional flexibility in the 
type and speed of the interfaces with the SONET transport.   DSR service is a perfect fit for the 
following applications: 

Ethernet Interfaces 

In addition to the traditional SONET interfaces that are available with IDSR service, EDSR can 
provide one or more of the following Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) interfaces: 
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• GigE-1: 1 STS (STS 1) 

• GigE-3: 3 STSs (STS 3c) 

• GigE-6: 6 STSs (STS 6c) 

• GigE-9: 9 STSs (STS 9c) 

• GigE-12: 12 STSs (STS 12c) 

• GigE-24: 24 STSs (STS 24c)  

Direct T1 Access 

EDSR will have the ability to provide T1 service directly into a single platform (OC-12, OC-48 or 
OC-192), without the need for an additional OC-3 SONET node in a Ring on Ring 
configuration. 

EDSR allows for the natural progression from TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) or ATM 
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) shops to an IP (Internet Protocol) network model without giving 
up SONET protection. 

EDSR service utilizes the existing SONET based multi-node self-healing ring architecture that 
exists today via DSR.  There is a minimum of 3 nodes required and minimally one node must 
be in a Verizon Central Office.  The EDSR nodes residing on the customer’s premise must be 
in a secured location.  The fiber path or links interconnect each premise/POP and wire center 
node to form a complete ring.  This design criterion provides customers with their own 
dedicated SONET ring that has no single point of failure (excluding the end points of any 
service riding the ring).  The EDSR rings are available at OC12, OC48 and OC192 
transmission rates.  

Benefits  

• Survivability  - protection against a single point of failure inherent with SONET ring 
service 

• Increased Bandwidth - GigE and Fractional GigE 

• Cost Effective - pricing flexibility to match bandwidth needs 

• Scalable (from OC12 to OC192) – no forklift upgrades for increased capacity 

• Multi-Service Platform - enables efficient network utilization 

• Trans-Multiplexing Capabilities (Planned Future Availability) – provide for network 
aggregation & performance monitoring 
 

4.3.3.4 DTS – Dedicated Wavelength Ring (DWR) 
Overview 

Dedicated Wavelength Ring (DWR) is an advanced data networking service that uses Dense 
Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) technology.  DWDM uses the properties of refracted light 
to both combine and separate optical signals based on their wavelengths within the optical 
spectrum.  Therefore, DWDM allows for a more efficient use of existing fiber by providing 
multiple optical paths along a single pair of fibers. 
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DWR is the solution for customers who need to: 

• Create a disaster avoidance solution 

• Aggregate multiple services on a common platform  

• Improve ease of management 

• Increase use of existing bandwidth 

Service Details 

Optical networking solutions utilize a ring or point-to-point architecture. DWDM is a Layer 1 
transport technology that combines multiple optical data interfaces onto one optical fiber pair, 
with each signal carried on its own separate light wavelength. DWDM allows for a greater 
range of protocol transmission better suited than legacy network for data-centric applications, 
e.g. GigE, ESCON, Fibre Channel, D1 Video, and ISC.  Customers can consolidate multiple 
networks supporting these technologies along with SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) 
based data networks thereby increasing network efficiency and centralizing network 
management.  

Benefits 

DWR was developed to meet customer requirements: 

Network security 

• Protecting the network 

• Maintaining application availability 

Scalability 

• Offering more bandwidth 

• Adding more locations 

• Networking more applications 

Reliability 

• Ensuring application performance 

• Providing faster recovery 
 

4.3.3.5 DTS - Ethernet Private Line (EPL) 

Overview 

Ethernet Private Line (EPL) is a managed point–to-point data transport service delivered over 
Verizon’s shared network infrastructure.  The EPL architecture is designed to provide high-
quality cost effective intraLATA transport of Ethernet signals between customer premises. EPL 
is provided where Verizon’s fiber optic facilities and equipment with sufficient bandwidth 
capacity permit.  EPL service consists of two components, an On-Net Channel Extension and 
an On-Net Channel Mileage. 
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On-Net Channel Extension is the fiber communication path that connects a customer’s 
premises to the Switch Wire Center (SWC).  Pricing is fixed (not distance – sensitive). A 
Channel Extension can be:   

• On Net: Verizon has placed a Next-Generation Add-Drop Multiplexer on the customer’s 
premises. 

• Protected:  Verizon provides alternate fiber routes with automatic protection switching:  
Verizon will restore service in less than 60 milliseconds in case of a fiber cut or 
electronics failure. 

• Unprotected: Customer requests single fiber route: manual restoration when fiber is 
cut. Verizon does not guarantee the service will be provisioned over diversely routed 
facilities. 

On-Net Channel Mileage is the total airline mileage between Verizon’s Serving Wire Centers 
(SWC). It is rated both a fixed and per-mile component.  All Channel Mileage is defined as 
Protected, which provides diverse fiber routes and automatic protection switching:  Target 
restoration is less than 60 milliseconds in case of fiber cut or electronics failure.   

EPL service transmissions are provided in the following protocols: 

Customer Interface Data Rates 

Electrical 10 BASE-T    10 Mb/s      

Electrical 100 BASE-TX    50 Mb/s 
100 Mb/s   

Optical 1000 BASE-SX (MMF)  
1000 BASE-LX (SMF) 

50 Mb/s 
150 Mb/s  
300 Mb/s  
450 Mb/s  
600 Mb/s  
1000 Mb/s 

 

Ethernet Private Line (EPL) is well suited for any application that runs over Ethernet. For 
example, EPL can connect two or more Local Area Networks (LANs) to form a Metropolitan 
Area Network (MAN) or Wide Area Network (WAN). EPL can be used to provide secure 
connections between corporate data centers. And EPL can be used for Storage Area 
Networking (SAN) applications, where customers need to replicate data to a distant location in 
real time or near-real time.  

Service Details 

Ethernet Private Line (EPL) is provisioned over Verizon’s highly reliable SONET infrastructure. 
The customer’s Ethernet signal is encapsulated in SONET by a Next-Generation SONET 
multiplexer, and converted back to native Ethernet at the far end by another SONET 
multiplexer. The customer hand-off to the Verizon network is a familiar Ethernet interface; at 
Ethernet and Fast Ethernet speeds (10 Mbps and 100 Mbps), the interface is an RJ-45 
connector, and for Gigabit Ethernet, the interface is a standard fiber optic connector. 
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EPL circuits can purchased as either Protected or Unprotected. Protected circuits are 
provisioned over diverse fiber paths in the local loop portions of the circuit; if either path fails as 
a result of equipment malfunction or an external event, the customer traffic on that path 
switches over to the other path, and the circuit stays up and running. Unprotected circuits are 
provisioned over a single fiber path in the local loop, and are subject to outages in the event of 
a fiber cut or other external event.  

EPL is provided where Verizon’s fiber optic facilities and equipment with sufficient bandwidth 
capacity permit. EPL transport may be subject to distance limitations. 

Benefits 

Cost-effective compared to dedicated options 

• EPL is a shared service, using Verizon’s shared infrastructure  

• Does not require the purchase of underlying SONET or DWDM platform 

• Simplified rate structure that is easy to understand 

IntraLATA availability (NCR) National Capital Region 

Networks monitored and serviced 24 x 7 x 365 

• Reliability and experience of Verizon’s operations and field services responsible for 
more than 10,000 optical networks 

EPL’s survivability makes it the ideal transport solution for customers that need their 
circuits to be available at all times. 
4.3.3.6 TV-1 Service 
Verizon in an effort to provide continuity of service is proposing TV-1 service, which provides 
for point-to-point circuits used for video transmission.   

Service Details 

The Government can use the TV-1 service to transmit broadcast quality audio and video 
between locations.  TV-1 service will provide a basic video channel with one-way transmission 
capability for a standard 525-line/60-field monochrome or National Television Systems 
Committee color, video signal, and one or two associated 5 or 15 kHz audio signal(s).  Video 
channels will be provided between the customer-designated premises and a Verizon hub.  The 
following two service levels are available: 

• TV - 15 Video Basic Service 

• TV Video Basic Service 

If fiber is already in place, the standard interval for implementing TV-1 service is five business 
days.  If fiber is not in place, a site survey will be required and the interval may be up to 90 
business days for fiber implementation. 

Interfaces. The termination rate element for TV-1 service will include the use of up to twenty-
five feet of coaxial cable from the point of entry into the customer’s building to the channel 
interface.  In the event that the customer requests that Verizon extend the location of the 
channel interface beyond 25 feet, the Inside Wiring and Technical Supports Services portion of 
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this proposal response will provide for extended channel interfaces. The extended 
communications path is subject to distance limitations, which are specific to the 
communications paths being extended.  Verizon provides TV-1 service in accordance with 
F.C.C. Tariff No. 1, Sections 7.2.5 and 7.5.5. 

4.3.3.7 Hi Def 
Hi-Definition Digital Video Transport Service (Hi-Def DVTS) is a broadband digital video 
transport channel with one-way transmission capability of 19.39 Mbps high quality video as 
defined in American National Standard Institute/The Society of Motion Picture and Television 
Engineers (ANSI/SMPTE) Standard 310M, or uncompressed 1.485 Gbps SMPTE 292M format 
signals. These standards describe serial digital interfaces for equipment conforming to the 
SMPTE and Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) digital television standards. 
This service auto detects the customer input as 19.39 Mbs or 1.485 Gbps and provides the 
compatible transport of the signal to the corresponding receive channel termination in 
accordance with SMPTE standards.  

Hi-Def DVTS is provided with an electrical interface and operates with a standard broadcast 
data stream as specified in the appropriate standards. Hi-Def DVTS is provided over digital 
network facilities between customers designated premises. At the customer's premises, the 
Company will install fiber optic and/or coaxial cable for the transmission facilities within the 
building up to the channel interface. The channel interface enables delivery of video channels 
and/or digital audio signals, which are embedded in the digital transmission. It is the customer's 
responsibility to embed or de-embed the audio and ancillary data in the digital transmission. 
The quality of the video signal may be impaired if the distance of the coaxial cable results in 
transmission parameters which are not within the limits specified in the technical publication set 
forth below. Where suitable facilities are not available to provide Hi-Def DVTS, Special 
Construction charges may apply.  

4.4 Teleconferencing Service 
Verizon Teleconferencing Service (VTS) offers the WITS 3 Customer the ability to conduct a 
point-to-point (Attendant Assisted) or point-to-multipoint conference using the PSTN, the 
Customer’s Private Intranet or the Public Internet. The WITS 3 customer can use VTS to 
conference with other users in the NCR, users across the United States, Europe the Middle 
East & Africa (EMEA) and Asia. Verizon Teleconferencing Service has Conference Host Sites 
in the US, Europe, and the Asia Pacific providing nearly 100,000 ports available for WITS 3 
conferencing.  United States sites are located in Ashburn, Virginia; Cedar Rapids, Iowa; 
Davenport, Iowa and Chicago Illinois.  VTS conferences may be scheduled by telephone, Fax 
or on-line via the Consolidate Conferencing Reservation System (CCRS). CCRS operates on a 
high-end DEC Alpha computer with full disaster recovery capabilities and currently handles 
peak loads greater than 3500 reservations per hour and a density greater than 1000 
simultaneous users.  

VTS Dial-Up analog or ISDN access uses Verizon’s reliable PSTN network. IP access to VTS 
is individually design on a case by case basis. When a WITS 3 user registers IP sites, 
requesting access to VTS, Verizon will assign an engineering team to design network access 
from each customer IP Node to a Verizon’s VTS Access Point.  
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4.4.1 Video Conferencing Basic Services and Optional Features 
 
Basic 
Item 
Number 

Basic TS Services 
Optional 
Feature Item 
Number 

Optional TS Features 

1 Point-to-point teleconferencing 
arrangements 1 Reservation Features 

2 Point-to-multipoint teleconferencing 
arrangements 2 

Single point of contact with contractor to 
schedule reservation-based video 
teleconferences 

3 Two way video 3 Ability to submit reservation requests up to 
one year in advance by e-mail or fax 

4 One way video with interactive voice 4 Ability to store or retrieve predefined 
conferences 

5 Sharing of various types of data files  
among VTS participants 5 Create printed reports of all location 

authorized to use the VTS 

6 Audio add-on capability 6 Create printed reports of reservation 
confirmation and cancellation notices. 

7 Transmission rates of 128 kb/s 7 Type of teleconference 

8 Transmission rates of 384 kb/s 8 Name of person scheduling the 
teleconference 

9 Transmission rates of 768 kb/s 9 Organization of the person scheduling the 
teleconference 

10 Transmission rates of 1 .544Mb/s 10 Telephone number of the person scheduling the 
teleconference 

11 Conference Set-up 11 Name of the alternate conference person 

12 Conference Type Meet-Me Conference 12 Telephone number of the alternate contact 
person 

13 Conference Type Attendant-Assisted 
Conference 13 Name of the contact person at participating 

locations 

14 Audio Bridge Dedicated Port Service 
(DPS) 14 Telephone number of the people participating 

in the conference 

15 Bridging Capabilities: 15 Telephone number of each conference room 
(at the user’s discretion) 

 Point-to-Point 16 
Video telephone number of each conference 
room (if applicable and at the user’s 
discretion) 

 Multipoint Voice-activated 17 Organization of each person participating in the 
teleconference (at the user’s discretion) 

 Multipoint Chairperson activated 18 Locations of the persons participating in the 
teleconference (at the user’s discretion) 

 Multipoint Continuous Presence via 
reservation 19 Date of teleconference 

 Multipoint Continuous Presence by 
action of the chairperson 20 Time of teleconference 

 
Multipoint Continuous Presence by 
scanning all conferees in predetermined 
order 

21 Scheduled length of the teleconference 

 Multipoint Continuous Presence by any 
of the above 22 Data transmission rate for each location 

  23 Rate Adaptation  
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4.4.2 Audio Teleconferencing Services (ATS)  
Overview 

Under the WITS 3 contract, agencies may purchase Audio Teleconferencing Services (ATS) 
that allow participants at multiple locations to conduct interactive dialogues and meetings using 
multi-point teleconferencing arrangements and their own telephone instruments.  Through 
audio teleconferencing, government agencies are able to address issues quickly, involve more 
people in discussions and decisions, and promote a collaborative team environment. 

Transmission services allow connectivity of audio teleconferencing between WITS 3 agencies 
and other audio teleconferencing users. Transmission services that support audio 
teleconferencing are the same as those used for normal telephone service. 

Audio bridging services allowing individual WITS 3 agencies with normal desktop telephone 
equipment to participate in audio teleconferencing sessions with multiple users. This is known 
as a multi-point voice conference. Multi-point conferences allow conferees to hear participants 
at connected sites, and at the same time be heard by participants at the same connected sites. 

Audio reservation services have been established allowing authorized WITS 3 agencies to 
schedule reservation-based audio teleconference sessions. Authorized users may schedule 
one or more audio teleconferences by time and day of the week either as a single or recurring 
event on a daily, weekly, monthly, or other periodic basis. 

Benefits 

• On-demand and pre-scheduled conferences for end users - daily, weekly, or monthly 
meetings to cover critical issues for distributed teams or regularly scheduled staff 
meetings for distributed work groups 

• Continued savings for travel budgets, and better information sharing between 
geographically diverse groups 

Audio Teleconference Types 
  
Instant Meeting Service  

If an agency wants the flexibility of hosting a meeting at any time, without making a reservation 
they should choose Instant Meeting Service.  

• You are assigned dial-in numbers and passcodes.  

• To host a meeting, simply distribute the dial-in numbers and participant passcode to the 
attendees, along with the date and time of your meeting. No prior reservation with the 
Verizon Conferencing Center is necessary, and the dial-in numbers and passcode will 
remain the same for all your future meetings.  

• Instant Meeting Service enables the conference leader to control his/her conferences 
via DTMF commands on a touchtone phone or via the Instant Meeting  

• Web Moderator, an online call management tool, which can be accessed via the 
following Internet link: http://e-meetings.Verizon.com  
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• Complete meeting management tools associated with your Instant Meeting Service 
subscription include:  

o Conference Continuation  

o Entry/Exit Announce Setting  

o Conference Lock  

o Participant List  

o Conference Mute  

o Roll Call  

o Conference Record/Replay  

o Waiting Room  

Choose How Participants Attend Your Virtual Meeting  

Dial Out  

If an agency needs a personal assistant to remind participants of important calls and a 
Conference Coordinator to call each participant they should choose Dial Out access. The 
agency notifies participants of the day and time of the meeting. Prior to the meeting, a 
Conference Coordinator will call each participant and connect him/her to the conference. Dial 
Out is available with Premier, Standard, and Instant Meeting Service. The Dial Out capability 
on  Instant Meeting Service is initiated by the conference leader and enabled using the Instant 
Meeting Web Moderator.  

Toll Free Meet Me/Local Freephone  
If participants are staying at hotels and paying their phone rates or are participants are clients 
and you would you like to pick up their call charges choose Toll Free Meet Me/Local 
Freephone access. When an agency schedules a meeting, they are given a toll-free number 
and numeric passcode. Provide this number to the participants, and they can join your meeting 
from locations in the U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands. You may request a 
one-time, toll-free number or a specific toll-free number for a regularly scheduled meeting.  

Toll Meet Me/Local Toll  

If an agency wants participants to pay for their own long distance charges, they should choose 
Toll Meet Me/Local Toll access.  At the time the agency schedules a meeting, they will be 
provided a long distance number.  Provide the U.S. number to participants and they can join 
your meeting from locations in the U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico or the U.S. Virgin Islands.  
Participants are responsible for their own long distance charges. 

4.4.3 Video Conferencing Services (VTS) Overview 
With the emergence of new technologies, government agencies are no longer restricted to the 
areas where their employees and taxpayers are located. Today, agencies can be distributed 
across the globe. Agencies can meet the challenge of communication with Video conferencing 
Services (VTS). 
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With VTS, any government body, including civilian agencies, Department of Defense and 
intelligence agencies can brief employees worldwide and provide live reports to field 
commanders and staff in Washington. Physicians and medical specialists can even collaborate 
about techniques and research. 

In addition, VTS applications support distance learning in classrooms around the world. 
Medical students can witness a new surgical procedure without stepping foot into the operating 
room, and one professor can simultaneously address students in hundreds of classrooms. 

Service Details 

Multimedia conference rooms range in size from small conference rooms to multi-tiered 
auditoriums. Unlike the old audio technology, teleconferencing, video conferencing permits 
non-verbal communication. Users can witness the smile of approval or capture the grimace of 
confusion. In addition, users can maximize the effectiveness of meetings by including more 
decision-makers. Visuals like, slides and files can be shared and viewed by all participants. 
Travel time and budgets are no longer hassles. 

Using transmission mediums such as T1 lines, TCP/IP networks and ISDN circuits, Verizon 
delivers interactive videoconferencing solutions for WITS 3 users in the National Capitol 
Region. We provide total solutions with complete life-cycle support including: 

• Needs Assessment 

• Maintenance 

• Systems Engineering & Design 

• Training 

Benefits 

• State-of-the-art videoconferencing bridge located at our Customer Service Center and 
supported 24 hours a day by video technicians 

• On-demand and pre-scheduled conferences for end users - daily, weekly, or monthly 
meetings to cover critical issues for distributed teams or regularly scheduled staff 
meetings for distributed work groups 

• Continued savings for travel budgets, and better information sharing between 
geographically diverse groups 

Video Conference Types 

• “Meet-Me” Conference - A conference previously scheduled through the TS 
reservation system, which allows conferees to be connected by dialing into the video 
system at a predetermined time. 

• Attendant-Assisted Conference - A conference previously scheduled through the TS 
reservation system where TS operators set-up or add conferees that are unable to join 
an existing conference on their own. The requirement for an attendant-assisted 
conference will be specified when the conference reservation is made. 

Video Conference Features 
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Rate Adaptation. The VTS will have a data rate adaptation feature to allow multiple locations, 
with different data rate limitations to interconnect for a multi-point video teleconference. This 
feature identifies the audio compression, video algorithm, and video bandwidth parameters, 
and performs the necessary translations to insure that each endpoint operates at all of its 
optimal capabilities. 

The requirement for rate adaptation will be specified when a reservation is made. 

Sites having point-to-point capabilities that need to conduct a conference with another site, and 
coding conversion, format conversion, or rate adaptation are needed, will call into the 
reservation system and be scheduled as a 2-port TS conference. The requirement for rate 
adaptation IS specified when a reservation is made. 

WITS 3 Videoconferencing System (TS) Reservations 

Verizon has established a central reservation system in the WITS 3 CSC that allows authorized 
WITS 3 agencies to schedule reservation-based video teleconference sessions. Authorized 
users may schedule one or more video teleconferences by time and day of the week either as 
a single or recurring event on a daily, weekly, monthly or other periodic basis. 

Reservation requests may be submitted up to one year in advance by e-mail 
WITSCivilian@verizon.com or WITSMilitary.verizon.com, by fax, through Service@once or by 
calling the TS representatives in the WITS 3 VCSC at 1-800-381-3444. Once a reservation is 
made individual participants will be notified by fax confirming their scheduled time, date, and 
participating users. 

Authorized TS users may schedule a non-recurring videoconferencing session within 30 
minutes of making a reservation request, providing the bridging capacity and other required 
network support functions (e.g., rate adaptation) are available. 

When bridging capacity and other required network support functions are available, TS users 
may request a delay in the scheduled termination time of a video conferencing session already 
in progress. The request must be made at least 20 minutes before the scheduled termination 
time of the conference. 

Authorized TS users may cancel a video conferencing session up to one day before the 
scheduled start time of the conference without incurring a cancellation charge. 

Video conferencing requires specialized equipment at the user location and may require 
specialized training in its use. Users desiring to initiate video conferencing are responsible for 
providing their own video equipment or using conference facilities that already contains video 
equipment. Video conferencing user systems are available under the WITS 3 contract and can 
be ordered using the WITS 3 ordering process. The TS CSC is staffed to assist users in 
determining their video needs and can help determine the type of equipment needed for each 
user’s application. The lead-time for designing, ordering and installation varies with the type of 
equipment. 

Video Conferencing Reservation Process 

Agencies can meet the challenge of distant communication with Verizon Video Conferencing, a 
live, interactive image and voice communication among two or more locations. It provides 
businesses with all the advantages of face-to-face interaction while helping to save money on 

mailto:WITSCivilian@verizon.com
mailto:WITSMilitary.verizon.com
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travel expenses. Verizon Video Conferencing allows companies to conduct remote meeting 
with locations virtually anywhere in the world via state-of-the-art conferencing centers. 

To Subscribe to Video Conferencing or to make a Reservation for Your Next Conference:  

1. Dial WITS 3 Conferencing Reservations - Toll Free 1-800-308-5238 

2. Provide Authorization Code  

3. Provide your Billing Agency Code (BAC) 
 
Note – If you do not know your Authorization Code or Billing Code, please refer to your 
Designated Agency Representative (DAR). 

For your convenience conferencing resources are provided below. 

Verizon Conferencing Contacts 

Conferencing Customer Relations: Manage all customer service inquiries. 
1-800-475-0600 or customerrelations@mymeetings.com  

Conferencing Product Help Desk: Manage all product related questions. 
1-800-857-8777 or chicago-phd@verizon.com   

Conferencing On-Line Technical Support: Manage all on-line technical related issues; such as 
password resets. 
1-866-449-0701 or nettech@verizon.com 

Conferencing Reservations: Available if you need to schedule an operator assisted call or if 
you need to cancel or modify an existing call or IM subscription. 
1-800-308-5238 or vzn-conf@verizon.com 

If you have additional questions or are ready to get started with Video Conferencing, please 
contact Conferencing Customer Relations at 1-800-475-0600 or 
customerrelations@mymeetings.com. 

Audio and Net Conferencing Reservation Process 

Audio Conferencing 

Instant Meeting is the recommended audio conferencing tool. Instant Meeting is a 
reservationless audio conferencing service ideal for small staff meetings, spontaneous events 
such as crisis management, or to pull teams together for rapid decision-making. This service is 
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.  

Net Conferencing 

With Net Conferencing from Verizon, you can create an efficient and engaging online 
experience to vastly improve the effectiveness of your meetings. Train remote employees, 
conduct online seminars, demonstrate software, tour web sites, and manage cross-functional 
projects all with the use of your PC and an internet connection. 

Verizon Conferencing offers several flavors of Net Conferencing services. Please visit our 
Customer Resource Center at http://www.mymeetings.com, where you will find a variety of 

mailto:customerrelations@mymeetings.com
mailto:chicago-phd@verizon.com
mailto:nettech@verizon.com
mailto:vzn-conf@verizon.com
mailto:customerrelations@mymeetings.com
http://info.verizonbusiness.com/click/296-1/2?t=EvsPe4AFsMyQfUV4XCFj
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information on all our services. We invite you to register for a free training session, view one of 
our many “how-to” tutorials, or download a user guide. 

To Subscribe to Instant Meeting, Net Conferencing or to make a Reservation for Your 
Next Conference:  

1. Dial WITS 3 Conferencing Reservations - Toll Free 1-800-308-5238 

2. Provide Authorization Code  

3. Provide your Billing Agency Code (BAC) 
 
Note – If you do not know your Authorization Code or Billing Code, please refer to your 
Designated Agency Representative (DAR). 
 

For high visibility calls that require operator assistance or advanced conference features you 
can also use Verizon’s: 

• Premier Level Service - ideal for high-level meetings, focus groups, press conferences, 
public announcements, presentations to large groups, or other events that require a 
dedicated meeting manager to handle your call from start to finish. 

• Standard Level Service - ideal for medium-sized group meetings, such as staff and 
committee reviews, training sessions, and program meetings. 

Verizon Conferencing provides a comprehensive product offering that combines best-of-class 
technologies, ease of use and meeting planning expertise -- all to provide you with a 
productive, convenient, and effective web conferencing experience.  

For your convenience conferencing resources are provided below. 

Verizon Conferencing Contacts 

Conferencing Customer Relations: Manage all customer service inquiries. 
1-800-475-0600 or customerrelations@mymeetings.com 

Conferencing Product HelpDesk: Manage all product related questions. 
1-800-857-8777 or chicago-phd@verizon.com 

Conferencing On-Line Technical Support: Manage all on-line technical related issues; such as 
password resets. 
1-866-449-0701 or nettech@verizon.com 

Conferencing Reservations: Available if you need to schedule an operator assisted call or if 
you need to cancel or modify an existing call or IM subscription. 
1-800-308-5238 or vzn-conf@verizon.com 

If you have additional questions or are ready to get started with Audio or Net Conferencing, 
please contact Conferencing Customer Relations at 1-800-475-0600 or 
customerrelations@mymeetings.com.  

mailto:customerrelations@mymeetings.com?t=EvsPe4AFsMyQfUV4XCFj
mailto:chicago-phd@verizon.com
mailto:nettech@verizon.com
mailto:vzn-conf@verizon.com
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4.4.4 Net Conferencing Service 
Verizon Netconferencing provides a multipoint Web-based service that allows a WITS 3 
Customer to conduct a document conference call allowing text, documents, data or images 
(collectively “data”) to be transmitted via the Internet either with a reserved session or on 
demand.  Web conferencing may be used to provide data on a one-way, one-to-many, view-
only basis or on a multipoint, many-to-many, collaborative basis.  To initiate a session, a Net 
conferencing leader and participants must have browser access to the Internet.  The Net 
conferencing leader and participants may also access an accompanying audio conferencing 
call.  Each participant is allotted an individual server connection on the Net conferencing 
server.  Verizon provides Net conferencing powered by either Microsoft Live Meeting or WebEx 
Meeting Center platforms. 

Verizon Net conferencing offers the following four options, which will allow agencies to choose 
the right solution for its needs: 

1.  Reserved Net Conference is an interactive Internet-based service used to connect widely-
dispersed individuals or groups to view information and/or edit documents while holding a 
simultaneous discussion.  Reserved Net conference offers operator-assisted support to help 
leaders troubleshoot, join, or conduct formal Q&A sessions and collaborate on documents in 
real time. Reserved Net conference, powered by Live Meeting Professional, is perfect for large 
or small highly-visible events. 

Net Replay, a feature of Reserved Net Conference, can be ordered at the time the conference 
is reserved.  During the presentation, Verizon will record and synchronize both the data and 
audio portions of the call.  Verizon will host the Net Replay.  Those who missed the live event 
can still get the full impact of the presentation from their PCs.  Additionally, time is saved 
because the presentation does not have to be repeated for those who missed it.  To view the 
Net Replay, simply enter a Web address and pass code.  To access Net Replay, participants 
will need the following: 

• Internet access 

• Audio sound card and speakers  

• Microsoft Windows Media Player 9.0 or later 

• 128 Kbps connection or faster 

WITS 3 customers can set up Net Replays in 30-day increments for up to 360 days.  Net 
Replays can be extended in additional 30 day increments for up to one year.  Web 
conferencing leaders may also choose to have a copy of the Net Replay by adding the FTP 
Download feature to the meeting. 

2.  Instant Net Conference is a subscription-based service that allows leaders to create Web 
conferences within seconds to be used as a personal, on-demand meeting place.  Each Instant 
Net conference subscription provides a consistent, personal meeting ID and password, which 
leaders are able to communicate to participants at a moment's notice.  Leaders may select 
either Microsoft Live Meeting or WebEx Meeting Center platforms. 

3.  Customized Net Conference provides customers with a full spectrum of scheduling and 
registration tools at a unique Web site branded with their name and logo.  A customer can 

http://www.verizonbusiness.com/external/service_guide/reg/cp_audioconferencing.htm
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further customize the offering by disabling certain features such as desktop sharing.  
Customized Net conference can utilize either Microsoft Live Meeting or WebEx Meeting Center 
platforms. 

4.  Advanced Net Conference offers customers an easy and effective way to communicate 
and collaborate over the Internet. Advanced Net conference enables organizations to work 
more productively in nearly every aspect of their business by providing them with the option to 
choose from two conferencing platforms – Microsoft Live Meeting and WebEx.  By utilizing 
these popular platform features, customers can benefit from virtually all native vendor features 
including audio and Outlook integration. 

The majority of Verizon web conferencing customers combine Web conferencing with Verizon 
audio conference to deliver a complete communications solution. In these cases, no Web 
conferencing network bandwidth is consumed by the audio conference. The audio portion of 
the call is conducted over the existing telephone network. 

Net Conferencing Security 

Conference ID names for Net conferences are randomly assigned.  Pass codes can be 
randomly assigned or the leader can choose the pass code.  The leader pass code for a 
reserved net conference has a limit of 16 alphanumeric characters.  The participant pass code 
for a reserved net conference is the same as the audio conferencing pass code, which has a 
limit of 12 alphanumeric characters. 

All reserved net conferences offer enhanced security, which encrypts slides while they are on 
the server.  The slide presentation is encrypted using strong-128-bit Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES) encryption protocol and transmitted as encrypted Portable Network Graphics 
(ePNG) files to each participant.  This security encrypts the host’s presentation as it is 
uploaded and distributed. It offers additional layers of security for Net conferencing and helps 
protect the user’s content.  For additional security, a leader may use Secure Socket Layer 
(SSL) encryption as well.  SSL encryption is an industry standard security protocol that is used 
by the financial and government sectors, as well as all sectors requiring secure environments 
to conduct virtual meetings.  SSL may be used over a customer’s secure VPN.  SSL encryption 
is available at no additional charge. 

Benefits 

• WITS 3 customers can use existing Internet access (LAN, dial-up, Verizon DSL, etc.) 
and view shared information without specific software and customers do not have to 
budget for high capital outlay. Available 24x7. 

• Collaboration allows real-time editing and replaces document distribution, editing, 
collection, integration, and redistribution. It saves tedium, time, and resources. 

• Maintains document security and privacy through multiple levels of password access for 
Web conference leaders and Web conference participants. Recurring meetings can be 
scheduled using the same meeting information and passwords. 

• Provides easy access for WITS 3 users. It improves efficiency and productivity, 
facilitates decision making by promoting all team member contributions and experts can 
be consulted easily.  
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• Reduces processing costs by eliminating courier costs and overnight delivery service 
through on screen document creation, editing and delivery. 

• Web conference leaders can coordinate participation in meetings or events quickly and 
easily.  

• Web conference leader can better gauge meeting or event attendance by collecting and 
viewing participant information on line and for 30 days after the event. 

 

4.4.5   Cisco WebEx web conferencing and Hosted Collaboration Solution (HCS) 
for Government –  

Service Details: 

Highly secure, compliant, cloud-based collaboration 

The Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) provides 
standardization on security assessment and authorization. It also offers continuous monitoring 
for cloud products and services. FedRAMP helps US government agencies and contractors cut 
costs, build confidence in security, and speed adoption of cloud technologies. 

Cisco offers two FedRAMP-authorized collaboration solutions, Cisco WebEx web conferencing 
and Hosted Collaboration Solution (HCS) for Government. Together they're a complete, highly 
secure solution built to meet the stringent requirements of US government-level security. Both 
are hosted in the Cisco Collaboration Cloud, managed by us and sold by our partners. 

Cisco WebEx, a FedRAMP-authorized service, is a cloud-based web-conferencing solution for 
US government agencies and contractors. Agencies and organizations can create and join 
meetings from computers or mobile devices, invite participants to share content in real time, 
and much more, all in a highly secure environment. Audio options include direct, WebEx-
provided voice over IP (VOIP) or PSTN, or integrated third-party audio service with Cisco 
WebEx Cloud Connected Audio Service Provider (CCA-SP). 

4.5 Frame Relay Service    
 
Frame Relay Service has been retired. Learn more. 
Verizon Frame Relay Service is a fast-packet technology that sends data over the public 
switched network in variable-length blocks, called frames. Speeds range from 56 Kbps to 45 
Mbps, and is primarily used to send data between geographically dispersed sites. Frame Relay 
Service transmits data over the public network, which offers organizations a number of 
competitive advantages — including an easy migration to Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM).  

Frame Relay Service provides high-speed data transmission for bursty LAN interconnection 
applications and is particularly well suited to handle distributed processing applications, such 
as client/server computing, peer-to-peer connections, and Internet access. Frame Relay 
Service handles data-intensive jobs accurately, quickly and far more economically than private 
dedicated lines. Frame Relay is the ideal technology to establish LAN-to-LAN connections and 
distributed client/server networks. Applications include sending X-rays from a military hospital 

http://www.verizonenterprise.com/solutions/public_sector/federal/contracts/wits3/announcements/tech_upgrade_112912.pdf
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to a cardiac specialist, layouts to a printer, and financial data from Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) to other agencies or inventory reorders to contractors and vendors. With Frame 
Relay, LANs at one or more locations can have access to information that resides on 
mainframes or servers that are not co-located. 

Customers who will benefit from Frame Relay include those with: 

• High speed requirements  

• Interactive or bursty traffic  

• Dedicated connections to multiple sites  

• Geographically dispersed sites  

• Multi-vendor, multi-protocol environment  

• Strategic relationships (including outsourcing)  

• Legacy IBM infrastructure 

Service Details 

Frames are variable-length packets of data that are created when a stream of information from 
an end user’s device (a PC, terminal, or LAN) is sent to frame-relay specific equipment and 
divided into smaller parts. Each frame includes the data plus the network address and error 
detection information. 

Frame Relay Service is delivered on a fully meshed backbone with redundant paths, offering 
resiliency and eliminating a single point of failure.  Frame Relay Service uses the public 
network to give you multiple Permanent Virtual Connections (PVCs) which are pre-established 
paths through the frame relay network. These PVCs provide multiple-site connectivity all 
through the same access line. Customers can obtain network management information about 
the customer's Frame Relay connections—such as port and PVC status and PVC address 
assignments—and they are provided real-time alarms if a problem occurs on the network.   

Frame Relay Service offer features and flexibility to manage the evolving business needs. 
Verizon Frame Relay Service consists of Port/User-to-Network Interfaces (UNIs) with: 

• Port Speed: Narrowband Access at 56 Kbps; Wideband Access at 1.5 Mbps; and 
Broadband Access at rates up to 45 Mbps 

• Committed Information Rate (CIR): Maximum for Narrowband or Wideband is 75% of 
the lower of the FRS two port speeds; and for Broadband the maximum CIR is 50% the 
lower of the two FRS port speeds 

Benefits 

• Bandwidth-on-Demand: Wide range of access speeds, from 56 Kbps to 45 Mbps, 
allows for greater flexibility and increased availability of bandwidth for data-intensive 
applications. 

• Efficient: Requires less expenditure on physical lines because Frame Relay allows 
meshing.  
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• Scalable: Provides a migration route to Private IP and IP VPN as your network needs 
evolve.  

• Reliable: Frame Relay is delivered on a fully meshed backbone with redundant paths, 
offering resiliency and reducing the risk of a single point of failure.  

• Manageable: A single point of contact for your entire Frame Relay network, 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week so that you can focus on your agency's mission. 

4.6 Asynchronous Transfer Mode Service  
 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode Service has been retired. Learn more. 
 
Overview 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Service is a cell-based transport and switching 
technology. ATM Service delivers high-capacity transmission at speeds from 1.544 Mbps to 
622 Mbps — supporting simultaneous compressed and/or packetized voice, data, video, and 
VPN applications.  

ATM is ideal for user applications that require high bandwidth, scalability and low latency. It is 
designed to support constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic suitable for full-motion video and voice — 
where delays and cell loss cannot be tolerated. The service also supports variable bit-rate 
(VBR) applications which are ideal for LAN traffic and large file transfers — where variable 
delays can be tolerated. ATM offers the additional benefit of complete Internetworking with 
Frame Relay and SMDS.  

Service Details 

ATM establishes permanent virtual connections over the Verizon public ATM network that is 
shared by many users. The virtual connections in ATM are bi-directional and full 
duplex.  Information can travel in both directions (bi-directional) of the connection at the same 
time (full duplex) without bumping into each other.  However, the bandwidth properties of the 
connection must be uniquely defined for each direction. 

The virtual connections in an ATM network can be predefined and left in place all the time, as 
in the case of a permanent virtual circuit (PVC).  Or, they can be set up at the instant 
information needs to be sent between communications endpoints and then taken down after 
the transmission is finished, as in the case of switched virtual circuits (SVC). 

Benefits 

• Enjoy flat-rate/unlimited-usage terms 

• Increase bandwidth utilization 

• Reduce administrative expenses 

• Expand and enhance the network easily as traffic increases 

• Enhance network security and reliability 

• Increase bandwidth on the UNI, as required 

http://www.verizonenterprise.com/solutions/public_sector/federal/contracts/wits3/announcements/tech_upgrade_112912.pdf
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4.7 Dark Fiber Service 
Verizon’s DFS solution will accommodate evolution in service requirements, advances in 
technology, and changes in the regulatory environment.  Dark fiber (fiber optics) provides large 
bandwidth capabilities, exceeding wireless, copper, and microwave in terms of traffic growth 
potential.  By adjusting the equipment’s size and speed capabilities, the Government can take 
advantage of bandwidth with dark fiber.  In addition, Verizon can install and provide multiple 
numbers of fibers for use.   

Benefits 

Verizon has agreed to team with several leading Dark Fiber Service providers in the NCR, 
which will provide a wide-range of diverse dark fiber networks in the area.  The Verizon 
Partners, in conjunction with the Verizon WITS 3 PMO supports DFS. 

• Cost-effective, scalable, high-quality fiber-optic networks 

• Network designs based on individual or group agency requirements 

• Diversely-routed, dedicated fiber ensures security and survivability of transport 

• Wide variety of standard service options including: custom network engineering and 
design, network construction, fiber maintenance, 24x7 fiber monitoring, and emergency 
restoration 

4.8 Internet Access Service 
Verizon provides a wide range of internet access options to meet your speed and connectivity 
requirements, from Dedicated Internet Access to DSL. 

4.8.1 Dedicated Internet Access Service 
Overview 

Dedicated Internet Access Service (IAS) allows customers to communicate with millions of 
Internet users and countless information resources around the world. Dedicated IAS is 
seamlessly integrated into the customer's LAN environment, and is delivered by experienced 
and professional network operations, field service, and technical support staff. Available access 
methods include dedicated fractional T3, multi-T1, ATM, Frame Relay and Private Line with 
speeds ranging from 128kbps to 500Mbps. 

Dedicated IAS provides the foundation for additional layered services (i.e. Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) and Managed Security) that will provide the WITS 3 customer with the ability to 
move toward communications convergence, where voice, data and internet communication will 
converge on the IP platform that serves as the Internet connection of today.  

Service Details 

Design of the Dedicated IAS network provides redundant connections to multiple Tier 1 ISPs 
that connect to the Internet.  The Dedicated IAS network consists of a mesh of regionally 
constructed high-speed backbone circuits that connect various regional Verizon IP points of 
presence together. The mesh design allows multiple paths for traffic to flow; ensuring traffic will 
get to its ultimate destination - the Internet. In addition, DIAS can be integrated with a host of 
complementary technologies, also available on the WITS 3 Contract. 
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Higher speed access, 100 to 500 Mbps, must be custom-designed on a per customer basis, 
because of the dependencies of customer location and proximity to Verizon’s network, special 
construction requirements, access capabilities and equipment at any given POP (Point of 
Presence) and ever-evolving technologies used for a high-speed transport and access. 

Benefits 

• Dedicated connections are available 24 hours per day, 365 days per year 

• Appropriate connectivity speed to support LAN/WAN requirements  

• Efficient communications configuration dynamically allocating bandwidth among all 
applications  

• Verizon has the capability to assess your requirements and propose the most cost 
effective methodology to meet your needs. 

4.8.2 DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) 
Overview 

DSL is a flat-rated transmission service that turns ordinary copper phone lines into high-speed 
data connections. Because DSL operates in the bandwidth above that which is used for regular 
voice communications, users keep all the functionality of existing telephone features while 
enjoying a dedicated, high-speed connection to agency LANs and the Internet.  

DSL technology provides high-speed data service, including access to the Internet, and 
provides an excellent base for telework applications.  The DSL connection provides continuous 
access, eliminating the need to dial in and wait for connection or encounter busy signals. The 
DSL service “rides” on an existing Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) line. 

All DSL service offered by Verizon today is Asymmetric DSL (ADSL), which maximizes 
bandwidth by providing a faster speed downstream (from the CO to the customer) than 
upstream (from the customer to the CO).  Verizon provides this DSL service to WITS 3 
customers via POTS lines ordered through WITS 3. [No service will be installed on private 
residential service]. 

DSL is an ideal solution for Internet access and remote access teleworking.  Under WITS 3, the 
following types of DSL service are available:    

• VOS Single-User DSL Internet Access serves individual users who have a WITS 3 
analog line and who meet DSL service qualifications (distance limitations and loop 
make-up).  If a user’s line does not qualify for DSL, an Internet access connection will 
be offered using ISDN or analog dial-up service.  A range of installation and support 
options is available to the Government via existing WITS 3 CLINs for professional 
engineering and installation services.  The WITS 3 CPE table includes most of the 
common equipment that individual end-users may need to complete their DSL 
installation. The VCSC is ready to assist agencies in meeting their requirements and 
ordering the appropriate CLINs.  [Please note that Verizon will not provide equipment 
inventory at residential locations.]  

• VOS Virtual Private Network (VPN), which facilitates connection of an agency and its 
teleworkers, includes ISDN and analog dial-up support for users that cannot utilize the 
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DSL VPN service (due to distance limitations or loop qualifications). Verizon will custom 
design and engineer solutions according to specific agency requests. Based on the loop 
qualifications and the customized solution requirements, the Federal agency will select 
the appropriate service(s), and then select the appropriate CLINs to provide the CPE for 
the service selected. 

• Business DSL Static Speed - For organizations that rely heavily on the Internet, a static 
IP address can make certain internal and external electronic communications more 
efficient. A static IP address is a numeric address that identifies your organization's 
server online.  Select a static IP option for: 

o Web site hosting, e-mail or FTP service 

o Allowing employees remote access through a VPN 

o Connecting multiple LANs or office locations  

o Conducting e-commerce on your Web site  

o Prefer domain name e-mail addresses (name@myagency.gov) 

o Otherwise, a dynamic IP address should fulfill your organization's needs. 

• Business DSL Dynamic Speed – A dynamic IP address changes each time the user 
accesses the Internet. Dynamic IP addresses are good for customers who will use DSL 
for telecommuting and do not plan to run any type of Internet server applications. 

Service Details 

DSL service works on copper wire loop, without amplifiers or repeaters along the Outside Plant 
Cable Route, and is distance sensitive (for service; not for price).  DSL service will not work on 
Digital Loop Carrier (DLC).  Loop qualifications will determine if DSL service is available and at 
which speed it can operate.   

Verizon offers a full range of service options to support the needs of WITS 3 end users for 
Internet access and telework applications utilizing DSL, ISDN, and analog service. 

When ordering DSL through the WITS 3 contract, a WITS 3 analog line must be ordered as 
well, to be used for the DSL service, if one is not already in place. 

• VOS Single-User DSL Internet Access:  The analog line will be checked to verify if DSL 
is available.  (Loop qualifications determine if DSL service is available with an installed 
WITS 3 line and at which speed it can operate.  Note: DSL service will not work on 
Digital Loop Carrier [DLC]). If the loop qualifies and the requested DSL service is 
available, the order will be processed.  If the requested speed is not available, the order 
will be returned to the WITS 3 VCSC, which will contact the customer to negotiate an 
alternative service such as a lower-speed DSL service, ISDN or analog dial-up.   

• VOS VPN: Verizon’s Enterprise Solutions Group will work with the WITS 3 customer to 
establish DSL (and, where required, ISDN and analog) service to meet the agency’s 
specific VPN needs.  This will entail additional CLINs, for engineering design services 
and security services, to support creation of the IPSec VOS VPN connection that will 
securely connect DSL, ISDN and analog dial-up traffic to the agency location. 
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While DSL provides a robust, economical telework solution for many of our Federal clients, 
several minor disadvantages are associated with this service: 

• Some customers in pocket areas might not qualify due to distance limitations and line 
qualification restrictions.  (Footage requirements from DSLAM are 15,000 feet for DSL 
at 640 Kbps and 13,500 feet for 1.6 Mbps.  DSL service is not available in all of the 
Verizon service areas, because of these distance limitations.) 

• Because DSL service connects to the Internet, Internet-related security issues could be 
experienced by some customers.  

• This service provision does not include inventory of residence-based equipment. 

• Performance of residential security systems may be degraded (unlikely if new line and 
wiring is installed, as it would be under this service provision). 

Benefits 

DSL allows a single twisted-pair copper phone line from the serving Central Office (CO) to 
operate as a true multi-tasking tool. DSL enables a customer to use a telephone or fax 
machine while using the DSL modem to connect to their agency’s LAN to work, surf the 
Internet, or communicate by e-mail. 

VOS Single-User DSL Internet Access service utilizes a different transmission mode than the 
analog and ISDN-based Internet access services currently on the WITS 3 contract.  ADSL 
service provides greater downstream speed than analog and ISDN dial-up connections.  DSL 
relies on packet switching to provide data connections, which can be more efficient for 
applications such as Web browsing.  Analog and ISDN services utilize circuit switching, which 
requires a constant end-to-end connection to provide service.  

VOS VPN service allows WITS 3 users to employ a cost-effective approach for the outsourcing 
of agency telework applications. Under WITS 3, usage charges are eliminated, since DSL 
service is flat rated and all analog and ISDN calls are part of the WITS 3 network. With VOS 
VPN service, the Government maximizes Federal employee productivity by outsourcing non-
core activities such as telework design, implementation, and support, and engages Verizon 
service to exercise leadership toward reducing pollution from commuting, as set forth in the 
1990 Clean Air Act. 

Additional benefits teleworking solutions provide include:  

• Reductions in capital and real estate costs 

• Increased employee productivity and retention 

• Reductions in absenteeism and healthcare-related costs 

Verizon asks that agencies thinking about DSL service contact us early due to the demand for 
service and the provisioning that is required for implementation.  Engineering and delivery of DSL 
service may take up to forty (40) business days.  If a new WITS 3 analog line is being installed, 
an additional six (6) business days are needed for the analog line to be installed and entered into 
Verizon’s Host Bill Interface (HBI), the DSL requirement verification tool. 
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4.8.3 Web Hosting 
Overview 

Verizon’s Web Hosting offerings provide businesses and government with worldwide hosting 
services backed by the technical support of leaders in the communications industry.  

Verizon provides a range of Web Hosting services that provide the government with high-
performance, high-bandwidth, and scalable Web hosting to meet current needs and 
accommodate future growth. 

These total Web Hosting solutions include server hardware and software, high-speed 
redundant Internet connections, and operation management and reporting services. Verizon 
services feature state-of-the-art Data Centers strategically located at key network exchange 
points with high performance, secure, highly available computer and network support 
environment.  

Features and Support 

• Fully dedicated servers support robust Web sites featuring electronic commerce, Java 
script, streaming media, including audio and video  

• Personalized services and custom database applications  

• Remote administration, for content management  

• More stringent security measures and control of custom applications  

• High bandwidth network capacity  

• VCSC connected to Data Service Centers 

• Maintenance and upgrades of all of the Verizon servers and software  

• 24 x 7 technical support for monitoring server and Internet connections  

• Installation support and architecture consultation (server and network)   

• Network and server monitoring 

Applications  

• Allows for easy communication of information to taxpayers and clients detailing an 
agency’s mission 

• Provides an easy way to collect information from citizens on critical issues that impact 
an agency’s mission 

• Provides opportunities to market and sell government produced products (e.g., coins, 
stamps) 

• Allows agencies easier and faster ways to purchase resources to meet their missions 

Benefits 

• Allows citizens and government workers remote access to government information 

• Promotes citizenship and participation in our democratic institutions 
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• Reduces cost of providing information for the government to all citizens 

• Educates citizens on the services provided by the Federal government 

• Saves resources and tax money spent for traditional ways of disseminating and 
collecting information 

4.8.4 Web Based Directory Service  
Overview 

Web-based Directory Services (WBDS) is a browser-based application that provides customers 
with a Web-based Directory Assistance (DA) mechanism.  This service is available to retrieve 
directory assisted information via Verizon's frame relay, ATM, and IP data services.  As a Web-
based application, WBDS is more dynamic than traditional telephony-based directory 
assistance services.  Verizon WBDS performs comprehensive searches to retrieve business 
and residential names, phone numbers, and addresses by providing a Web-based service 
interface to access Verizon's high-quality DA information. 

Additionally, WBDS provides its directory assistance service at a lower cost than any 
competitor's standard dial-up connections. Customers who typically dial long distance (XXX) 
555-1212 or 411 on a local connection to access national listings from AT&T, Sprint, or the 
regional bells can have a less expensive and more intuitive interface alternative via a Verizon 
data network connection to the WBDS capabilities. 

Verizon also offers a Web services interface to the WBDS database.  Verizon's Directory 
Assistance Web Services (DAWS) provides programmatic access through the use of a 
standards-based Extensible Markup Language (XML)/Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
interface.  With this service, once a customer completes the existing registration process for 
Web-based directory assistance, they receive an additional access method to integrate 
applications to the WBDS data. 

Service Details 

Customers connect to WBDS by utilizing Verizon’s Internet Protocol (IP) and Frame Relay (FR) 
data services. If the customer uses (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) ATM, this connection is 
established with a FRASI interface to convert the ATM service into frame relay Private Virtual 
Circuits (PVC). The correct PVC size can be determined by using the bandwidth calculator 
provided by Verizon.  

Although, WBDS is an application and does not actually require equipment, it does require the 
customer to order a bi-directional PVC for their frame port. In addition, WBDS requires the 
customer to have a browser-based environment to connect with the WBDS servers. The 
customer’s intranet is connected through their data services to Verizon. Since the customers’ 
intranet interfaces with a public network, an IP router and server table controls are required to 
assure that the customers’ connectivity is private. An extensive firewall implemented at both 
the Verizon and customer premises guarantees this privacy.  

Any customization work needed to interface existing directory services or databases will be 
done through Verizon professional service, Customized Engineering and Design Service, base 
on mutual agreed Statement of Work (SOW). 

Benefits 
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WBDS will provide customers the following benefits:  

• Reduce the cost on directory assistance 

• Improve productivity by integrating directory information database and improving data 
consistency and accuracy 

• Reduce the maintenance cost by integrating various databases 

4.9 Gigabit Ethernet Service (GES) 
Overview 

Gigabit Ethernet Service (GES), formerly known as Transparent LAN Service (TLS), is a fiber-
based access, switching and transport services that utilize a shared backbone to provide 
customers with Ethernet LAN Interconnection among multiple sites within a LATA at native 
Ethernet LAN speeds. GES offers customers three access rates: Basic Ethernet (10Mbps), 
Fast Ethernet (100Mbps) and Gigabit Ethernet (1Gbps). 

Service Details 

GES provisions customers’ Ethernet access lines into “Closed User Groups” (CUGs). The 
CUGs, also known as Virtual LANs (VLANs), are used to provide traffic separation, privacy and 
security between customers on the shared switch and backbone. Users in a group can only 
access their own data.  GES allows customers to communicate among LANs. Using GES, 
users at one site can quickly access information and online services located at another site. By 
choosing GES over other alternatives, customers can save time and money. With GES, 
customers do not have to purchase additional CPE or manage the inter-LAN connections. 

Customer LANs are extended over a dedicated fiber loop into their local Verizon wire center, 
where Central Office (CO) based switches provide switching to circuits from other locations, or 
access to a shared backbone for transport to other local wire centers if necessary.  The 
network interface is the LAN interface on the GES equipment at the customer’s premise.  GES 
provides the interface and transport to the customer’s remote LAN locations within a 
metropolitan area, which allow customers the needed inter-connectivity of their LANs to create 
a unified network for their organization.  GES is transparent to all users on the network 
including when they are working from remote locations. 

Through the use of port-based VLANs, each customer sees a "private" network or closed user 
group; and therefore can't communicate with other customer groups, referred to as domains. 

Virtual networking is the ability to create logical workgroups of users in their own private and 
secure network.  Each GES customer is assigned to a separate VLAN group (aka domain). 

The following pricing note applies to 3- and 5-year pricing arrangements for GES service:  In 
the event this plan is disconnected early 25% of the MRC for the remaining months of the plan 
is the formula that shall be applied.  Refer to Section 3.0 of the pricing instructions for billing 
information. 

Benefits 

• Provides high-speed LAN interconnectivity between remote locations 

• Link multiple locations to create a seamless WAN environment 
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• The GES interface to your LAN is compatible with Ethernet (802.3), Fast Ethernet 
(802.3u) and Gigabit Ethernet (802.3z) 

• Allows for easy exchange of information, files, and data across the entire network 

• Provides access to internal e-mail applications for all users 

• Enhances the sharing of common databases on a centralized server 

• Allows database duplication for disaster recovery at remote sites 

• Makes it easy to add new locations to the network - expandable 

• Provides higher bandwidth for applications that require greater than T-1 access 

• Requires minimal customer training since they are familiar with the technology 

• Requires minimal customer premises equipment (CPE)  

• Provides turn-key service via WITS 3 

• Provides network monitoring 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

• Utilizes a single point of contact 

• GES will benefit any customer who needs to communicate (LAN-to-LAN) within a 
metropolitan area, and has 10M, 100M or 1000M (GigE) LAN service. GES can provide 
customers with a simple, cost-effective alternative to maintaining CPE and managing 
inter-LAN connections themselves. 
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Features 

Customers can obtain the exact amount of bandwidth they need in each class of service for a 
given EVC, using the options listed below: 

 
Gigabit Ethernet Service Product 
Speeds  
Low speed 1 to 9 Mbps, in 1 Mbps steps 
Medium speed 10 to 90 Mbps, in 10 Mbps steps 
High speed 100 to 1000 Mbps, in 100 Mbps 

 

4.10 Inside Wiring 
Overview 

When the Government requires an analog VS or BRI SDP to be located on customer premises 
at a point other than the MPOP the WITS 3 contract has established CLINs for the inside 
wiring, assuming the existing inside wiring is unsatisfactory but there is a satisfactory access 
from the MPOP to the SDP. Otherwise, inside wiring shall be priced on an individual case 
basis. 

Vertical Inside Wiring (VIW) pertains to the vertical wiring from the MPOP to the Intermediate 
Distribution Frame (IDF), including the MPOP frames, cross-connects, and terminations; and 
Horizontal Inside Wiring (HIW) pertains to the horizontal wiring from the IDF to the SDP, 
including IDF frames, cross-connects, and terminations.  

4.11 Training 
Overview 

Verizon will deliver WITS 3 training through its WITS 3 Program Management Organization 
(PMO). Verizon has the authority to draw on corporate and partner resources as required to 
ensure effective delivery of all training. A critical resource for WITS 3 is the training staff from 
the current Verizon WITS2001 organization. As the WITS 3 training program evolves, this staff 
will ensure the fast start-up of ordering and delivery of required WITS 3 training. 

The WITS 3 training staff will serve as the direct interface between Verizon and the 
government user community regarding WITS 3 training. They will administer the training, 
deliver courses, collect evaluation data, and provide status reporting to both the WITS 3 
Program Manager and the Government. 

To ensure the professional quality of the WITS 3 training and to have the depth of resources 
required to deliver a large number of courses in a short period of time. Verizon will have access 
to resources from its corporate and partner training organizations.  

• For DAR and COR training, Verizon will provide ordering and billing trained personnel.  
These trainers have extensive experience and knowledge of the capabilities of the 
support systems.   

• For End User / Government Trainers / Executive Level Training, Verizon will enlist the 
support of internal and vendor subject matter experts, who work with the customer 
when a WITS 3 service or feature is provided, introduced, upgraded, or implemented. 
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• For other training courses, the primary corporate source of training expertise and 
personnel for WITS 3 is Verizon’s Customer Training and Documentation (CTD) 
organization.  Customer Training and Documentation (CTD) is an ISO-9001-certified 
training organization committed to providing the best possible training for Verizon 
customers. CTD deals directly with customers while supporting the marketing and 
development organizations. The training delivery methods are primarily on-demand or 
web-based, and occasionally classes are instructor-led. The CTD staff creates and 
delivers training for Verizon products using a wide variety of state-of-the-art training 
solutions.  

Training Materials 

Verizon will develop specific training materials to meet each requirement—from hands-on 
classroom instruction to video- or computer-based training to self-paced printed materials. 
Lessons will be supplemented with charts, view-graphs, and supervised practice sessions. 
Other supplemental resources will be available such as desktop reference guides, Internet-
based instruction, relevant magazine articles, and other media that expands and broadens the 
students’ understanding and skill level. 

Verizon will provide training manuals that include the following: 

• Appropriate levels of instructions for completing each task 

• Hands-on activities to review the course content 

• Extra practice activities for use after class 

• Concepts, screens, and procedures illustrated with figures and graphics. 

Course Scheduling, Registration and Cancellation 

Verizon will manage the registration of attendees and provide information on available training 
classes, as well as guidance on and assistance with registration and cancellation. 

The Verizon WITS 3 web site will provide users with course selection and date and location 
options. Users can submit service orders to register for training. Confirmation of registration for 
classroom training will be by phone or email. 

Verizon will work with the COTRs and CORS to accommodate requests for additional or 
makeup training. 

Course Completion Policy: 

Successful course completion requires the student’s 100 percent attendance. Full tuition will be 
charged whether or not the student completes the course. 

Cancellation/No-Show Policy: 

Verizon may cancel a class within fifteen business days without incurring penalties if the 
minimum number of student enrollees is not maintained. 

A registered student may cancel enrollment, without charge, up to fifteen business days prior to 
the scheduled class. Student substitution is permissible, to maintain the minimum number of 
participants.  
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In the event that a registered student fails to attend the class, the customer will be charged the 
full cost of the student’s attendance unless Verizon has been notified of the student’s 
cancellation in accordance with the policies stated above.  This charge is not refundable.  

Evaluation and Feedback 

Student feedback and response are essential components of the training process.  Trainers 
provide students with course evaluation forms on which they can indicate the degree of their 
satisfaction with the sessions and suggest improvements and modifications.  Verizon provides 
the students’ completed evaluation feedback forms to the government to determine whether 
the training sessions are achieving the desired results.  

Courses Offered  

As described in this section, Verizon will provide customer training to the following groups:  

• Contracting Officer's Technical Representatives (COTRs) and Contracting Officer's 
Representatives (CORs) 

• Designated Agency Representatives (DARs) 

• End-users of WITS 3 services 

• Government trainers 

• Government executives.  

In general, all course curriculums will be designed to familiarize participants with the key 
elements and architecture of WITS 3. Training will be provided as part of the basic service 
when a WITS 3 service or feature is being provided to a site for the first time, when a new 
service is being introduced, or when a major upgrade is being implemented.  

Service@once Training Requirements 

All WITS 3 Service@once users are required to attend training.  A schedule of classes and the 
Service@once Training Request Form are available on the Web Site. Users can register for 
training by completing the request form and faxing to the WITS 3 Service@once Training 
Coordinator at 301-282-6806.  

To access Service@once, all DAR workstations must have the following configuration, at a 
minimum: 

• Windows XP Operating System (or higher) 

• Citrix Online Plug-in 12.3 (or version compatible with Windows) 

• Windows Internet Explorer 6 (or higher) 

• 1-GHz 32-bit (x86) processor or 1-GHz 64-bit (x64) processor 

• 1 GB of RAM 

• 1 GB of free disk space 

• Broadband Internet connection 
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4.12 NS/EP 
National Security Emergency Preparedness (NS/EP) Telecommunications Programs are those 
services used to maintain a state of readiness or respond to and manage an event or crisis 
(local, national, or international) that:  

• Causes or could cause injury or harm to the population 

• Damages or results in loss of property 

• Degrades or threatens the NS/EP posture of the United States. 

Planning and coordination of NS/EP Programs to support crises and disasters are managed by 
the National Communications System (NCS) and administered by the Office of Priority 
Telecommunications (OPT), a branch of the NCS within the Department of Defense (DoD). 

4.12.1 The Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) Program 
Overview 

The Telecommunications Service Priority (TSP) Program is a Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) program used to identify and prioritize telecommunications services that 
support NS/EP missions.  The TSP Program is the regulatory, administrative, and operational 
framework for priority restoration and provisioning of any qualified NS/EP telecommunications 
service.   

Program Details 

The TSP Program has two components:  restoration and provisioning.  A restoration priority is 
applied to new or existing telecommunication services to ensure their restoration before any 
non-TSP services.  Priority restoration is necessary for a TSP service because interruptions 
may have a serious adverse effect on the supported NS/EP function.  TSP restoration priorities 
must be requested and assigned before a service outage occurs. 

Only services that support NS/EP missions are eligible for TSP assignments.  Users must 
request a TSP assignment from the Office of Priority Telecommunications (OPT).  If approved, 
a TSP Authorization Code is assigned. 

When TSP is assigned to identified NS/EP services, they will fall into two specific categories, 
Emergency and Essential, and are assigned priority levels.  Users can then order TSP service 
from Verizon upon presentation of their TSP Authorization Code. 

Verizon and other telecommunications service vendors are both authorized and required, when 
necessary, to provision and restore those telecommunications services with TSP assignments 
before services without such assignments.  Verizon’s crisis-management objective is to strive 
to manage and control all aspects of a disaster or crisis event as they relate to its network 
services by appropriately responding to the crisis and restoring the network, recovering any lost 
data, and mitigating the situation. 

For information about pricing and ordering TSP when a request for service has been approved, 
contact your GSA or Verizon Account Manager.  To gain additional information about TSP or 
request a TSP assignment, see www.dhs.gov/tsp.  

http://www.dhs.gov/tsp
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4.13 Technical Support and Professional Services 
Overview 

Verizon provides the WITS 3 customer the opportunity to order technical support and 
professional services. Highly skilled support can be assigned to your location to accommodate 
your telecommunications needs on an hourly, monthly or yearly basis. Service visits may be 
requested to implement incidental equipment, such as telephones, workstations, and other 
CPE; integrate legacy equipment and systems with the WITS 3 network; assist the customer 
with service ordering, adds/moves/changes, billing verification, number/address administration, 
inventory management, security management; or other operations support requirements. 

Service Details 

Orders must be placed by a Designated Agency Representative (DAR) through Service@once 
or faxed to the VCSC, with as much advance notice as possible. Orders should describe in 
detail the tasks to be performed by the technician. This description will help ensure the 
expertise level of the technician meets the customer’s needs. Particular requirements should 
be placed in the “remarks” section. 

Customers may request specific technicians by name. Upon order receipt, the WITS 3 VCSC 
representative will contact the technician’s supervisor to confirm availability. The Verizon 
supervisor will contact the customer to acknowledge a specific technician’s availability. Verizon 
cannot always guarantee availability of specifically named technicians. The Senior 
Telecommunications Technician must be ordered for all qualified Verizon technician requests, 
for example, for hourly requests. The Telecommunications Technician is used for pre-identified 
special projects and may not be a qualified Verizon technician. 

 

     Technicians ordered on a periodic basis have a base of hours available to the customer 
during normal business hours (7:00am – 7:00pm 

Monday through Friday) or as negotiated with the customer. 

• Monthly: 157 hours 

• Annual: 1,880 hours 

When the customer requests a variance from Normal Business Day (NBD) work hours and 
Verizon agrees to their request, the customer should submit the WITS 3 Dedicated Technician 
Exception Form for Working Hours with the customer understanding that any hours worked in 
conjunction with the adjusted start time will be counted towards the contractual obligation to 
provide 1,880 annual hours of technician time.  

 

VSO Federal Field Operations 
WITS 3  Dedicated Technician Exception Form for Working Hours 
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I understand that Verizon provides annual technicians under the WITS 3 Contract to report to the 
assigned Government locations during the established 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Normal Business Day (NBD) 
work hours.  The Government requests a variance from the NBD, and Verizon agrees to this request.  
The Government understands that any hours worked in conjunction with the adjusted start time will be 
counted in meeting the contractual obligation to provide 1,880 annual hours of technician time.  

 
Contract: Agency: Service Order No: Contract Code: 
    

 

Dedicated Technician’s Name:  

Type of Permission: 
(Check one) 

 Change NBD Hours 
 Permission to work Weekend(s) 
 Permission to work Customer Holiday(s) 

Date(s) of Requested Change:                                                 From: To: 
 

Normal Start Time (HH:MM)  Requested Start Time (HH:MM)  

Normal Stop Time (HH:MM)  Requested Stop Time (HH:MM)  

 
Comments:  
 
Authorized Customer’s Name (printed):  

Authorized Customer’s Signature & Date:  
Customer’s Telephone Number:  
 
Verizon Manager Representative’s Name (printed):  
Verizon Manager Representative’s Signature & Date:  
 

 
Any technician requirements outside normal business hours (7:00pm – 7:00am weekdays; and 
anytime on weekends and Federal holidays) require a separate service order using designated 
CLINs. 

Federal Holidays (dates observed): 

New Year's Day    1st of January 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day  3rd Monday in January 

President's Day    3rd Monday in February 

Memorial Day     Last Monday in May 

Independence Day   4th of July 
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Labor Day     1st Monday in September 

Columbus Day    2nd Monday in October 

Veterans Day     11th of November 

Thanksgiving Day    4th Thursday in November 

Christmas Day    25th of December 

 
Backfill for Annual Labor CLINs 

All Annual Labor CLINs ordered by the Government shall require the contractor to complete 
1,880 hours of work. If the contractor fails to complete the 1,880 hours of work, then a credit to 
the customer applies unless the customer refuses the services as provided under these CLINs. 
If the customer refuses backfill services provided by the contractor, the customer will be asked 
to sign a Dedicated Technician Backfill Refusal form. 
 

VSO Federal Field Operations 
Customer Excused Time Input Form 
Contract: Agency: Service Order Nr: Contract Code: 
 
Dedicated Technician’s Name:  
Alternate Technician’s Name:  
Date(s) for Excused Time:   

Excused Time Start (HH:MM):  

Excused Time End (HH:MM):  

Excused Time Reason: 
(check only one reason) 

 Weather 
 Early Closure 
 Late Opening 
 Work Done – Dismissed 
 Agency Shutdown 
 Dismissed – Customer OKAY 
 Standby – Customer OKAY 
 Backfill Refusal** 

**Offered Technician’s Name:  

Service Order Report Location:   
 
Comments:  
 
Authorized Customer’s Name (printed):  
Authorized Customer’s Signature & Date:  
Customer’s Telephone Number:  
 
Verizon Manager Representative Name (printed):  
Verizon Manager Representative Signature & Date:  
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Professional Courtesy 

While reporting directly to the customer’s location, on-site technicians remain employees of 
Verizon. Each technician reports to a Verizon supervisor, who maintains internal attendance 
records, vacation schedules, time reporting and other administrative duties. The Verizon 
supervisor will contact the customer to review vacation and personal leave selections. The 
typical Senior Technician is allowed from 3 to 5 weeks’ vacation and 5 personal leave days, 
depending on their years of service. 

Verizon supervisors are responsible for the whereabouts of the technicians at any given time 
during working hours. In the event of injury or illness while assigned to a customer’s location, 
the technician must contact the supervisor immediately. If the technician is incapacitated, the 
customer must contact the supervisor or the WITS 3 VCSC. In the event an on-site Verizon 
technician is absent for any reason, the reporting supervisor will negotiate any replacement 
needs with the customer. 

Verizon may require on-site technicians to attend Verizon meetings, training, or recognition 
events throughout the year. Should the need arise to excuse a technician for a short period of 
time to attend one of these events; the supervisor will contact the customer to ensure the 
workload will not be affected. Where work activities permit, Verizon respectfully requests the 
customer to be sensitive in these matters. Any absence without backfill will not be billed. 

Verizon technicians are not authorized to discuss regulatory matters involving Verizon. In the 
event of any issues involving Verizon technicians, the technician’s supervisor or the WITS 3 
VCSC should be contacted immediately. 

• WITS 3 VCSC Telephone Number: 1-800-381-3444 

• WITS 3 VCSC Fax Number (Civilian Agencies): 301-282-1910 

• WITS 3 VCSC Fax Number (DoD Agencies): 301-282-1911 
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4.13.1 Labor Categories and Qualifications 
Labor Categories and Qualifications 

Category LAN/WAN Integrator 

Qualifications 
A Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, or Information Science from 
accredited college or university and a minimum of four (4) years’ experience in the planning, design, 
installation, maintenance, and architecture management  of LANs/WANs. 

Duties 

Responsible for overall integration of WITS 3 service delivery arrangements involving LANs and WANs 
including: the planning, design, installation, maintenance, management and coordination of agency 
LAN/WAN interfaces with the WITS 3 network (may include local, metropolitan, and wide   area 
networks). Has responsibility for technical architecture and recommendations related to customer 
LANs/WANs. Maintains technical currency and studies vendor products to determine those which best 
meet agency needs. Presents information to management which may result in purchase and 
installation of hardware, software, and telecommunication equipment. Contributes technically to 
complex problems in the area of local and wide area networking, communications, and related 
hardware/software (e.g., bridges, gateways, routers, multiplexers, hubs). Recommends network 
security procedures and policies. Works with many network topologies and protocols (e.g., IP, MPLS, 
Frame Relay) as well as with multiple operating system environments (e.g., Desktop, Server, NOS). 

Category Senior Database/Analyst Programmer 

Qualifications 
Must have a Bachelor of Science degree in Math, Computer Science, or Information Systems from an 
accredited college or university and have a minimum of six (6) years’ experience in the design, 
implementation, and maintenance of databases. 

Duties 

Under general direction, designs, implements, and maintains complex databases, access methods, 
device allocations, validation checks, organization, protection and security, documentation, guidelines, 
and statistical methods. Includes maintenance of database dictionaries, overall monitoring of standards 
and procedures, and integration of systems through database design. Works at the highest level of all 
phases of database management. 

Category Database/Analyst Programmer 

Qualifications 
Must have a Bachelor of Science degree in Math, Computer Science, or Information Science from an 
accredited college or university and have a minimum of four (4) years’ experience in the design, 
implementation, and maintenance of database. 

Duties 

Under general supervision, design, implement, and maintain moderately complex databases, access 
methods, device allocations, validation checks, organization, protection and security, documentation, 
guidelines, and statistical methods.  Includes maintenance of database dictionaries and integration of 
systems through database design.  Work will be performed in most phases of database management 

Category Senior Applications Systems Analyst 

Qualifications 

A Bachelor’s degree in Math or Computer Science from an accredited college or university and a 
minimum of nine (9) years’ experience in the design and development of complex ADP systems.  
Broad knowledge of database, data communications, and networking theory and concepts as applied 
to mainframe, minicomputer, and microcomputer platforms.  Must be capable of conversing with 
technical and managerial personnel to determine applicable programs, agency plans, and other factors 
affecting systems design requirements. 
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Labor Categories and Qualifications 

Duties 

Formulates and defines system scope and objectives. Devises or modifies procedures to solve 
complex problems involving computer equipment capacity and limitations, operating time, and form of 
desired results. Prepares detailed specifications from which programs will be written. Analyzes and 
revise existing system logic difficulties and documentation as necessary. Has full technical knowledge 
of all phases of applications systems analysis. Also has duties instructing, directing, and checking the 
work of other systems analysis personnel. Responsible for quality assurance review. Functions as 
project leader. Communicates with technical and managerial personnel to determine applicable 
programs, agency plans, and other factors affecting systems design requirements. 

Category Applications Systems Analyst 

Qualifications 

Must have a Bachelor’s degree in Math or Computer Science from an accredited college or university 
and a minimum of six (6) to eight (8) years of progressively more difficult analytical and/or technical 
experience performing systems analysis on telecommunications systems.  Must possess substantive 
knowledge of analytical techniques, be skilled in collecting and manipulating data from various sources, 
and be skilled in using structured analytical methods.  In addition, the Applications Systems Analyst 
must possess a knowledge of telecommunications technologies and of computer-based modeling tools. 

Duties 

Under general direction, formulates and defines system scope and objectives. Devises or modify 
procedures to solve complex problems involving computer equipment capacity and limitations, 
operating time, and form of desired results. Prepares detailed specifications from which programs will 
be written. Analyze and revise existing system logic problems as required and document as necessary. 
Works at the highest technical level of all phases of applications systems analysis activities. Works with 
various telecommunications technologies and computer-based modeling tools. 

Category Systems Engineer 

Qualifications 

A bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university in engineering, computer science, or 
information systems.  Must have at least seven years of experience in design, development, 
optimization, or implementation of software, hardware, and business systems.  Must have experience 
in designing, implementing, or operating network management systems that support 
telecommunications operations.  The breadth of experience must include information technology 
assessment and optimization, and business process analyses that cross organizational boundaries.  
Must be current in information technology and information structures to support organizational goals.  
Must have experience working at the corporate level in the development of strategic and enterprise 
plans. 

Duties 

Performs engineering functions which include studies, analyses, and implementation. Identify, 
evaluate, and implement information technology to integrate organizations systems and interface with 
customers and suppliers; enable users to access and manipulate information across a wide variety of 
technology platforms and organizational boundaries. Evaluates functions from an enterprise and 
strategic perspective. Designs, implements, and operates network management systems that support 
telecommunications operations. Works at the corporate level in the development of strategic and 
enterprise plans. 

Category Voice Communications Specialist – Planning and Implementation 

Qualifications 
Must be a high school graduate with a minimum of eight (8) years’ experience in software/hardware 
voice network design and analysis. 
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Labor Categories and Qualifications 

Duties 

Ensures that adequate and appropriate planning is provided for hardware and communications 
facilities. Develops and implement methodologies for analysis, installation and support of voice 
communications systems. Provides coordination in the analysis, acquisition, and installation of 
hardware and software. Interfaces with internal/external customers and vendors to determine system 
needs. Manages the training and activities of a staff responsible for system and network planning and 
analysis activities. Performs tasks involving billing/chargeback as required. 

Category Data Communications Specialist – Planning and Implementation 

Qualifications 
Must be a high school graduate with a minimum of eight (8) years’ experience in software/hardware 
LAN and WAN network design and analysis. 

Duties 

Ensures that adequate and appropriate planning is provided for hardware and communications facilities 
to develop and implement methodologies for analysis, installation and support of distributed processing 
systems. Provides coordination in the analysis, acquisition, and installation of hardware, software, and 
facilities. Manages the training and efforts of a staff engaged in system and network planning, analysis, 
and monitoring activities. 

Category Organizational Development Manager 

Qualifications 

A Master’s degree with a concentration in organizational development, and at least five (5) years’ 
experience in organization development, including analysis of organizational functions, development of 
performance criteria and measurements, designing training plans and curriculums, and conducting 
training.  At least two (2) years of this experience shall have been spent in the telecommunications 
field.  In addition, the Organization Development Manager shall have two (2) years’ experience 
managing an organization development function in an organization of five hundred (500) or more 
people. 

Duties 

Responsible for assisting agencies in organizing and managing their telecommunications and other 
related services in a multi-vendor environment. Duties include directing tasks related to organization 
analysis, performance criteria and measurements, task analysis, and development and presentation of 
training curricula for large organizations. 

Category Organizational Development Specialist 

Qualifications 

A Bachelor’s degree with a concentration in organizational development.  In addition, at least three (3) 
years’ experience in the analysis of organizational functions, development of operating procedures, 
development of performance criteria and measurements, developing training curriculums and 
conducting training.  At least one (1) years of this experience shall have been spent in the 
telecommunications field. 

Duties 
Supports tasks related to organization analysis, development of operating procedures, and training. 
Analyzes organizational functions, develops operating procedures, develops performance criteria and 
measurements, develops training curricula and conducts training in a telecommunications organization. 

Category Communications Analyst 

Qualifications 

Must be a high school graduate with a minimum of five (5) years’ experience in telecommunications, 
with emphasis in network design, traffic engineering, equipment, and telecommunications carrier 
practices and procedures.  Knowledge of traffic flow and client requirements, operating procedures, 
and traffic study techniques are essential.  Desirable to have experience in performing technical and 
economic studies of existing telephone systems.  Must be capable of conversing with technical and 
managerial personnel to determine applicable programs, agency plans, and other factors affecting 
telecommunications systems design requirements. 
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Labor Categories and Qualifications 

Duties 

Under general direction, assists in the planning, design, and implementation of communications 
networks. Responsible primarily for the assessment and optimization of network design through review 
and assessment of user needs, conduct feasibility studies for large projects, develop requests for 
proposals, evaluate vendor products, and make recommendations on selection. Analyzes traffic flow, 
client requirements, operating procedures, and traffic study techniques. Performs technical and 
economic studies of existing telephone systems. Communicates with technical and managerial 
personnel to determine applicable programs, agency plans, and other factors affecting 
telecommunications systems design requirements. 

Category Senior Communications Analyst 

Qualifications 

Must be a high school graduate and have a minimum of eight (8) years’ experience in installation, 
repair, and maintenance of electronic computer based systems with four (4) years’ experience in the 
areas of voice and/or data transmission facilities.  Must have direct work experience with various 
transmission media including two and four wire transmission, microwave, fiber optics, satellite, and 
other.  Four (4) years of the required experience must be in the direct testing, evaluation, and quality 
assurance of voice or data networks. 

Duties 

This position is similar to a senior telecommunications technician in that the Senior Communications 
Analyst must be familiar with all aspects of voice and data telecommunications services. This individual 
will interact with end users and determine the most appropriate way to resolve their 
telecommunications issues. Specific functions include processing service requests and inquiries; 
negotiating service orders, assigning and tracking telephone numbers; verification of programming and 
cable facilities, building voice mail boxes/application; tracking and preparing billing media, and 
dispatching technicians. The Senior communications Analyst will also perform test, analysis, and 
record-correction functions; prepare cut sheets and floor plans; and provide end user training. 

Category Cable Installer 

Qualifications 
Must be a high school graduate and have at least four (4) years’ experience in installing, modifying, 
and troubleshooting aerial and underground copper and fiber optic cable. 

Duties 

Performs installation of telephone, coaxial, and fiber optic cables, including vertical and horizontal cable 
pairs to the desktop. Locates and diagnoses signal transmission defects using various test equipment 
and visual inspection. Uses tools and related test equipment, ground power equipment, and pressure 
equipment. Prepares necessary written reports. Communicates effectively with technical and 
management personnel, as required. 

Category Cable Splicer 

Qualifications 
Must be a high school graduate and certified for splicing of copper and fiber optic cable.  Must have at 
least four (4) years’ experience in splicing, installing, modifying, and troubleshooting aerial and 
underground copper and fiber optic cable. 

Duties 

Performs splicing, inspecting, maintaining, overhauling, repairing, and installing splice cases for 
telephone, coaxial, fiber optic, and outside plant cable. Locates and diagnoses signal transmission 
defects using various test equipment and visual inspection. Uses cable splicing and lineman’s tools and 
related test equipment, ground power equipment, and pressure equipment. Communicates effectively 
with technical and management personnel, as required. 

Category Training Specialist 

Qualifications 
This position requires a minimum of five (5) years’ experience, two (2) years of which must be 
specialized.  Specialized experience includes experience in developing and providing end-user training 
on voice/data telecommunications services and/or hardware and system operation. 
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Labor Categories and Qualifications 

Duties 

Using course material provides training to customers as specified in the task order. Develops and 
provide end-user training on voice/data telecommunications services and/or hardware and system 
operation. Prepares student materials, including handouts, completion certificates, and course critique 
forms. Conducts formal classroom courses, workshops, and seminars, as needed. 

Category Technical Draftsman 

Qualifications 

Must be a high school graduate and have at least two (2) additional years of education or technical 
training, to include computer-aided drafting.  Must have a minimum of four (4) years’ experience in 
technical drafting, with an emphasis on telecommunications wiring documentation and outside plant 
facilities.  Must be knowledgeable, capable, and experienced in the use of computer based drafting 
tools. 

Duties 

Provides drafting support, both manual and computer aided, for other skill categories in documenting 
current or existing systems, proposed systems, technical job drawings, etc., as required, with an 
emphasis on telecommunications documentation and outside plant facilities wiring. Communicates 
effectively in writing and orally with all levels of technical and management personnel. 

Category Technical Writer/Editor 

Qualifications 

Must have a Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university and at least three (3) years of 
technical writing and editing support in system development, automated office support systems, 
telecommunications documentation, and other technical material as required.  A minimum of one (1) 
year editing experience in the technical publication field involving engineering, scientific or academic 
discipline is required. 

Duties 

Prepares and edits telecommunications documentation incorporating information provided by the client, 
specialists, analysts, engineers, and operations personnel. Documentation emphasizes 
telecommunications and data systems and associated terminology. Duties include the writing, editing, 
and graphic presentation of technical information for both technical and non-technical personnel. 
Interprets technical documentation standards and prepares documentation according to defined 
standards. Communicates effectively in writing and orally with all levels of technical and management 
personnel, as required. 

Category Data Entry Operator 

Qualifications 
Must be a high school graduate and have at least one (1) year experience in data entry and verification 
using contemporary data entry devices. 

Duties 
Applies experience and judgment in selecting procedures to be followed and in searching for, 
interpreting, selecting, and coding items to be entered into a machine-readable format from a variety of 
source documents.  

Category Telecommunications Technician 

Qualifications 

Must be a high school graduate and have a minimum of four (4) years’ experience in installation, repair, 
and maintenance of electronic computer based systems and four (4) years’ experience in the areas of 
voice and/or data transmission facilities.  Must have direct work experience with various transmission 
media including two and four wire transmission, microwave, fiber optics, satellite, and other.  Two (2) 
years of the required experience must be in the direct testing, evaluation, and quality assurance of 
voice or data networks. 
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Labor Categories and Qualifications 

Duties 

Monitors vendors’ installation of equipment, and performing system testing and evaluation activities. 
Inspects and review hardware installation, wiring, power, grounding, system database validation, and 
other activities to ensure quality installation of services for the client. Performs adjunct installation, 
deinstallation, and relocation activities including, but not limited to, site preparation and installation 
and/or removal of cabling and wiring systems, terminal equipment, automated data processing 
services, and associated hardware and software. Tests quality assurance of voice and data switching 
equipment. Installs and/or maintain LAN/WAN equipment or networks of LANs/WANs. Communicates 
effectively in writing and verbally with all levels of technical and management personnel, as required. 
Performs network testing, analysis, and optimization. Applies transmission engineering principles to 
existing networks to ensure receipt of quality voice and data telecommunications services. 

Category Senior Telecommunications Technician 

Qualifications 

Must be a high school graduate and have a minimum of eight (8) years’ experience in installation, 
repair, and maintenance of electronic computer based systems with four (4) years’ experience in the 
areas of voice and/or data transmission facilities.  Must have direct work experience with various 
transmission media including two and four wire transmission, microwave, fiber optics, satellite, and 
other.  Four (4) years of the required experience must be in the direct testing, evaluation, and quality 
assurance of voice or data networks.  

Duties 

Provides in-depth analysis of trouble conditions and facilitate repair efforts. Works independently or 
coordinate a team of technicians as necessary.  Monitors vendors’ installation of equipment, and 
perform/coordinate system testing and evaluation activities. Inspects and reviews hardware installation, 
wiring, power, grounding, system database validation, and other activities to ensure quality installation 
of services for the client. May perform adjunct installation, deinstallation, and relocation activities 
including, but not limited to, site preparation and installation and/or removal of cabling and wiring 
systems, terminal equipment, automated data processing services, and associated hardware and 
software. May be assigned to tasks requiring quality assurance testing of voice and data switching 
equipment. May install and/or maintain LAN/WAN equipment or networks of LANs/WANs. Is expected 
to communicate effectively in writing and verbally with all levels of technical, engineering, and 
management personnel, as required. Coordinates the repair of large or complex troubles. Performs in 
the area of network testing, analysis, and optimization.  Able to apply transmission-engineering 
principles to existing networks to ensure receipt of quality voice and data telecommunications services. 

Category Program Manager 

Qualifications 

Must have a minimum of ten (10) years of general telecommunications experience and a bachelor’s 
degree in a technical discipline relating to the required service, with at least eight (8) years specialized 
experience in the management of voice and data telecommunications systems. Specialized experience 
includes: substantial telecommunications project development and management from inception of 
deployment; proven expertise in the management and control of funds and resources; and 
demonstrated capability in managing multiple tasks in telecommunications support.  

Duties 
Responsible for all phases of contract management, work flow, and resource management; and for the 
quality of the program and deliverables, timeliness, minimization of problems, risk assessment and 
program performance. 

Category Project Manager 

Qualifications 

Bachelor’s degree required. One year of relevant professional experience may be substituted for each 
year of college education required (4). Must have a minimum of eight (8) years business experience in 
the fields of computer systems, communications or systems integration related fields. A minimum of 
three (3) years Project Management experience is required. 
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Labor Categories and Qualifications 

Duties 

Overall responsibility for company performance on specific programs or projects. Functions as the 
leader, manager, and coordinator of all contributing disciplines and resources in the completion of 
projects or management of the program. Engage in: assigning tasks; establishing and maintaining task 
schedules; maintaining liaison between appropriate engineering personnel and the customer to ensure 
effective coordination of all projects or program efforts; preparing and adhering to project cost and 
staffing plans; preparing plans, proposals, and briefings. Also provide management of contract 
negotiations and company representation with customers and subcontractors as required. 

Category Senior Developer 

Qualifications 

The Senior Developer is a seasoned professional with a thorough and well-rounded knowledge of 
advanced html, java scripting, site and database architecture and integration and modification of Active 
Server Page scripts.  The Senior Developer will also have a basic understanding of graphic design, 
including Macromedia Flash and multimedia integration.  He/she will also have project 
management/team supervision skills, be well-versed in content writing and Internet communications 
strategy and have sufficient programming knowledge to supervise senior programmers.  

Duties 
Responsible for the design and engineering of the Web site and be the customer interface for all 
technical Web development issues. 

Category Senior Programmer 

Qualifications 
He/she has advanced-level knowledge of Active Server Page, visual basic and cgi programming.  The 
Senior Programmer will have the ability to program in C++ and Visual Interdev and to write javascripts 
and java applets. 

Duties 
Perform all advanced programming associated with the development or modification of a Web page 
and will also be responsible for database development and management (SQL and MS Access) as it 
applies to the Internet. 

Category Applications Project Manager 

Qualifications He/she is a professional project manager with expertise in software and web-authoring type projects. 

Duties 
Coordinate all tasks associated with the Web-authoring project and will ensure that all tasks are 
completed on time and meet the customer requirements. 

Category Senior Graphic Designer 

Qualifications 

The Graphic designer is a unique individual with advanced level knowledge and considerable 
talent/flair in graphic design.  He/she will be efficient in the use of Adobe PhotoShop, Illustrator and 
various desktop publishing and draw programs.  He/she will be advanced in the production of 
animations, both through gifs and Macromedia Flash. The Graphic Designer will be proficiency in 
optimizing graphic file size for quick download.  This person will also be proficient in HTML. 

Duties 
Efficient in the use of Adobe PhotoShop, Illustrator and various desktop publishing and draw programs. 
Advanced in the production of animations, both through gifs and Macromedia Flash. Proficient in HTML 
and optimizing graphic file size for quick download. 

Category Mid-Level Developer 

Qualifications 

The Mid-Level Developer will possess a Bachelor of Arts degree or have five years applicable 
experience.  The Mid-level programmer will have a strong knowledge of HTML and the broad 
functionality and capabilities of data driven, dynamic content sites and of database structure and 
management. He/she will have the ability to customize ASP pages and java scripts, basic level 
proficiency in graphic design and possess good supervisory and training skills in working with junior 
developers. 

Duties 
Customize ASP pages and java scripts, basic level proficiency in graphic design and possess good 
supervisory and training skills in working with junior developers. 
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Category Junior Developer 

Qualifications 

The Junior Developer is an entry-level developer who has good overall computer literacy. Junior 
Developers work under the supervision of the Mid- level Developer to ensure the quality of their work.  
He/she must have some basic knowledge of html, theory and structure of websites, ability to upload 
and download using FTP without error, and the ability to use web-based forms. 

Duties 
The Junior Developer is an entry-level developer who has good overall computer literacy. Junior 
Developers work under the supervision of the Mid-Level Developer to ensure the quality of their work. 

Category Asbestos Hazardous Materials Systems Technician 

Qualifications 

• State certified 
• Trained and equipped to perform all installation and maintenance in connection with 

potentially Hazardous Environments, such as working in ceilings with asbestos wrapped 
pipes or Lead painted walls 

• Equipped with the consumables needed to work in this environment, but are not equipped 
with vehicles. 

• Is required by OSHA to have Class III certification for competent persons, where the potential 
for less than 25 square feet of ACM may be disturbed.  Is trained to manage his/her actions 
so as not to disturb asbestos.  Is not trained to abate, handle, wear breathing mask, or come 
in contact with asbestos in any way.  If asbestos is detected in the air, he/she is required to 
leave the area until abatement is completed (by another vendor) and the air quality proves to 
be clean by the air particle monitor tests (performed by the abatement organization).   

Duties 

Works on Customer Premises on the customer's side of the Rate Demarcation Point. Performs work in 
connection with placement, rearrangement, and removal of wire and cable, and associated equipment 
in or on customers' buildings. In connection with these duties:  

• Connects wire and cable to terminals and attaches various kinds of hardware to wires, 
cables or buildings. 

• Performs verification tests for basic line status. 
• Erects and removes framework. 
• Transports, uncrates and inventories equipment. 
• Provides assistance to other personnel as they perform their required tasks. 
• State certified. 
• Trained and equipped to perform all installation and maintenance in connection with 

potentially Hazardous Environments, such as working in ceilings with asbestos wrapped 
pipes or Lead painted walls. 

• Equipped with the consumables needed to work in this environment, but are not equipped 
with vehicles. 

• Installs, erects and removes framework, conduit, tubing, core drills and makes penetrations 
within an environment where he may disturb asbestos containing materials (ACM).  

• Performs work including installation, rearrangement, and maintenance for products and 
services such as copper, fiber optics, broadband video services and CAT 5. 

Category Senior Asbestos Hazardous Materials Systems Technician 
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Qualifications 

In addition to the qualifications described in the Asbestos Hazardous Materials Systems Technician 
Job Description, Senior Asbestos Hazardous Materials Systems Technicians are— 
Trained and equipped to perform all activities needed for the installation and maintenance of basic 
analog and digital services on customer premises or in the Network, with the following exceptions:  

• Protocol Analysis of digital facilities 
• Services that require end-to-end measurement and adjustment of transmission levels 
• Multiplexed installation and maintenance, copper or fiber optic based  
• Installation, rearrangement, or maintenance on common equipment associated with key or 

electronic key equipment 
The Senior Asbestos Hazardous Materials Systems Technicians are qualified to work aloft in Outside 
Plant and drive vehicles; the CLIN rates include the services of the technician and the use of a vehicle.  
Technicians are equipped with common tools and test equipment routinely required for the installation 
and maintenance of basic telephone service on customer premises when over copper facilities.  

Duties 

In addition to the duties described in the Asbestos Hazardous Materials Systems Technician Job 
Description, Senior Asbestos Hazardous Materials Systems Technicians are trained and equipped to 
perform all activities needed for the installation and maintenance of basic analog and digital services on 
customer premises or in the Network, with the following exceptions: 

• Protocol Analysis of digital facilities. 
• Services that require end-to-end measurement and adjustment of transmission levels. 
• Multiplexed installation and maintenance, copper or fiber optic based. 
• Installation, rearrangement, or maintenance on common equipment associated with key or 

electronic key equipment. 

Category Documentation Specialist 

Qualifications 
• 3–5 years minimum as a technical and/or technical training documentation writer.  
• Has thorough understanding of configuration management practices.   
• Has thorough knowledge of desktop publishing software package(s). 

Duties 

Responsible for the creation and maintenance updating of required technical documentation (both 
hardware and software) and technical training materials. Works with project and staff managers and 
engineers on content and format of documentation. Works with little guidance. Provides documentation 
project planning and direction. Reports to Project Manager. 

Category Senior Network Systems Engineer 

Qualifications 
• Bachelor’s degree required. 
• Certified Network Engineer for one or more network systems. 
• Five (5) years minimum experience in network engineering field. 

Duties 

Participates in engineering projects and network implementations involving the extension and 
application of highly advanced engineering and networking principles and concepts. Capable of 
networking design implementation. Performs work that may include a variety of complex features and 
requires multi- or interdisciplinary approaches. Conducts advanced and state-of-the-art assignments 
under general supervision. Provides technical information for, and final technical editing of, all 
documents and proposals. Provides diagnosis of, and resolution for, complex networking and 
engineering problems. 

Category Senior Special Applications Systems Engineer 
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Qualifications 

• Install system hardware, maintenance and administration terminals, modems and any 
associated PC ancillary equipment. 

• Connect all equipment requiring power to power source provided. 
• Run cables to main distributing frame or cross-connect field.  Connect modems for remote 

access by offsite engineers. 
• Assemble and install specially designed furniture as required to support the application, 

including but not limited to other adjunct devices such as remote recorders, telephone jacks, 
hand/headsets, clocks, special button strips, radio circuit interface equipment, etc. 

• Perform system translations and administrative tasks, coordinating with customers or 
responsible project managers. 

• Test and troubleshoot using remote engineering support, product developers and designers 
prior to cutover to ensure equipment and design integrity. 

• Provide support during cutover. 
• Perform software and hardware upgrades.  
• Must have a Bachelor’s degree in Math or Computer Science from an accredited college or 

university and a minimum of six (6) to eight (8) years of progressively more difficult analytical 
and/or technical experience performing systems analysis on telecommunications systems.  
Must possess substantive knowledge of analytical techniques, be skilled in collecting and 
manipulating data from various sources, and be skilled in using structured analytical 
methods.  In addition, the Special Applications Systems Engineer must possess a knowledge 
of telecommunications technologies. 

Duties 

Communicates during installation with TIER III and IV engineers and product designers as well as with 
customers to coordinate administration and troubleshooting of systems being installed. Responsible for 
test of all installed equipment and is capable of operating and understanding test devices such as 
frequency and data signal generators, oscilloscopes, transmission measuring equipment, volt-ohm 
meters. Responsible for documenting installation work activities and coordinating those activities with 
customers.  

• Installs system hardware, maintenance and administration terminals, 
• Modems and any associated PC ancillary equipment. 
• Connects all equipment requiring power-to-power source provided. 
• Runs cables to main distributing frame or cross-connect field. Connect modems for remote 

access by offsite engineers. 
• Assembles and installs specially designed furniture as required to support the application, 

including but not limited to other adjunct devices such as remote recorders telephone jacks, 
hand/headsets, clocks, special button strips, radio circuit interface equipment, etc. 

• Performs system translations and administrative tasks, coordinating with customers or 
responsible project managers. 

• Tests and troubleshoots using remote engineering support, product developers and 
designers prior to cutover to ensure equipment and design integrity. 

• Provides support during cutover. 
• Performs software and hardware upgrades. 

Category Engineering Assistant 
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Qualifications 

• Normally assigned daytime hours but must accommodate exceptions to meet customer 
needs.  Overtime may be required.  May be assigned to work extended tours (one week or 
more) away from home.  

• Ability to present technical subject matter in English, both orally and in writing. 
• Ability and willingness to spend the day in outdoor activities, traverse rough terrain on foot, 

carry range rods, drive stakes, and occasionally use a brush axe in rural areas.  (Outside 
Plant only). 

• Willingness to work primarily in an office environment. 
• Where driving is required, a valid state driver’s license with a satisfactory driving record is 

required.  Must have ability to drive vehicle with manual gearshift. 

Duties 

Uses standard design techniques (including computerized tools), planning documents and other 
records to perform work (other than that of a clerical nature) required to: 

• Analyze service and trunk orders. 
• Design and layout trunk and special service circuits (including the calculation of transmission 

levels and the specification of equipment settings). 
Prepares or directs the preparation of Circuit Orders and Circuit Layout Records for field forces. 
Provides technical consultation with field forces in connection with trunk and special circuit design 
matters. May use computer terminal to obtain records information. Uses standard design techniques 
(including computerized tools), planning documents and other records and self-prepared field notes to 
perform work (other than that of a clerical nature) required to design and prepare complete outside 
plant engineering work plans and to prepare data (including detail and facing sheets and memoranda) 
for approval by management in connection with cost estimates for specific estimates and work orders.  
Negotiates and coordinates on outside plant engineering matters, including rights of way, with field 
forces, private owners, customers and third party representatives in the building industry, other utilities 
and government agencies.  May use computer terminal to obtain records information.   

Category Call Center Project Manager 

Qualifications 

• Minimum of 5 years of experience supporting complex and critical applications, preferably in 
the telecommunications or computer industry   

• Project management experience and proven team leadership skills 
• Strong communication and customer interaction skills 
• Education in TCP/IP with a general knowledge of LAN and WAN architecture implementing 

applications across TCP/IP networks 
• Education in UNIX and Windows Client/Server operating systems, PC applications (design 

and integration), with an understanding of relational databases 
• Knowledge of ISDN, POTS, and T1 network services as well as PBX, IVR, and ACD or 

voicemail systems 

Duties 

Provides project management services to oversee the entire call center implementation. 
• Oversees all project tasks 
• Provides and maintain a master plan 
• Coordinates efforts with customer and vendor project managers and personnel 

Category Call Center Field Engineer 
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Qualifications 

• AS, BS or equivalent technical experience and three or more years of experience in a 
customer support role supporting complex and critical applications 

• Education in TCP/IP with a general knowledge of LAN and WAN architecture implementing 
applications across TCP/IP networks 

• Education in UNIX and Windows Client/Server operating systems, PC applications (design 
and integration), and have an understanding of relational databases.  Able to perform 
installation of Operating Systems and databases 

• Knowledge of ISDN, POTS, and T1 network services as well as PBX, IVR, and ACD or 
Voicemail systems 

Duties 

Installs call center applications, including on-site pre-installation planning; remote pre-installation 
support (telecommunications service coordination, etc.) on-site support for installation, and on-site 
support for system cutover, as follows: 

• Cut over remote agents and supervisors 
• Create or configure new agents, nodes, applications, views and skill groups 
• Build or load normal, holiday, or emergency routing 
• Add or move agents or major components such as a server, supervisor station, or contact 

server 
• Perform upgrades, moves, changes, and adds 
• Create customized reports 
• Provide recommendations on back-up procedures 

Category Call Center Application Design Engineer 

Qualifications 

• BA/BS degree or equivalent experience in Engineering or Computer Science  
• One to three years of telecommunications and software industry experience 
• Web Development – Java, HTML 
• C, C++, Windows NT, Visual Basic, relational databases 
• ACD, IVR and CTI experience desired 
• Strong customer interaction skills 
• Excellent communication skills 

Duties 
Designs, integrates, and supports comprehensive communications solutions featuring voice, data, and 
mixed-media applications. Documents the requirements and the functional design specification. 
Defines acceptance criteria for implementation. Develops, tests and installs the solution. 

Category Wire Technician 

Qualifications 
High school graduate or GED with a minimum of 3 years’ experience in installation of cable and wire 
systems. Certification with Cat 5 and/or CAT 6 cabling systems. 

Duties 

Performs installation of various telephone, coaxial, and fiber optic cables, which may include vertical 
and horizontal cables. Performs installation, deinstallation, and relocation activities including but not 
limited to site preparation and installation and/or remove of cable and wire systems. Performs 
installation of voice and LAN cabling to meet specific requirements of the manufacturer and BICSI with 
regard to the requirements of category 5 and 6 voice and LAN cable. Uses complex test equipment to 
perform quality assurance of voice and LAN wire to meet BICSI specifications. Keeps and provides 
detailed records and drawings of cable and wiring plants. Communicates effectively in writing and 
verbally with all levels of technical and management personnel, as required. 

Category Repair Service Clerk 

Qualifications 
Minimum of 2 years of experience in telecommunications. Experienced using personal computers and 
the Microsoft Office Suite products. 
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Duties 

Under general direction, receives service problems from customers and/or computer systems and then 
refers them to the appropriate work groups. Analyzes telecommunications troubles, test line conditions 
and advises customers of status of the trouble report. Maintains thorough computer systems line 
records. Interacts with other service centers to resolve troubles. Operates computer terminals and 
other office machines such duplicating equipment. 

Category Voice Mail Administrator 

Qualifications 
Have certification in administration and maintenance of the Octel platforms. Have excellent customer 
service skills. Experienced using personal computers and the Microsoft Office Suite products. 

Duties 

Under general direction, receives and processes requests for Octel Voice Mail services. Performs 
analysis on troubles to accomplish resolution. Maintains database and hardware on the Octel 350 
platform systems. Demonstrates good oral communications with the customer and other work groups 
involved in providing telecommunications services. Maintains thorough computer systems line records. 
Interacts with other service centers to resolve troubles. Operates computer terminals and other office 
machines such as duplicating equipment. 

Category Voice Mail Clerk 

Qualifications 
Minimum of 3 years’ experience in Octel voice messaging system or certification in the Octel platforms. 
Excellent customer service skills. Experienced using personal computers and the Microsoft Office Suite 
products. 

Duties 

Under general direction, receives and processes requests for Octel Voice Mail services. Performs 
analysis on troubles to accomplish resolution. Demonstrates good oral communications with the 
customer and other work groups involved in providing telecommunications services. Maintains 
thorough computer systems line records. Interacts with other service centers to resolve troubles. 
Operates computer terminals and other office machines such duplicating equipment. 

Category Special Clerk 

Qualifications 
High School graduate or equivalent.  Eight (8) years minimum business experience in clerical fields, 
desirable. Must be literate in personal computers to include Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point and 
other data base systems. 

Duties 

Under general direction prepares reports with emphasis on accuracy; analyze and summarize data. 
Has the experience to operate various office machines such as computer terminals and reproducing 
machines. Is proficient in the use of Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Power Point and other 
related office suite products. Can communicate with customers and outside business firms to 
accomplish job tasks. 

Category Repair Center Team Leader 

Qualifications 
Business experience in telecommunications field.  Must be literate in personal computers to include 
Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point and other database systems. 

Duties 

This is a management supervisory position. The Team Leader is responsible for the “single point of 
contact” center that receives trouble reports from customers, receives and dispatched orders from the 
customer and functions as central point for customer issues. The team leader is responsible for the 
repair clerks, maintenance administrators, voice mail clerks and the voice mail administrator. The team 
leader may also function as the project manager for customer projects. 

Category Central Office Technician 
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Qualifications 
Excellent customer service skills. Certification in routine and maintenance of switching systems, Lucent 
5E or DMS200.  Experienced using personal computers and the Microsoft Office Suite products. Able 
to complete 6 or more weeks of classroom training. 

Duties 

Under general direction, monitors, analyzes, and repairs switching related equipment. Assists with or 
performs system and equipment installations, acceptance testing, and initialization. Extracts routine 
system and customer reports as required. Maintains accurate and complete records. Performs 
distribution frame wiring as required. Performs testing, analyzes data, and interprets manuals and 
wiring diagram to locate and clear trouble conditions in switching equipment, computer systems, data 
networks, and associated peripherals. Demonstrates good oral communications with the customer and 
other work groups involved in providing telecommunications services. Maintains thorough computer 
systems line records. Interacts with other service centers to resolve troubles. Operates computer 
terminals and other office machines such as duplicating equipment. 

Category Storekeeper 

Qualifications 
Minimum 5 years’ experience in storeroom administration and operations is desirable.  Experience 
using personal computers and the Microsoft Office Suite products are desirable. 

Duties 

Under general direction, orders, receives, and takes inventory of supplies, cable, materials, and tools. 
Selects, addresses (labels), and stages supplies for distribution. Performs general office functions, 
including verifying shipments for accuracy, documenting discrepancies, and issuing claims.  
Communicates clearly and effectively with suppliers and customers. 

Category Maintenance Administrator 

Qualifications 
High School graduate or equivalent.  Knowledge and experience in telecommunications functions. 
Strong communications skills. Able to overlap functions. Ability to negotiate with customers and interact 
with other work groups. Experienced using personal computers and the Microsoft Office Suite products. 

Duties 

Receives trouble reports via computer terminals or directly from customers. Screens and tests 
customer reported problems to facilitate repair efforts. Contacts customers to negotiate dates and 
times; accesses arrangements as necessary to facilitate trouble resolution. Maintains customer 
records, prepares technician dispatch activity logs, functions as the customer’s representative to other 
work groups. Monitors repair and installation workloads to meet commitment times. 

Category Service Visit Personnel 

Qualifications 
Qualifications will vary depending on the nature of the customer's request/service visit.  Must have the 
appropriate education, training, and direct work experience needed to coincide with the work to be 
performed for each visit. 

Duties 

In response to a customer's request, will be assigned tasks that are not part of the basic service (go 
beyond the service delivery point) and dispatched to the customer's premises.  Tasks include but are 
not limited to wire repair work not covered by a maintenance plan; customer-caused damage repairs to 
CPE or wire under a maintenance plan; specific troubles or uncoordinated immediate requests that are 
not part of a planned project or conversion; and end-user on-site digital subscriber line support.  Is 
expected to communicate effectively in writing and verbally with all levels of technical, engineering, and 
management personnel, as required. Will be expected to work independently or coordinate a team as 
necessary.  This labor category permits the contractor to recover costs in the event the contractor 
responds to a customer requested trouble call and no problems are found or when no one is available 
to allow entry or when a dispatch date and time are arranged but the customer isn't available to receive 
a delivery. 
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Category Field Communications Analyst 

Qualifications 
Four year experience in sales and direct customer contact.   
Previous experience in telecommunications.  

Duties 

The Analyst is responsible for handling servicing activities on all sales, when required.  This includes, but 
is not limited to pre-sale contract preparation, usage review, station reviews, presentation of 
recommendations, preparation of proposals, and sales implementation.  The Analyst assists with pre-sale 
functions and post-sale implementation activities associated with complex sales, under the direction of a 
management salesperson. 
Responds to client sales and service demands in cases assigned.   
Provides pre- and post-sales support.   
Provides post-installation servicing support activity on marketing assigned accounts.  
Routinely interfaces with client premises.   
Responsible for ensuring client satisfaction for the provision of data, networking, and voice 
communications systems.  

Category Avaya Project Manager 

Qualifications 

• Avaya Certified Associate Communications Networking (ACACN) Certification 
• Master’s Certificate in Project Management 
• Completion of Analyze the Design and Plan the Implementation Avaya University Course and 

Assessment (AVA00111AEN) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Course and Assessment (BTT153W2A). 

Duties 

• Coordinates the installation of Avaya products and/or systems at customer sites 
• Schedules and may perform pre-installation site review/evaluation for adequate infrastructure 
• Ensures that the proper materials and manpower arrive at the customer site on a timely basis 

for the installation of Avaya equipment 
• Manages installation problem resolution with assigned customer accounts 
• Coordinates interactions between the customer, systems engineering, field process engineering, 

field service engineering, manufacturing, logistics and third-party vendors 
• If necessary, escalates installation issues to the appropriate organization 
• Provides solutions to a diverse range of moderately complex problems. 

Category Avaya Program Manager 

Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• Project Management Professional (PMP) Certification  (Awarded by Project Management 

Institute) 
• Avaya Certified Specialist Communications Implementation (ACSCI) Certification 
• Master’s Certificate in Project Management 
• Completion of Analyze the Design and Plan the Implementation Avaya University Course & 

Assessment (AVA00111AEN) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Course & Assessment (BTT153W2A) 
• One other industry recognized certification, i.e. Microsoft, Cisco, Nortel, etc.  
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Duties 

• Oversees very large and complex provisioning projects including installations or systems 
additions 

• Provides total project leadership and is directly accountable for the project team's performance 
• Defines milestones, reserves resources, coordinates with multiple vendors/services providers 
• Coordinates project activities, resource scheduling, contractual compliance, customer 

satisfaction  
• Maximizes profitability of project. 

Category Avaya Software Associate 

Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Assessment (BTT153W2A) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Advanced Admin for SIS assessment (BTP068A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of Modular Messaging Overview assessment and course (AVA00029WEN) 
• Completion of Modular Messaging for System Admin assessment and course (AVA00032WEN). 

Duties 

• Assists with providing on-site and remote implementation support of software, systems, 
subsystems and/or applications for customers or field personnel utilizing telephone and remote 
diagnostic capabilities 

• Supports Software Specialist with end-user installations, configurations, upgrades and 
migrations through problem isolation, verification, resolution and documentation. 

Category Avaya Software Specialist 

Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• ACSCI Certification 
• Avaya Certified Specialist Communications Design (ACSCD) Certification 
• One other industry recognized certification, i.e. Microsoft, Cisco, Nortel, etc. 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Assessment (BTT153W2A) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Basic Admin for SIS assessment (BTP060W2A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Intermediate Admin for SIS assessment (BTP069A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Advanced Admin for SIS assessment (BTP068A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Expert Admin for SIS Assessment (BTP070A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of Modular Messaging Overview assessment and course (AVA00029WEN) 
• Completion of Modular Messaging for System Admin assessment and course (AVA00032WEN). 

Duties 

• Responsible for and manages the on-site and remote implementation support of software, 
systems, subsystems and/or applications for customers or field personnel utilizing telephone 
and remote diagnostic capabilities 

• Supports the highly complex end-user installations, configurations, upgrades and migrations 
through problem isolation, verification, resolution and documentation. 

Category Avaya Call Center Consultant 
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Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification; Completion of CMS Supervisor Administration with EAS BTC155H (or 
equivalent) 

• Completion of CMS Supervisor Administration BTC447M (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Definity BCMS View BTT331H2-C (or equivalent) 
• Completion of CMS Administration BTC112H (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Definity System Administration for Call Centers BTC188W2 (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Definity System Call Vectoring BTC197H2 (or equivalent) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Basic Admin for SIS assessment (BTP060W2A) and supporting 

courses (or equivalent). 

Duties 

• Integrates MultiVantage Call Center Software (Deluxe and Elite), CMS, CMS Supervisor, and 
BCMR 

• Consults with the customer to understand the needs of the business, customers and associates 
• Works with the customer to design a contact center that utilizes the Avaya technology to best 

meet those needs 
• Provides administrator and supervisor training in the use of Avaya reporting. 

Category Avaya Network Integration Technical Consultant 

Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• ACSCI Certification 
• ACSCD Certification 
• ACE Certification 
• One other industry recognized certification, i.e. Microsoft, Cisco, Nortel, etc. 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Assessment  (BTT153W2A) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Basic Admin for SIS Assessment (BTP060W2A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Intermediate Admin for SIS assessment (BTP069A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Advanced Admin for SIS assessment (BTP068A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Expert Admin for SIS assessment (BTP070A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of Modular Messaging Overview assessment and course (AVA00029WEN) 
• Completion of Modular Messaging for System Admin Assessment and course 

(AVA00032WEN). 

Duties 

• Designs, develops, and implements networking solutions for customers or field personnel 
utilizing telephone and remote diagnostic capabilities 

• Supports end-user installations, configurations, upgrades and migrations through problem 
isolation, verification, resolution and documentation 

• Participates/is a member on Avaya Core Team Labs, R&D.   

Category Avaya Senior Call Center Consultant 
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Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• Completion of CMS Supervisor Administration with EAS BTC155H (or equivalent) 
• Completion of CMS Supervisor Administration BTC447M (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Definity BCMS View BTT331H2-C (or equivalent) 
• Completion of CMS Administration BTC112H (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Definity System Administration for Call Centers BTC188W2 (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Definity System Call Vectoring BTC197H2 (or equivalent) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Basic Admin for SIS assessment (BTP060W2A) and supporting 

courses (or equivalent) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Intermediate Admin for SIS assessment  (BTP069A) and supporting 

courses (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Avaya Business Advocate/Dynamic Advocate BTH100H2 (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Avaya Virtual Routing BTH102H2 (or equivalent) 
• Completion of CentreVu Reports Designer BTC202H (or equivalent) 
• Completion of CentreVu CMS Custom Reports BTC115H (or equivalent) 
• Completion of CentreVu CMS Design and Configuration BSG217R2 (or equivalent) 
• Completion of Computer Telephony Integration I and M BTE019H2 (or equivalent). 

Duties 

• Integrates Avaya Business Advocate, Avaya Virtual Routing, Avaya Network Routing and 
complex multisite contact centers 

• Consults with the customer to understand the needs of the business, customers and associates 
• Works with the customer to design a contact center that utilizes the Avaya technology to best 

meet those needs 
• Provides consultative administrator and supervisor training in the use of Avaya reporting 

(BCMS, BCMR, CMS, Avaya Supervisor). 
Category Avaya Technician 

Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• Completion of Avaya MultiVantage Solutions Overview (BTT153W2) 
• Completion of Media Gateways, Cabinets, Chassis and Circuit Packs (BTT155W2) 
• Completion of Avaya MultiVantage Maintenance Strategy and Procedures (BTT157W2) 
• Completion of Voice Terminal and Attendant Console Installation (BTT154W2) 
• Completion of IP Telephony Installation and Configuration (BTT156W2) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Software Administration (BTC273W2) 
• Completion of Introduction to Avaya S8700 Media Server Configuration (BTT168W2) 
• Completion of Avaya S8300 Media Server Configurations and installation (BTT 163W2) 
• Completion of Avaya S8700 Media Server for Multi-Connect Configurations (BTT169W2) 
• Completion of Avaya S8700 Media Server for IP-Connect Configurations (BTT170W2) 
• Completion of S8300 and/or S8700 Hands On training (BTT321A/BTT322A). 

Duties 

• Installs customer premises PBX, IP Telephony, call center, messaging and data equipment 
• Troubleshoots problems on the customer site using vast experience in telecommunications/data 

equipment 
• Installs new equipment for customer and also installs replacement parts when required. 

Category Avaya Training Instructor End User 

Qualifications 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview assessment (BTT153W2A) 
• Completion of Modular Messaging Overview assessment and course (AVA00029WEN) 
• Completion of Modular Messaging for System Admin assessment and course (AVA00032WEN). 
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Duties 
• Prepares syllabus and handouts for end user training 
• Schedules end user training 
• Delivers knowledge transfer of products and services depending on set products. 

Category Avaya Network Integration Design Consultant 

Qualifications 
• ACACN Certification 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Assessment (BTT153W2A) 
• Completion of Modular Messaging Overview assessment and course (AVA00029WEN). 

Duties 

• Assists in remote implementation support and design of Avaya networking products and 
solutions 

• Ensures customer satisfaction by advising customers on preventive maintenance and 
configurations that may impact product performance. 

Category Avaya Network Integration Engineer 

Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• ACSCI Certification 
• ACSCD Certification 
• One other industry recognized certification, i.e. Microsoft, Cisco, Nortel, etc. 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Assessment (BTT153W2A) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Basic Admin for SIS assessment (BTP060W2A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Intermediate Admin for SIS assessment (BTP069A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Advanced Admin for SIS assessment (BTP068A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of MultiVantage Expert Admin for SIS assessment (BTP070A) and supporting 

courses 
• Completion of Modular Messaging Overview assessment and course (AVA00029WEN) 
• Completion of Modular Messaging for System Admin assessment and course (AVA00032WEN). 

Duties 

• Responsible for providing remote implementation support of networking solutions for customers 
or field personnel utilizing telephone and remote diagnostic capabilities 

• Supports end-user installations, configurations, upgrades and migrations through problem 
isolation, verification, resolution and documentation 

• Provides solutions to a diverse range of moderately complex problems.   

Category Avaya Provisioning Engineer 

Qualifications 

• ACACN Certification 
• ACSCI Certification 
• ACSCD Certification 
• One other industry recognized certification, i.e. SUN Microsystems 
• Completion of MultiVantage Overview Assessment (BTT153W2A) 
• Completion of MultiVantage Basic Admin for SIS assessment (BTP060W2A) and supporting 

courses. 

Duties 

• Responsible for providing remote implementation support of hardware systems, sub-systems 
and/or applications for customers or field personnel utilizing telephone and remote diagnostic 
capabilities 

• Supports end-user installations, configurations, upgrades and migrations through problem 
isolation, verification, resolution and documentation 

• Participates/is a member on Avaya Core Team Labs, R&D. 
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Category Call Center Operator 

Qualifications 

High school graduate or equivalency.  Experienced in fundamental telephone techniques and 
etiquette.  Experienced and skilled in the use of the following equipment, as required:  personal 
computers, facsimile machines, specialized equipment for audio teleconferencing bridges, 
telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDD), ISDN telephone instruments.  Able to type using word 
processing software.  Experienced in using reference tools such as telephone directories, personnel 
locator files, and organization charts.  Able to read, understand, and speak the English language with 
clear, understandable enunciation.  Courteous, professional, and knowledgeable of job-specific 
information requirements; when required, shows empathy with the callers’ concerns. 

Duties 

Duties may require telephone, voice paging, electronic signal, information and trouble reporting, and 
ordering services.  Responsibilities are not limited to and may include the following: 

• Serves as sole operator on a workstation.  Handles incoming and outgoing calls, including long 
distance and conference calls, in a prompt, courteous manner.   

• Obtains proper billing information for toll calls, and rejects unauthorized calls or refers caller to 
prescribed authorizing official. 

• Adheres to directives given by Supervisors and Program Manager regarding handling heavy 
volume of traffic pertaining to Government and other related agencies, restricted lines, and other 
procedures. 

• Obtains information by utilizing a teledirectory network and personal computer. Responds to 
calls from the public by directing them to the appropriate agency office. 

• May be required to respond to calls that relate to a potential or actual agency-related emergency 
by connecting them to the appropriate party, as designated by standard operating procedures. 

• May be required to serve as an Information Operator for a Government agency, supplying 
numbers, extensions, names, etc., and performing locator services as required.  In complex 
situations, questions callers as necessary to determine the appropriate organizational referral. 

• May be required to operate call center equipment, personal computers, facsimile machines, 
specialized equipment for audio teleconferencing bridges, telecommunications devices for the 
deaf (TDD), ISDN telephone instruments, and office furniture necessary for performance of the 
position.  

• May be required to perform directory and record keeping, including forms, logs, and other 
records necessary to perform the call center services.  May be required to update call center 
and backup console telephone directory databases.  May be required to maintain logs and 
records of communication activities in accordance with call center standard operating 
procedures. 

Category Call Center Lead Operator  

Qualifications 

High school graduate or equivalency.  Minimum 2 to 5 years’ experience as an Operator.  Experienced in 
fundamental telephone techniques and etiquette.  Experienced and skilled in the use of the following 
equipment, as required:  personal computers, facsimile machines, specialized equipment for audio 
teleconferencing bridges, telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDD), ISDN telephone instruments.  
Able to type using word processing software.  Experienced in using reference tools such as telephone 
directories, personnel locator files, and organization charts.  Good communication skills; able to read, 
understand, and speak English with clear, understandable enunciation.  Courteous, professional, and 
knowledgeable of job-specific information requirements; when required, shows empathy with the caller’s 
concern(s).  The Lead Operator will be capable of supervising the Call Center as required and serving as 
the primary point of contact for scheduling and establishing call center conference calls. 
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Duties 

Duties may require telephone, voice paging, electronic signal and information, trouble reporting, and 
ordering services.  Assists the Operator Supervisor in administrative and monitoring tasks.  Possesses the 
skills to perform Supervisory functions whenever necessary.  May be the primary point of contact for 
scheduling and establishing call center conference calls in addition to performing telephone operator 
functions.  Actively performs the duties of a telephone operator.  Responsibilities are not limited to and 
may include the following: 

• Serves as sole operator on a workstation.  Handles incoming and outgoing calls, including long 
distance and conference calls, in a prompt courteous manner. Responsible for obtaining billing 
information for toll calls, and rejects unauthorized calls or refer caller to prescribed authorizing 
official. 

• Responsible for operating any of the positions assigned to an Operator, including answering all 
incoming calls and processing outgoing calls on a teledirectory network communication 
telephone console system. Follows instructions given by Supervisors and Program Manager 
regarding handling heavy volume of traffic pertaining to government and other related agencies, 
restricted lines and other procedures.  

• Ensures that staff is able to log on and off the scheduling system. Ensure shift schedules are 
properly staffed and maintains strict adherence to scheduling requirements including holidays.  
Responds to calls from the public by directing them to the appropriate agency office.  

• May be required to respond to calls that relate to a potential or actual agency-related 
emergency) by connecting them to the appropriate party, as designated by standard operating 
procedures. 

• May be required to serve as an Information Operator for a Government agency, supplying 
numbers, extensions, names, etc., and performing locator services as required.  In complex 
situations, questions callers as necessary to determine the appropriate organizational referral. 

• May be required to operate call center equipment, personal computers, facsimile machines, 
specialized equipment for audio teleconferencing bridges, telecommunications devices for the 
deaf (TDD), ISDN telephone instruments, and office furniture necessary for performance of the 
position. 

• May be required to perform directory and record keeping, including forms, logs, and other 
records necessary to perform the call center services.  May be required to update call center 
and backup console telephone directory databases.  May be required to maintain logs and 
records of communication activities in accordance with call center standard operating 
procedures. 

Category Call Center Operator Supervisor 

Qualifications 

High School Diploma or equivalency.  Minimum 1 to 2 years’ experience in a Lead Operator position.  
Thorough understanding of call center management operations.  Qualified to supervise the Call Center 
and to serve as the primary point of contact for scheduling and establishing call center conference calls.  
Courteous, professional, and experienced in fundamental telephone techniques and etiquette; when 
required, shows empathy with the callers’ or staff’s concerns.  Good verbal and written communication 
skills; including good command of English with clear, understandable enunciation.  Experienced and 
skilled in the use of the following equipment, as required:  facsimile machines, specialized equipment for 
audio teleconferencing bridges, telecommunications devices for the deaf (TDD), ISDN telephone 
instruments.  Thorough knowledge of personal computer operations and word processing or desktop 
publishing software package(s).  Able to type using word processing software, and experienced in the use 
of desktop publishing software if required.  Experienced in using reference tools such as telephone 
directories, personnel locator files, and organization charts. 
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Responsible for managing day-to-day operations of the call center during his or her shift.  Manages the 
Operators’ weekly work schedules and communicates and trains to any changes in policies and 
procedures that impact the Operators’ duties and tasks.  Coaches, trains, and monitors the Operators and 
is instrumental in building morale and promoting a winning team spirit. Supervisors maintain expertise of 
all operator functions.  The Call Center Site Supervisor is both a working supervisor and actively performs 
the duties of a telephone operator when necessary in order to meet performance metrics. 
The Operator Supervisor generally is designated the primary point of contact for scheduling and 
establishing call center conference calls in addition to performing telephone operator functions.  Generally 
is required to perform supervision and conference attendant duties during high volume traffic periods or as 
otherwise required. 
May be required to participate in development, production, distribution, and maintenance of call center 
standard operating procedures (SOPs).  May be required to perform periodic review of the SOPs with staff 
members as a refresher and when there are changes to the SOPs.  May be required to establish work 
schedules, oversee staffing requirements, monitor the call center environment, and participate in staff 
training activities. 
May be required to work with the Project Manager to ensure that the call center is in a constant state of 
readiness in accordance with facility availability requirements  and that telecommunications are 
maintained in an operable mode.  Promptly reports equipment malfunctions to the Project Manager.  
Provides weekly status report, as required, summarizing operational status, staffing levels, and unusual 
events (i.e., equipment outages and emergencies).   
In the event of an emergency, may be required to execute emergency closing procedures for the center, in 
accordance with standard operating procedure and Emergency Evacuation Procedures.  May be required 
to notify all operators at the call center if they are to report to a backup call center location.  
 
The Call Center Operator Supervisor’s responsibilities are not limited to and may include the following:  
 

• Weekly Schedules:  Coordinates weekly schedules with the Program Manager and keeps the 
Program Manager apprised of any alteration made to the schedule to accommodate vacations, 
doctor appointments, or shift trades.  Ensures shift schedules are properly staffed, and 
maintains strict adherence to scheduling requirements, including holidays. Assures that staff is 
able to clock on and off of the scheduling system.  

• Attendance Records:  Keeps track of all absences and tardiness. Responsible for issuing all 
verbal and written warnings for any attendance issues.  

• Training:  May be required to train operators for various functions such as teledirectory, signal 
page, conferencing, telegrams, and facsimiles. Administers tests and coordinates with the 
Program Manager regarding trainees’ progress; issues written evaluations on trainees’ 
progress.  Recommends ongoing refresher training as needed, and schedules accordingly.  
Assures that operators are adhering to the client-required Call Statistic Performance Metrics. 

• Monitoring, Counseling and Evaluations:  Monitors operator performance and assures that 
Operators are adhering to all procedures on a daily basis; records any counseling that may be 
required.  Determines which Operators require additional training and provides training if an 
operator is weak in an area.  Issues yearly evaluations for all actively scheduled operators.  

• Seating Arrangements:  Provides seating arrangements on a daily basis and monitors the floor 
to assure that all consoles are appropriately staffed at all times in accordance with the seating 
arrangements.  Reschedules lunches and breaks as required to maintain necessary coverage.  

• Faxes, Telegrams, Conference Calls, Signal Pages, etc.:  Monitors all requirements related to 
conference calls, faxes, and telegrams.   
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• Customer Complaints and Trouble Reports:  Handles any grievances encountered during the 
esssshifshift.  Provides a written report of any incident and requests a written report from any 
employee concerned. 

 

 
shift.  Provides a written report of any incident and requests a written report from any employee 
concerned. 

Category Nortel Technician 

Qualifications 

Must have successfully completed Nortel Product training for technicians and have a minimum of 1 year 
experience in installation, repair, and maintenance of electronic computer-based systems, and 1 year 
experience in the areas of voice and/or data transmission facilities.  Must have direct work experience with 
various transmission media including two- and four-wire transmission, microwave, fiber optics, satellite, 
and others, dependent on services ordered by the customer.  One year of the required experience must 
be in the direct testing, evaluation, and quality assurance or installation of voice or data networks. 

Duties 

Will be tasked to monitor vendors’ installation of Nortel equipment, and perform system testing and 
evaluation activities.  Will inspect and review hardware installation, wiring, power, grounding, system 
database validation, and perform other activities to ensure quality installation of services for the customer.  
May be tasked to perform adjunct installation, de-installation, and relocation activities including, but not 
limited to, site preparation and installation and/or removal of cabling and wiring systems, terminal 
equipment, automated data processing services, and associated hardware and software.  May be 
assigned to tasks requiring quality assurance testing of voice and data switching equipment.  Is expected 
to communicate effectively in writing and verbally with all levels of technical and management personnel, 
as required.  Will perform in the area of network testing, analysis, and optimization.  Must be able to apply 
transmission-engineering principles to existing networks to ensure receipt of quality voice and data 
telecommunications services. 

Category Senior Nortel Technician 

Qualifications 

Must have successfully completed Nortel Product training for technicians and have a minimum of 3 years’ 
experience in installation, repair, and maintenance of electronic computer based systems with 2 years’ 
experience in the areas of voice and/or data transmission facilities.  Must have direct work experience with 
various transmission media including two- and four-wire transmission, microwave, fiber optics, satellite, 
and others, depended on services ordered by the customer.  Two years of the required experience must 
be in the direct testing, evaluation, and quality assurance or installation of voice or data networks. 

Duties 

Provide in-depth analysis of trouble conditions and facilitate repair efforts. Work independently or 
coordinate a team of Nortel technicians as necessary. Will be tasked to monitor vendors’ installation of 
Nortel equipment, and perform/coordinate system testing and evaluation activities.  Will inspect and review 
hardware installation, wiring, power, grounding, system database validation, and perform other activities to 
ensure quality installation of services for the customer.  May be tasked to perform adjunct installation, de-
installation, and relocation activities including, but not limited to, site preparation and installation and/or 
removal of cabling and wiring systems, terminal equipment, automated data processing services, and 
associated hardware and software.  May be assigned to tasks requiring quality assurance testing of voice 
and data switching equipment.  Is expected to communicate effectively in writing and verbally with all 
levels of technical, engineering, and management personnel, as required.  Will be expected to coordinate 
the repair of large or complex troubles. Will perform in the area of network testing, analysis, and 
optimization.  Must be able to apply transmission-engineering principles to existing networks to ensure 
receipt of quality voice and data telecommunications services. 

Category Technical Consultant On Site 
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Qualifications 

A Bachelor’s degree in engineering or telecommunications preferable, but not necessary.  At the 
minimum, must be a high school graduate with a minimum of 4 years’ experience in installation, repair and 
maintenance of electronic computer based systems and 4 years’ experience in the areas of voice and/or 
data transmission facilities.  Experience as a Central Office Technician is helpful.  Must have direct work 
experience with various transmission media including two- and four-wire transmission, microwave, fiber 
optics, satellite, etc.  Experience in the area of direct testing, evaluation, and quality assurance of 
voice/data networks is a plus. 

Duties 

In response to customer request, will be assigned tasks that are not part of the basic service (which go 
beyond the service delivery point) and dispatched to the customer's premises.  In addition to some uses 
noted in Section C.3.3.3, tasks include but are not limited to wire repair work not covered by a 
maintenance plan; repairs of customer-caused damage to CPE or wire under a maintenance plan; specific 
troubles or uncoordinated immediate requests that are not part of a planned project or conversion; and 
end-user on-site digital subscriber line support.  Is expected to communicate effectively in writing and 
verbally with all levels of technical, engineering, and management personnel, as required. Will be 
expected to work independently or coordinate a team as necessary.  This labor category permits the 
contractor to recover costs in the event the contractor responds to a customer requested trouble call and 
no problems are found or when no one is available to allow entry or when a dispatch date and time are 
arranged but the customer isn't available to receive a delivery. 

Category Client Financial Management Associate Partner 

Qualifications 
Client Financial Management Associate Partners possess at least 10 years of experience in the 
administrative and financial management of client engagements and may possess a security clearance. 
Minimum Education:  Bachelor’s Degree. 

Duties 

Client Financial Management Associate Partners oversee the administrative and financial management of 
client engagements.  A Client Financial Management Associate Partner is qualified to perform such tasks 
as: 
Provide expert counsel to Client Financial Management teams in the areas of work management activities, 
financial management, human resources management, contract management and facilities management 
for one or more client engagements 
Conduct Client Financial Management reviews and recommend specific improvement strategies 
Recognize internal and external trends, and adjust Client Financial Management strategies accordingly 
Oversee the management of one or more Client Financial Management teams. 

Category Client Financial Management Senior Manager 

Qualifications 
Client Financial Management Senior Managers possess at least 7 years of experience in the 
administrative and financial management of client engagements and may possess a security clearance. 
Minimum Education:  Bachelor’s Degree or 3 years related experience. 

Category Client Financial Management Assistant 

Qualifications 
Client Financial Management Assistants possess up to 1 year of experience in the administrative and 
financial management of client engagements and may possess a security clearance. 
Minimum Education:  High School Diploma. 
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Duties 

Client Financial Management Assistants support project personnel in the administrative and financial 
management of client engagements.  A Client Financial Management Assistant  is qualified to perform 
such tasks as:  

• Assist in maintaining and reconciling an engagement’s work management records 
• Assist in financial tracking and reporting 
• Assist in an engagement’s human resources management activities, such as performance 

evaluation tracking and team member scheduling 
• Assist in facilities management for an engagement 

Category Business Integration Partner 

Qualifications 
At least 12 years of experience in information systems implementation, change management efforts or 
business process redesign.  Minimum education is a Bachelor’s degree 

Duties 

Has overall accountability for business solution programs.  Responsible for product delivery and financial 
management of client engagements.  Performs independent quality assurance reviews of program 
performance and deliverables to ensure that contractual obligations are being met.  Is a recognized 
experts in the areas of business process redesign, technical architecture, organizational change or 
specific industries.  Lends thought leadership to engagement teams in developing creative solutions to 
client business problems 

Category Business Continuity Architect 

Qualifications 

Bachelor's degree or equivalent relevant technical experience, plus five years of technical experience in 
information technology recovery or technology disaster recovery planning.  
Technically proficient in several of the following disciplines with certifications in at least two; security, 
virtualization, networking, application performance optimization, Storage solution design, business 
continuity or process improvement.  Three years or more experience specifically in developing solutions to 
Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point (RPO) requirements to ensure data integrity and 
continuity of operations.  
Demonstrated business proficiency in technical writing and process documentation. Experienced in risk 
assessment/management, and contingency plan development and execution. 

Duties 

Develops technical and procedural solutions to meet customer requirements for continuity of operations. 
Provides support in the development of a government agency’s information technology emergency 
management and recovery plans; leads information technology network risk assessments; reviews and 
develops network and system recovery strategies; drafts procedures for identifying system failures and 
involving contingency plans; creates response procedures; communicates with various response teams 
during testing and actual execution of system and/or network recovery procedures. Leads the design, 
development, installation, implementation, and administration of backup solutions.  

Category Managed Solutions Architect 

Qualifications 

Bachelor's degree or equivalent relevant technical experience, plus five years general experience in 
computing technologies. 
Proficient in several of the following disciplines with certifications in at least two: security, virtualization, 
networking, application performance optimization, storage solution design, business continuity, and 
process improvement.  Three years or more experience designing high availability solutions.  

Duties 

Focuses on full lifecycle solutions including assessment, design, implementation, capacity planning, and 
optimization of all aspects of delivering fully integrated application solutions in a managed hosting 
environment.  Performs as architect for integration strategies and initiatives, with a strong background in 
networking, servers, operating systems, storage, applications, and virtualization. 

Category Cloud Solutions Architect I 
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Qualifications 

Bachelor's degree or equivalent relevant technical experience, plus four years of general experience in 
computing technologies. 
Proficient in several of the following disciplines with certifications in at least two: security, virtualization, 
networking, application performance optimization, storage solution design, business continuity, and 
process improvement.  Two years or more experience designing integrated solutions in a virtualized 
environment with specific experience in application performance analysis. 

Duties 

Focuses on full lifecycle solutions including assessment, design, implementation, capacity planning, and 
optimization of all aspects of delivering fully integrated application solutions in a cloud environment.  
Performs as architect for integration strategies and initiatives, with a strong background in networking, 
servers, operating systems, storage, applications, and virtualization. 

Category Cloud Solutions Architect II 

Qualifications 

Bachelor's degree or equivalent relevant technical experience, plus six years of general experience in 
computing technologies. 
Proficient in several of the following disciplines with certifications in at least two: security, virtualization, 
networking, application performance optimization, storage solution design, business continuity or process 
improvement.  Three years or more experience designing integrated solutions in a virtualized environment 
with specific experience in application performance analysis and large data warehouses.  

Duties 

Focuses on full lifecycle solutions including assessment, design, implementation, capacity planning, and 
optimization of all aspects of delivering fully integrated application solutions in a cloud environment.  
Performs as architect for integration strategies and initiatives, with a strong background in networking, 
servers, operating systems, storage, applications, and virtualization. 

Category Security Solutions Engineer 

Qualifications 

Bachelor's degree or equivalent relevant technical experience, plus six years general experience in 
security technologies. 
Proficient in the following disciplines with certifications in at least two; network security, application 
security, unified identity management, security policy development, and risk assessment. 
Three years or more experience specifically in deployment of perimeter solutions such as firewalls, 
Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
authentication, and use of “white hat” strategies for risk mitigation and vulnerability assessment.  

Duties 
Focuses on the holistic security of the solution architecture to ensure physical and logical control policies 
are in place and technical methods are employed to mitigate risk, detect and respond to threats, and 
analyze threats for deployment of preventative counter measures. 

Category Advanced Solutions Architect 

Qualifications 

Bachelor’s degree required, MBA is desired.  5+ years’ experience in one of the following: data center 
redesign, sever virtualization, virtual desktop deployment or voice communications.  In depth 
understanding of server virtualization architecture, desktop virtualization or IP Telephony.  Demonstrated 
experience in multiple of these disciplines: application redesign, physical to virtual migration, virtual to 
cloud migration, virtual desktop architecture, Desktop as a Service, Infrastructure as a Service, Software 
as a Service, Platform as a Service, SIP multi model contact centers, interactive voice response, 
predictive dialing, data networking, voice messaging, conferencing, and video. 

Experience with third party products from one or more telecommunication, IP communication or cloud 
based service providers. 
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Duties 

Performs and oversees the technical design of complex IT-based projects.  Leads technical contributions 
on projects requiring multi-vendor technologies and large complex integrations.  Provides directions and 
resolutions to a diverse range of complex technical problems including but not limited to: 

• Telephony 
• Messaging; 
• Conferencing. 
• Networking 
• Call Center Applications (IVR, Outbound dialing, reporting, call center routing, etc.) 
• Virtual Desktop 
• Server Virtualization 
• IT Cloud Deployment 
•  

Category Applications Solutions Consultant 

Qualifications 

Bachelor’s degree required, MBA is desired.  5+ years’ experience in voice communications including in 
depth understanding of IP Telephony.  Demonstrated experience in multiple of these disciplines: SIP multi 
model contact centers, interactive voice response, predictive dialing, data networking, voice messaging, 
conferencing and video. Experience with Avaya, Genesys, Nice, Verint, Nortel, Siemens, and Cisco VOIP 
communications platforms and Microsoft or IBM communications applications.. 

Duties 

Responsible for formulating and defining system scope and objectives.  Develops detailed technical 
specifications for enterprise level contact center and unified communications applications including but not 
limited to the following: 

• Interaction Center and CTI applications 
• Interactive Response, Voice Portal, and Speech applications. 
• Contact Center reporting products (CMS, IQ, BCMR) 
• Proactive Contact (Outbound Dialer) application. 
• Modular Messaging. 
• Meeting Exchange.  Designs, codes, tests, debugs, and documents CC and UC 

applications. 

Category Call Center Consultant 

Qualifications 

Bachelor’s degree, preferably in Industrial Engineering or equivalent experience.  ACACN Certification.  
Completion of various contact center technology courses including but not limited to: 

• CMS Supervisor Administration. 
• System Administration for Call Center and System Call Vectoring courses. 

Duties 

Responsible for the design, and development of basic, complex and advance contact center 
environments.  Provides resolutions to a diverse range of technical problems covering call flow (call 
center) optimization, call center reporting, vector designs, agent skills, etc.  Provides Contact Center 
Training consisting of Basic to Advanced Contact Center implementation, end user reporting analysis and 
consultation, as well as Agent Application training.   

Category CIS Regional Services Engineer 

Qualifications 
Bachelor’s degree required, MBA is desired.  5+ years’ experience in voice communications including in 
depth understanding of IP Telephony.  Demonstrated experience in multiple of these disciplines: SIP multi 
model contact centers, interactive voice response. 

Duties 

Supports the Implementation and Maintenance of complex IT-based projects.  Provides directions, design, 
validation, consultation and resolutions to a diverse range of complex technical installations and 
maintenance including but not limited to : 

• Telephony, Messaging 
• Conferencing, Networking 
• Call Center Applications (IVR Outbound dialing, reporting, call center routing, etc) 
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Category Communications Manager (CM) 

Qualifications 
Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Computer Science or equivalent experience.  ACACN Certification, 
ACSCI Certification.   Certified Specialist.  Communications Design certification. (ACSCD).  Other Industry 
recognized certifications. 

Duties 

Responsible for remote integration support of  Communication Manager product.  Supports the highly 
complex end user installations, configurations, upgrades and migrations through system configuration and 
set up, problem isolation, verification, resolution and documentation. Conducts System Hand Off review 
post installation. 

Category Implementation Services Instructor 

Qualifications 
Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Computer Science or equivalent experience.  ACACN Certification.  
ACSCI Certification.  Avaya Certified Specialist.  Communications Design certification. (ACSCD).  Other 
Industry recognized certifications. 

Duties 
Responsible for providing customers product and application knowledge via instructor-led sessions, 
computer-based training or Web  instruction. 

Category Implementation Services Remote Upgrade Engineer 

Qualifications 
Bachelor's degree in Engineering, Computer Science, or equivalent experience.  ACACN Certification, 
ACSCI Certification, Certified Specialist Communications Design Certification (ACSCD), Other Industry 
recognized certifications as required (i.e. Microsoft).     

Duties 
Responsible for remote integration support of Communications Manager products.  Remotely support 
upgrades and migrations through system configuration, set up, and testing. 

Category Implementation Services Software Associate 

Qualifications 
Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Computer Science or equivalent experience.  ACACN Certification.  
ACSCI Certification.  Certified Specialist.  Communications Design certification. (ACSCD).  Other Industry 
recognized certifications. 

Duties 
Responsible for the configuration of station configuration and features. Supports the installation and 
programming of sets and set features. Conducts data gathering and station reviews as required. 

Category Implementation Services Technician 

Qualifications 
Bachelor's degree in Engineering, Computer Science, or equivalent experience.  ACACN Certification, 
ACSCI Certification, Certified Specialist Communications Design Certification (ACSCD), Other Industry 
recognized certifications as required (i.e. Microsoft).  

Duties 
Responsible for the complete onsite physical hardware and/or software installation of a new or upgraded 
solution, as well as the placement, testing, and verification of system operation. 

Category Integrated Management Consultant 

Qualifications BS degree in Engineering or equivalent experience.  Requires industry standard certifications. 

Duties 

Responsible for providing deployment and integration support of virtualized server platforms, desktop 
virtualization environment, IT cloud integration, converged voice and/or data networks.  Support includes 
the problem isolation, verification, resolution of complex end-user and data center installations, 
configurations, and upgrades/migrations.  The consultant supports the following enterprise level products 
including but not limited to: 
 

• Integrated Manager 
• SSG, VPN, CCS, IP Telephony 
• Server/desktop/application virtualization 
• Migration to cloud based platforms 

Experience with third party products from one or more telecommunication, IP communication or cloud 
based service providers. 

•  

Category Mid-Market Contact Center Consultant 
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Labor Categories and Qulifications 

Qualifications Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Computer Science or equivalent experience, ACACN Certification. 

Duties 
Responsible for the design, implementation, and support of mid-market contact center products.  This 
position will also provide customer training on how to use and troubleshoot the equipment. 

Category Senior Program Manager Tier II 

Qualifications 
Bachelor’s degree in Business or equivalent experience preferred.  Completion of basic technical courses 
supporting the type of technology to be managed.  Project Management (PMP) Certification (Awarded by 
the Project Mgt Institute - PMI) 

Duties 

Oversees GLOBAL and complex integration projects including installations or systems additions. Provides 
total project leadership and is directly accountable for the project team's performance. 
Responsible for the planning activities to define milestones, reserve resources, coordination with multiple 
vendors/services providers, coordinating project activities, resource scheduling, contractual compliance, 
and customer satisfaction. 

Category Strategic Communications Consultant 

Qualifications 

Bachelor’s degree required, MBA is highly desired.  At least 7 years of experience with specific 
responsibilities in one of the following areas: 

• Senior level telecommunications or call center consulting experience with a major consulting 

firm or IT vendor.   

• Experience in leading projects with Fortune 500 corporations in the areas of cost takeout, 

contact center optimization, carrier negotiation, telecom expense management, or business 

process optimization 

• Deployed and managed Cisco, Avaya, or Nortel IP Telephony 

• Previously accountable for the productivity of the call center or business unit served by the 

contact center 

• Demonstrated thought leadership in the area of business processes, contact centers, or 

communications 

Duties 
Provides business operations and/or analytical support required to define a technology solution and 
implementation strategies that meet a business need.   

Category Technical Project Manager Tier II- NBD 

 Qualifications 

Certified Associate (ACA) Certification in Communications Networking and Implementation.  Master's 
Certificate in Project Management.  Preferred: Project Management Professional (PMP) Certification 
(Awarded by Project Management Institute - PMI).  Completion of basic technical courses supporting the 
type of technology to be managed including design analysis and implementation planning for IP Telephony 
and related messaging and Call Center Adjuncts. 

 Duties 

Responsible for the overall project plan, budget, structure, schedule and staffing requirements.  Manages 
the integration of company products and/or systems at customer sites including but not limited to:  
Contact Center products. 
Unified Communications Products. 
Mid-Market Products. 

Category Technical Systems Integrator 

 Qualifications 
Masters in Science desired, Bachelor's degree preferred in CS or Engineering.  Avaya and industry 
certifications are required. 
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Labor Categories and Qulifications 

Duties  

Evaluates and analyzes network performance to propose design and configuration requirements to meet 
the performance requirements of a converged network.  Responsible for the remote or onsite 
implementation and integration support of vendor products including but not limited to the following: 
Interaction Center and CTI applications. 
Interactive Response, Voice Portal, and Speech applications. 
Contact Center reporting products (CMS, IQ, BCMR). 
Proactive Contact (Outbound Dialer). 
Meeting Exchange.  
Applications Enablement Services (AES). 
 

Category Mobility Principal/Security Consultant 

Qualifications Requires fifteen (15) years in the field or related area. Requires a Master Degree, or its equivalent.   

Duties 

Recognized within the industry as a strategic thought leader in Mobility solutions and is proficient in 
relevant principles and practices including strategy, design and architecture.  Applies experience, skills, 
and expert knowledge as a strategic thought leader for Mobility services at customer engagements.  
Delivers solutions by utilizing state-of-the-art mobile and machine to machine (M2M) technologies within 
the rapidly changing mobile landscape.  Delivers mobility and machine to machine services and acts as 
trusted advisor for clients, providing both strategic guidance and technical delivery for consulting 
engagements. 

Category Mobility Senior Consultant/Project Manager 

Qualifications Requires ten (10) years in the field or related area.  Requires Bachelor’s Degree, or its equivalent. 

Duties 

Recognized within the industry as a strategic thought leader in Mobility solutions and is proficient in 
relevant principles and practices including strategy, design and architecture.  Applies experience, skills, 
and expert knowledge as a strategic thought leader for Mobility services at customer engagements.  
Leads professional engagements and deliverables for mobile and machine to machine (M2M) 
technologies.  Acts as trusted advisor for clients, providing both strategic guidance and technical delivery 
for consulting engagements.  Delivers quality services and timely deliverables to customers. Serves as a 
major contributor to planning process and for providing project management and guidance. 

 
 
 
 

Additional Labor Categories 
Business Integration 
Business Continuity Management 

Category Business Continuity Planner I 

Qualifications 
Requires five (5) to ten (10) years’ experience in the field or related area.  Requires a Bachelor’s 
degree, applicable certificates, or its equivalent.  

Duties 

Functional Responsibility: Position covers all areas of the business continuity planning cycle.  Works 
with high-level organizational personnel and provides analysis and recommendations to organizations 
to ensure the continuation of core, mission-essential functions should personnel, facilities, inventory, 
IT/communications and/or infrastructure experience a natural or man-made debilitative event. 
Maintains schedules to meet all deadlines and objectives. Designs and administers programs that 
include policies, standards, guidelines, training programs, and quality assurance processes for viable 
continuity planning.  Oversees the development of Continuity of Operations (COOP) plans. Provides 
leadership to other business continuity professionals.   
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Business Integration 
Business Continuity Management 

Category Business Continuity Planner II 

Qualifications 
Requires two (2) to five (5) years’ experience in the field or related area.  Requires an Associates or 
Bachelor’s degree, applicable certificates, or its equivalent. 

Duties 

Position covers all areas of the business continuity planning cycle.  Under minimal supervision, 
provides research and analysis to organizations to ensure the continuation of core, mission-essential 
functions should personnel, facilities, inventory, IT/communications and/or infrastructure experience a 
natural or man-made debilitative event. Participates in the design and administration of programs 
which include, but are not limited to, policies, standards, guidelines, training, and quality assurance 
processes for viable continuity planning.  Participates in the development of Continuity of Operations 
(COOP) plans.  

Category Business Continuity Planner III 

Qualifications 
Requires zero (0) to two (2) years’ experience in the field or related area.  Requires an Associates 
degree, applicable certificates, or its equivalent.  

Duties 

Position covers all areas of the business continuity planning cycle.  Using established procedures and 
under close supervision, helps support an organizations continuation of core, mission-essential 
functions should personnel, facilities, inventory, IT/communications and/or infrastructure experience a 
natural or man-made debilitative event. Conducts the research and analysis necessary for the design 
and administration of programs which include, but are not limited to, policies, standards, guidelines, 
training, and quality assurance processes for viable continuity planning.  Supports the development of 
Continuity of Operations (COOP) plans.   

Category Subject Matter Specialist I 

Qualifications Requires fifteen (15) years in the field or related area.  Requires a PhD, or its equivalent.   

Duties 

Recognized at the industry level in a technical field or specialized engineering or technology area and 
is proficient in relevant engineering principles and practices.  Applies experience, skills, and expert 
knowledge within an engineering discipline to complex assignments.  Generates unique concepts as 
evidenced by synthesis of new products or processes.  Creates or uses engineering/scientific tools to 
solve technical problems.  Utilizes and develops tools, techniques, processes and/or facilities such as 
state-of-the-art simulation environments, laboratories, and test facilities.  Provides leadership for 
engineering activities in a specialized engineering or technology subject area.  Serves as a major 
contributor to technical planning process and for providing technical management and guidance.     

Category Subject Matter Specialist II 

Qualifications Requires ten (10) years in the field or related area.  Requires Master’s Degree, or its equivalent. 

Duties 

Recognized at the industry level in a technical field or specialized engineering or technology area and 
is proficient in relevant engineering principles and practices.  Applies experience, skills, and expert 
knowledge within an engineering discipline to complex assignments.  Generates unique concepts as 
evidenced by synthesis of new products or processes.  Creates or uses engineering/scientific tools to 
solve technical problems.  Utilizes and develops tools, techniques, processes and/or facilities such as 
state-of-the-art simulation environments, laboratories, and test facilities.  Provides leadership for 
engineering activities in a specialized engineering or technology subject area.  Serves as a major 
contributor to technical planning process and for providing technical management and guidance.     

 
Security and Internet/Intranet Management 

Category Senior Security Engineer 
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Security and Internet/Intranet Management 

Qualifications 
Two years applied experience in security engineering and two years’ experience in a project 
management or team leadership position.  Skills shall include three or more of the areas, above.  
Bachelor’s degree in a technical field of study or demonstrable equivalent job experience. 

Duties 

• Ability to lead a team of engineers and technicians in the design, implementation, and 
installation of network security solutions, including but not limited to filtering policies, access 
control lists, virtual private networks, and secure access and authentication mechanisms. 

• Ability to review compiled and/or interpreted code for conditions that could generate security 
vulnerabilities. 

• Broad knowledge and integration of commercially available and public domain security 
products and solutions.  

• Detailed understanding of network protocols and communications. 
• Custom design and implementation of network and system security solutions appropriate to 

the customer’s needs and culture. 
• Translation of customer requirements into a system architecture that meets security and 

functional requirements.  
• Ability to coordinate with customer engineers or administrators to integrate industry standard 

security engineering principles and practices with the customer’s engineering and 
development processes. 

• Execution of projects using defined system engineering methodologies and ability to guide 
engineers and technicians in those methodologies.  

Category Senior Security Analyst 

Qualifications 

Two years’ experience in project management or team leadership position required; plus two years 
applied security engineering experience with degree, or six or more years applied experience without 
degree, in at least three of the functional responsibility areas, above.  Bachelor’s degree in a technical 
field of study, or six or more years applied experience in at least three of the functional responsibility 
areas. 

Duties 

• Ability to lead team of analysts and engineers in security assessment of developmental or 
operational networks and systems for a variety of government or commercial clients. 

• Ability to apply defined security analysis methodologies to a variety of government or 
commercial client networks.  

• Ability to work with customer personnel to develop mission, functional and security 
requirements, security policies, architecture, and operational procedures. 

• Analysis of existing functional and security requirements, security policies, architecture, and 
operational procedures for security flaws. 

• Ability to identify countermeasure options and support customers in choosing best options to 
satisfy cost, functional, security, and other critical requirements. 

• Working knowledge of industry standard government and commercial security evaluation 
criteria. 

Category Security Engineer 

Qualifications 
Two years of applied experience are required in at least three of the above functional areas.  
Bachelor’s degree in a technical field of study or demonstrable equivalent job experience. 
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Security and Internet/Intranet Management 

Duties 

• Broad understanding of network and communication protocols. 
• Broad knowledge of commercially available and public domain security solutions. 
• Ability to integrate commercial or custom security products and solutions into the customer’s 

network architecture using industry standard system engineering methodologies.  
• Ability to work in team environment with the customer’s engineers or administrators to 

integrate security engineering principles and practices into the customer’s engineering and 
development processes.  

• Design or implementation of filtering policies, access control lists, virtual private network 
solutions, secure access, strong authentication, and other security mechanisms. 

Category Security Analyst 

Qualifications 
Two years applied experience in at least three of the above skills.  Bachelor’s degree in a technical 
field of study or demonstrable equivalent job experience. 

Duties 

• Ability to apply defined security analysis methodologies to government or commercial 
networks or systems.  

• Ability to develop customer security requirements, functional requirements, mission, 
operations, architecture, and policies and then analyze for security flaws. 

• Ability to identify countermeasure options and support customers in choosing the best 
solution to satisfy budget, functional, security, and other critical requirements. 

• Working knowledge of widely accepted security evaluation criteria. 
Category Security Policy Developer 

Qualifications 
At least two years applied experience in at least three of the above skills.  Bachelor’s degree in a 
technical field or equivalent job experience. 

Duties 

• Broad familiarity with government or commercial security regulations and evaluation criteria. 
• Broad familiarity with government certification and accreditation processes. 
• Working knowledge of industry standard network and system security policy statements and 

requirements, including, but not limited to, network security, host security, procedural 
security, physical security, and personnel security. 

• Ability to tailor security policies to fit the organization’s individual needs and culture as well 
as to address the organization’s threat profile. 

• Ability to develop and implement detailed processes to implement approved security 
policies. 

Category Network Penetration Engineer 

Qualifications 
Two years or more applied experience in network vulnerability discovery and exploitation. Skills shall 
include the areas, above.  Bachelor’s degree in computer science (or computer- or network-related 
studies) or demonstrable job experience. 
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Security and Internet/Intranet Management 

Duties 

• Ability to apply known exploits to customer networks to identify weaknesses and 
vulnerabilities. 

• “Command-line” ability to manipulate and apply exploits to customer networks. 
• Programming skills to modify known network attacks for application to customer network 

architectures and applications when necessary. 
• Ability to install, configure, and apply third-party vulnerability discovery tools. 
• Detailed understanding of network protocols, network devices, and operating systems. 
• Detailed understanding of common network topologies and advanced network management 

methodologies. 
• Excellent analytical and problem solving skills for network discovery and analysis. 
• Understanding of current security technologies for use as countermeasures to 

vulnerabilities. 
Category Security Specialist 

Qualifications 
Three years minimum and general experience analyzing and defining Network and/or application 
security requirements.  Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Information Systems, Engineering or 
Business or equivalent experience. 

Duties 

Performs risk analyses which also includes risk assessment and intrusion testing.  Must be able to 
communicate effectively in writing and orally with all levels of technical and management personnel, as 
required. Designs, develops, engineers, implements operates and maintains the systems that meet 
desired protection. Develops and implements solutions in support of Presidential Directive PDD-63 
Gathers and organizes technical information about an agencies mission goals and needs, existing 
security products, and ongoing programs in the Multilevel Security (MLS) arena. 

Category Internet/Intranet Webmaster 

Qualifications 
Three years’ experience in providing oversight for all web activities that include managing, designing 
and implementing web enable capabilities and resources.  Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, 
Information Systems, or Engineering or equivalent experience. 

Duties 

Identifies skills and complexity of development efforts. Provides oversight and quality assurance for 
adherence to standards, style guides, and web security and administration documentation. Develops 
and delivers technical briefings to senior management. Directly interfaces with external and internal 
customers to refine requirements and establishes timelines and milestones. 

Category Internet/Intranet Security Specialist 

Qualifications 
Three years in providing technical expertise for the design and protection of data that traverses 
Internet and/or Intranet connections.  Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Information Systems, or 
Engineering and experience in Network Security Management. 

Duties 
Develops security measures that enforces and/or enhances security goals and policy. Manages 
systems that include Firewalls, virus protection, email relays and Domain Name Servers. Develops 
measurements of quality of service standards and delivers technical briefings to senior management. 

Category New Media Specialist 

Qualifications 

One year experience in deploying Internet / Intranet content to meet established style guides and 
quality procedures. Has skill sets that include the incorporation of graphics into text based documents.  
Has HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML) integration and conversion skills.  Bachelor’s degree in 
Communication, Information Systems, or Business, and experience with various HTML Editors and 
web utilities, Adobe illustrators, and various Window platforms. 

Duties Develops HyperText links to associated content pages that enhance the information presented. 

Category Senior Media Specialist 
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Security and Internet/Intranet Management 

Qualifications 

Two years minimum experience deploying complex Internet / Intranet content to meet established 
style guides and quality procedures. Has skill sets that include the incorporation of graphics into text 
based documents.  Has strong HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML) integration and conversion 
skills.  Bachelor’s degree in Communication, Information Systems, or Business, and experience with 
various HTML Editors and web utilities, Adobe illustrators, and various Window platforms. 

Duties 
Provides oversight to New Media Specialists and Graphics designers in conversion and development 
of HyperText links for integrating graphics generated with automated tools. 

Category TIER II SECURITY TECHNICIAN 

Qualifications 

Completion of a technical school program or Security Technology Institute certification in security and 
surveillance systems or experience as an electrician’s helper or equivalent job with rudimentary 
knowledge of basic electric theory or minimum of twenty-four months basic construction experience.  
Tier II technicians shall have at least two years’ experience and be able to obtain and maintain 
required security clearances. 

Duties  Performs support services to include periodic maintenance, installations and remedial maintenance. 

Category Tier III Security Technician 

Qualifications 

Completion of a technical school program or Security Technology Institute certification in security and 
surveillance systems or experience as an electrician’s helper or equivalent job with rudimentary 
knowledge of basic electric theory or minimum of thirty-six months basic construction experience.  Tier 
III technicians shall have at least five years’ experience and be able to obtain and maintain required 
security clearances. 

Duties 

Provides support services to include periodic maintenance, installations and remedial maintenance.  
Advanced understanding of computer concepts, applications and configuration; electronic and 
computer equipment hardware and software and operation of telecommunications broadcasting, 
switching and control. 

Category Security Access Engineer 

Qualifications 
The Security Access Engineer shall have at least 5 years’ experience and be able to obtain and 
maintain required security clearances. 

Duties 
Performs engineering services to include design, installation, upgrade, consultation and 
implementation for Electronic Security System (ESS), Secure Access, Intrusion Detection Systems 
and base/building infrastructure. 

Category Senior Access Security Systems Administrator 

Qualifications System Administrators shall have at least five years’ experience and possess a secret clearance. 

Duties 

Manages and administers alarm and access control systems including system updates to all access 
security clients/servers, update all other Windows based Access Security systems, synchronize and 
ensure all data bases are replicating, load correct versions of latest security software.  Perform routing 
backups, provide trouble shooting of access security system and generate reports as required. 

Category Access Security System Administrator 

Qualifications 
System Administrators shall have at least three years’ experience and obtain and maintain required 
security clearances. 

Duties 

Administers alarm and access control systems including system updates to all access security 
clients/servers, update all other Windows based Access Security systems, synchronize and ensure all 
data bases are replicating, load correct versions of latest security software.  Perform routing backups, 
provide trouble shooting of access security system and generate reports as required. 

Category Security Program Manager 
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Security and Internet/Intranet Management 

Qualifications 

Experience in the management of large and small security projects for various government and 
commercial clients.  Minimum Education:  Bachelor’s degree in a management or technical field of 
study, or demonstrate equivalent job experience.  Ability to obtain and maintain required security 
clearances. 

Duties 
Provides project/program oversight and communications with security action officer through detailed 
monthly project reports detailing preventative maintenance services, remedial maintenance services, 
schedules/milestones, budget analysis, staffing and trouble ticket resolution. 

Category Internet/Intranet Web Architect 

Qualifications 
Two years’ experience in developing technical solutions for interactive resources that are implemented 
on a web based architecture.  Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Information Systems, or 
Engineering, Business and experience with various web servers, or equivalent experience. 

Duties 

Evaluates and recommends leading marketplace technologies to enhance delivery and quality of web 
based content. Audits adherence of style guides and standards that include data dictionary libraries. 
Updates workflow plans and web documentation.  Evaluates usage statistics to assure design layouts 
are optimized for customers. 

Category VoIP Premium Support Specialist 

Qualifications Requires ten (10) years in the field or related area. Requires Bachelor’s Degree, or its equivalent. 

Duties 

Subject matter expert and technically competent in the Verizon Hosted IP Centrex (VoIP) Service, 
Technology, Systems, and Transitional Services.  Broad range of competencies, including skills and 
expertise from voice and data networking.  Recognized at the industry level in a technical field or 
specialized engineering or technology area and are proficient in relevant engineering principles and 
practices. Applies experience, skills, and expert knowledge within an engineering discipline to complex 
assignments. Generates unique concepts as evidenced by synthesis of new products or processes. 
Creates or uses engineering/scientific tools to solve technical problems. Utilizes and develops tools, 
techniques, processes and/or facilities such as state-of-the-art simulation environments, laboratories, 
and test facilities. Provides leadership for engineering and incident management activities in relations 
to the design and installation of VoIP and associated VoIP equipment. Serves as a major contributor to 
technical planning process and for providing technical management and guidance.  
 

(OTH-V00-0679) 

Category Business Process Consultant – Junior (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Understands fundamental concepts to business process design and reengineering. Has 
an understanding of common tools and software packages. Understands business system 
objectives for user needs. 

Duties 

Analyzes process and re-engineering with an understanding of technical and functional 
solutions that relate to the current and future business environment.  Documents 
current and future state process designs. Documents business system objectives and 
scope.   

 

(OTH-V00-0680) 
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Category Business Process Consultant – Mid-Level (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Understands industry best practices and methodologies to facilitate business process 
design projects.  Has experience using common tools and software package. Has 
experience defining business scope and objectives.  Has and understanding of 
organizational design concepts. 

Duties 

Analyzes process and re-engineering with an understanding of technical and functional 
solutions that relate to the current and future business environment.  Facilitates and 
reviews current and future state process designs.  Recommends design updates and 
changes.  Facilitates business objectives and scope with clients.    

 

(OTH-V00-0681) 

Category Business Process Consultant – Senior (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Has domain technical knowledge of business process reengineering methodologies. Has 
experience leading projects and is able to interact and converse with clients and 
stakeholders.  Has experience leading small teams defining business scope, objectives, 
organization design and system requirements.  

Duties 

Analyzes process and re-engineering with an understanding of technical and functional 
solutions that relate to the current and future business environment.  Facilitates and 
reviews current and future state process designs.  Recommends design updates and 
changes.  Leads project teams that define business scope, objectives, organizational 
design and system requirements.      

 

(OTH-V00-0682) 

Category Business Process Consultant –  Manager (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Has domain and exert technical knowledge of business process reengineering 
methodologies, including business system requirements, objectives and organizational 
design. Has experience leading complex projects and  is able to interact and converse 
with multiple clients and stakeholders.  Has experience managing project schedules, 
resources and budgets.  

Duties 

Leads teams with business process redesign, organizational design, business system 
scope and objectives. Facilitates reviews and makes recommendations to all client 
deliverables.  Facilitates and reviews deliverables with clients.     
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(OTH-V00-0679) 
 

Category Business Process Consultant – Junior (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Understands fundamental concepts to business process design and reengineering. 
Has an understanding of common tools and software packages. Understands 
business system objectives for user needs. 

Duties 

Analyzes process and re-engineering with an understanding of technical and 
functional solutions that relate to the current and future business environment.  
Documents current and future state process designs. Documents business system 
objectives and scope.   

 
(OTH-V00-0680) 
 

Category Business Process Consultant – Mid-Level (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Understands industry best practices and methodologies to facilitate business 
process design projects.  Has experience using common tools and software 
package. Has experience defining business scope and objectives.  Has and 
understanding of organizational design concepts. 

Duties 

Analyzes process and re-engineering with an understanding of technical and 
functional solutions that relate to the current and future business environment.  
Facilitates and reviews current and future state process designs.  Recommends 
design updates and changes.  Facilitates business objectives and scope with 
clients.    

 
(OTH-V00-0681) 
 

Category Business Process Consultant – Senior (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Has domain technical knowledge of business process reengineering 
methodologies. Has experience leading projects and is able to interact and 
converse with clients and stakeholders.  Has experience leading small teams 
defining business scope, objectives, organization design and system requirements.  

Duties 

Analyzes process and re-engineering with an understanding of technical and 
functional solutions that relate to the current and future business environment.  
Facilitates and reviews current and future state process designs.  Recommends 
design updates and changes.  Leads project teams that define business scope, 
objectives, organizational design and system requirements.      
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(OTH-V00-0682) 
 

Category Business Process Consultant –  Manager (NBD) 

Qualifications 

Has domain and exert technical knowledge of business process reengineering 
methodologies, including business system requirements, objectives and 
organizational design. Has experience leading complex projects and  is able to 
interact and converse with multiple clients and stakeholders.  Has experience 
managing project schedules, resources and budgets.  

Duties 

Leads teams with business process redesign, organizational design, business 
system scope and objectives. Facilitates reviews and makes recommendations to 
all client deliverables.  Facilitates and reviews deliverables with clients.     

 
4.14 Other Direct Costs 
Customers may also procure products and services that are within the scope of the WITS 3 
contract, but may not be available as a specific CLIN on the contract by utilizing the ODC clause 
of the contract. Verizon must provide products and services that are within the scope of this 
contract but are not identified in the price tables.  Charges for these products and services shall 
be considered “Other Direct Costs” (ODCs) and shall be established on an individual-case 
basis. Examples of ODCs include provision of labor and materials to prepare sites for WITS 3 
products and services, or unique applications that may be required to provide WITS 3 
customers with fully integrated solutions to meet their agency’s mission.   Repeated use of an 
ODC for similar products or services may lead to a contract modification and the establishment 
of a new CLIN. 
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